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REPORT ON THE WORK OF THE BUREAU OF EDUCATION FOR
THE NATIVES OF ALASKA, 1914 -15.

PART I.GENERAL SUMMARY.

During the fiscal year ended June 30, 1913, the field force of the
Bureau of Education in Alaska consisted of 3 superintendents, 1
assistant' superintendent, 97 teachers, 7 physicians, and 8 nurses.
Sixty-seven schools were maintained, with an .enrollment of 3,436
and an average attendance of 1,963.

In addition to maintaining schools for the native children in
Alaska, the bureau has continued its endeavors in behalf of the
entire native communities by extending medical relief, lig main-
taining sanitary methods of living in the villages, by promoting the
industries conducted by the natives, and by relieving destitution.

Of the appropriation for " Education of natives of Alaska for the
fiscal year ended June 30, 1915," more than $23,000 was used in em-
ploying seven physicians and eight nurses; in maintaining improvised
hospitals at Nulato, 'Kotzebue, and Kanakanak; in payments under
contracts with St. Ann's Hospital at Juneau, with the Good Samari-
tan Hospital at Valdez, with the Holy Cross Hospital at Nome,
with the Fairhaven Hospital at Candle, and with the Children's
Orthopedic Hospital at Seattle, for the treatment of natives; also,
its heretofore, in furnishing the teachers of the United States public
Owls with medical supplies and medical books in order to enable
them to trent minor ailments. The efforts of the bureau to secure
from Congress a specific appropriation to provide for the medical
and sanitary relief of the natives df Alaska have met with suc-
cess, $25,000 having been granted for that purpose for the fiscal year
1915-16.

Much of the sickness prevailing among the natives of Alaska is
caused.by the eating of food which has ngt been properly prepared.
The waters of Alaska teem with fish; and Vild berries grow in pro-
fusiog throughout its vast area, but in many villages, according to
the ancient practice, fish for winter use are either dried in the fun,
crudely smoked, or buried in die earth, while the berries are pre-
served in oil. In order to replace these primitive methods, during
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6 WORK OF THE BUREAU OF EDUCATION FOR ALASKA.

the summer of 1914 steam hoine canning outfits/for use in preserving
fish and meat, as well as berries and vegetables, were sent to three
of the largest villages. It is hoped that the use of such outfits will
become general in the native communities.

One of the most effective agencies for the Advancement in civiliza-
tion of a native village is the establishment in it of a cooperative
store owned by the, 'natives And managed by them, under the super-
vision of a teacher of a United'States public school, resulting in the
securing of articles of food and clothing at equitable prices, the
dividing among the natives themselves of profits which would other-
wise go to a white trade'', and in the acquiring by the natives of self-
confidence and experience in business affairs. It is most encouraging
to note the ability which the natives have shown' in conducting theSe
enterprises. According to the district superintendent, the income
of the village of Atka has increased .150 per cent because of the
establishment of its cooperative store. The cooperative' stores at
Hydaburg Klawock, Klukwnn, and on St. Lawrence Island have
also met with success.

In continuation of the pOlicy of setting aside carefully selected
tracts to which large numbers of natives can be attracted, and within
which, secure from the intrusion of unscrupulous white men. the
nativesican obtain fish and game and conduct their own industrial
and commercial enterprises, and within which the bureau 'co con-
centrate its efforts, during the year reservation was made byExetu-
tive order of a tract on the Kobuk River, i# Arctic Alaska, also of

tract on the northern shore of Cook Inlet, including the village,.
of Tyonek and its surroundings. The reservation of the tract on
the Kobuk River was made in compliance with the urgent request ofitthe natives of Deering on Kotzebue nd, :who w. ished to migrate
from the village which had been their come from time immemorial,
because life in it had become increasingly difficult, the development
of mining and the influx of white men having resulted in the killing
off of game animals and in groat scarcity of fuel. :,Virithin'their new
"reservation on the shores of the remote Arctic river these natives can
secure an abundant supply of fish, game, and timber, and can build
lip a new village for themselves.

In 1891, when setting apart. Annette Island as a reserve for the
use of the Metlakatlans and such other Alaskans as might join them,
Congress empowered the Secretary of the Interior to prescribe rules
and regulations for the reserve. However, this authority was not
exercised., because it was felt that tfie advancement of the Metlakat-
lans could best be secured by letting them develop under° the sole
leadership of Mr. Willihm Duncan, the foundertof that unique colony.
When it became necessary in the best interests of the Metlakatlans
to establish ad maintain a :United States- public school in Met-

.
.d.



GENERAL SUMMARY. 7

lakatla, and otherwise to assume responsibility in connection with the
interests of the Metlakatlans, it was deemed advisable to prescribe
a code, of regulations for the government of thecolony, which was
put into effect by the Secretary of the Interior January 28, 1915.
Under these regulations The government of Annette Islands Reserve
is vested in an elective council of 12 members, with power to pass
such ordinances for the local government of the reserve as are not
in conflict with the laws of the United States,,,the laws of the Ter-
ritory of Alaska, or the regulations prescribed by the Secretary of
the Interior.

At its recent session the Alaska Territorial Legislature passed
two acts of vital importance to the Alaskan natives. The act to'
define and establish the political status of Alaskan natives, approved
April 27, 1915, provides for the acquiring of citizenship by natives
of Alaska. It empowers a United States judge to issue a certificate
of citizenship to a native who has severed all tribal relations, adopted
the habits of civilization, satisfied the teachers of a United States
public school'or a territorial or a municipal school of his qualifica-
tions for citizenship, and obtained the indorsement of his claim by
five citizens. The act to provide for local self-government in native
villages in Alaska, approved April 21, 1915, provides that a United
States commissioner, after a prOper hearing, may authorize thd
organization for self-government of any native village in Alaska
having not less than 40 permanent inhabitants above the age of 21.
The form of government provided for such villages is similar to
that prescribed by the 'Secretary of the Interior for Annette Islands
Reserve.

TIIF. REINDEER SERVICE.

The reports from the reindeer stations for the fiscal year ended
June 30, 1915, showa total of 70,243 reindeer, distributed among 76
herds. Of the 70,243 reindeer, 46,683, Or 66 per cent, were owned by
1,140 natives; 3,408, Or per cent, were owned by the United States;
6,890, or .11) per cent, were owned by missions; and 13,262, Or 19 per
cent, were owned by Lapps and ,others. The total income of the
natives from the reindeer industry during the fiscal year, exclusive
of the meat and hides used by the natives themselves, was $81,997.
The total, 70,243, is a net increase of 21 per cent during the fiscal
year, notwithstanding-the fact that nearly 9,000 reindeer were killed
for meat and skins during the year.

The reindeer enterprise in Alaska has successfully passed through
two stagesthe introduction of the reindeer to a new country and
people, and the deveiopmenf of an administration which has estab-
lished the industry in the coastal regidn from Point Barrow'to the
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Aleutian Peninsula. There remains the successfUl commercializing
of the industry, the advancement of e enterprise from a.branch of
industrial education to one of the industries of the country.

Realizing that the establishment of an export trade in reindeer
'products is essential to the success of the enterprise, the bureau. is
encouraging the shipment of reindeer meat ond hides from Alaska
to the States. The last stettwer to leave Nome before the closing
of navigation by ice brought Tp Seattle in October, 1 pi4, 25 carcasses
of reindeer, which were placed on sale in Seattle,' retailing at from
20 to 35 cents viper pound. The chief of the Alaska Division also
brought from Nome 3 carcasses. to be distributed among the five
continental railway lines running out 'of Seattle, in order that rein-
deer meat might be given a trial on dining cars, with a view to secur-
ing for the natives contracts for the delivery of reindeer meat each
season.

During the winter of 1914-15 the bi{reau's superintendent, who is
situated at Nome, with the approval of the Commissioner of Educa-
tion, distributed among the Eskimo herders in northA;estern Alaska
a proposal from a Bold-storage company operating between Seattle
and Nome to niarket in Seattle for the Eskimos on a commission
basis the reindeer meat consigned to .said company. This action will.
probably result in the shipMent of a considerable quantity of rein-
deer meat from Nome during the summer. The responsibility of ac:
cepting or rejecting the proposal of Ow cold-storage company will

, rest with the native owners of reindeer, the superintendents acting
in an advisory capacity and assisting in making the necessary ar-
rangements.

Soon after the inception of the reindeer enterprise certain Lapps
were brought from Lapland to Alaska and employed by the bureau
as instructors of the Eskimos in the care and management of the
reindeer, each Lapp receiving a certain number of reindeer in pay-
ment for his services. During the summer of 1914 a, company, Qrgan-
ized at Nome, purchased about 1,200 reindeer from one of these
Lapps. This company intends to purchase other herds now owned
by Lapps, and to engage in the exportation of reindeer meat and
hides.

Under the supervision of the superintendent of the northwestern
district a very successful convention, attended by about .200 of the
Eskimos engaged in the reindeer industry on the Seward Peninsula,
was held at Igloo from January 11 to 17. The main objeclikof the
&Invention, was the exchange of experiences and opinioris on matters
connected with the raising and the utilizing of reindeer. The dis-
cussions included such subjects as the best way to slaughter a rein-
deer and prepare it for market, the most satsfactory forms of sleds
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and harness, and the best methods of driving reindeer. There were
also shooting matches, rope-throwing contests, wrestling bouts, and
many kinds of races with reindeer. The exhibits included sets of
harness, sleds, halters, and clothing made of reindeer skin, .for which
prizes were awarded. The success of this, convention will probably
result in the holding of similar conventions annually in various
centers of the reindt;er industry.

The reindeer industry is now extending from the mainland to the
outlying islands. During August, 1914, upon the request of th13
Department of theInterior, the revenue cutter Manning conveyed -a
herd of 40 reindeer from Ugashik, on the Alaska Peninsula, to Atka,
a remote island in the Aleutian -chain, where it will be a valuable
factor in alleviating the deplorable conditions which have hitherto,
*wailed upon that q,ssolate island. The extension of the reindeer
industry into southeast Alaska was begun during October by the
shipment to MetItikatla, on Annette Island, of eight, reindeer from
the herd in the vicinity of Nome.

LIST OE PEICSONS IN TIIE ALASKA SC11001, SERVICE, 1914-15.

William T. Lopp, superintendent of eAlucallon of natives of Alaska and cider
of the Alaska Division, Alaska.

EMPLOYEES IN THE WASHINGTON OFFICE.

Alaskan assistant, Pennsylvania.
David E. Thothas, accountant, Massachusetts.
James 0. Williams, junior clerk, Illinois.

EMPLOYEES IN THE SUPPLY AND DISBURSING OFFICE, SEATTLE.

Harry C. Sinclair, supply'agent, Maryland.
Alewiler II. Quarles, special,disbursing agent, Georgia.
ClutMey C. ltestor, assistant 'supply agent, Washington.
.Tulles C. Helwig, clerk and stenographer, Indiana.

EMPLOYEES IN ALASKA.

District superintendents of schools.

Walter 0., Shields, northwestern district, Naine:
Andrew N. Evans, western district, Unalakieet.
George E. Borer, upper Yukon district, Tanana.
Henry 0. Schitleben, southwestern district.'Seward.
William G. Beattie, southeastern district, Juneau.

A

Special disbursing agent atut assistant district superintendent of schools in site
northwestern district of Alaska.

Walter H. Johnson, Nome.
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Physicians.

Emil Kra Rah, M. D., Public Health Service, on special detail.
Henry 0. Schaleben, M. D., superintendent southwestern district, Seward.
Bruce H. Brown, M. D Nulato, to September 15. 1914.
Edgar 0. Campbell, M. D., Klawock and Si Itlik
Linus H. French, M. D., Nushagak.
Frank W. Lamb, M. D., Nu lato, from September 16. 1914.
Dania-S. Neuman, M. D., Nome.
H. N. '1'. Nichols, M. D., Kotzebue.
J. W. Reed, M. D., Bethel and Russian Mission.

Nurses and teachers of sanitation.

Mrs. Anna 0:Barton, Koglung.
Mrs. Clara M. Brown, Nu tato, to September lit, 1914.
Bliss*sther Gibson, southeastern district, to April 30, 1915.
Mrs. Carrie IV. Jordan, St. Michael and Unniakleet.
Miss Harriet B. Ken ly, Nome.
Mrs. Carrie W. Lamb, Nulato. from September 16, 1914.
Mrs, Louise M. Nichols, Kotzebue. .

Mrs. Emma B. Reed, Bethel and Russian Mission.
Mrs. Marie Umgukh, Kanakanak, from September 16 to December 31. 1914.

Teachers and school attendance, 191445.

NORTHWESTERN DISTRICTARCTIC OCEAN AND BERING SEA REGIONS AS FAR
SOUTH AS THE KOYUK RIVER, INCLUDING ST. LAWRENCE ISLAND.

Schools. Teachers. Appointed
Imre

Average
day,

atteilnd-
ance.

Months
Enroll- I teacher
ment. em-

ployed.

Barrow Tolbert L. Richardson
Mrs. Carrie Richardson
Roy Ahmaogak
Mrs. Belle C. Cram

Duckland Mrs. Iva K. Taber
Council Mrs. Lulu I Welch
Deering Charles Replogle

Mrs. Clara Replogle
Diomede. Chas. Idenadelook.
Gambell 3 ohn R. C00111

Mrs. Mary Coffin
Golovin. ?Alai Anna Hag

bMiss Mary K. W:refdahl
igloo H. D. Reese

Edwin W. litannkrutt
Kivalina Clinton S. Replogle

'Rottebue Miss Core B. Hawk
Nostak Cisme. A usley

Mrs. Sue B. Ansley
Nome ... Miss Edna Cameron
&lava Robert Bamms
Shishmaref Thomas W. Schulte
Bhungnai. Fred M. Sickles'
Sink bliss 0 race A. iIill
Teller Miss Dagny Brief(
wainwright wm. B. Van Fenn
Wales James H. Maguire.

Miss Mattid-A. Caldwell
Arthur Nagoeruk
Mrs. JIIM.21 H. Maguire

Total

Washington
do

Alaska
Washington
Alaska

Wa
do
shington
do

Alaska
California

do
Illinois
Alaska
Pennsylvania
Wyom
Was
Penney
Oregon

Alaska
California

do
Pennsylvania
Alaska
Washington

do
Alaska
Missouri
Alaska

do

79. 109 12

14
18

13
48

29 ;
Ili 6i
51 , 12

87

31
84
as

Ip

as

19' 7
78'. 12

81 ;634

52 1 19

51
I56 12

45 10

51 10
42 12
5.3 10
74 12
47 9
23 8
45 12
92 19

616 996
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WESTERN DISTRICTBERING StA REGION, BETWEEN HOWIE RIVER AND CAPE
NEWENHAM.

Schools. Teachers. Appointed
from

Average
daily

attend.
ance.

Enroll.
meat.

A kisk John H. Kilbuck
Joseph H. Kilbuck

Alaska
do....

39 59

A kulurak Miss Mary Imurentia .do 50 57
Bethel Mrs. Bertha J. Boyd Washington.. ... 47 62Goodnews Bay.. Claude M. Allison .do. 11 14Hamilton H. Ray Feller do 18 22Holy Cross , Miss Mary Bernadette Alaska 111 121Miss Mary Thoth
Hooper Bay John S. Calkins Montana 34 60Kinat W. D. McMillan 13 27Mountain Village.. Walter E. Cochran 20 37

Mrs. Minnie Cochran .do..
Nulato Miss Mary Salley Alaska 38 64Pilot Station Elmer E. Hamden Washington 25 33"ttuishagak .. .. Miss Marie E. Sleeker Alaska 17 28
Russian MiSSiOti. Howard Reed Louisiana 16 29Bt. Michael Floyd L. Allen Michigan. 18 55

Shageluk
Mrs. Gladys M. Allen
G. A. Danforth

.do
Washington 14 22

Shaktolik
Mrs. Rena C.
Mishit Ivanoff

Danforth .do
Alaska 23 33I Inalakleet Elmer E. Van Ness Tennessee. 48 73

Samuel Anaruk Alaska
Miss Eva Rock. .do

Total 540

Months
teacher

em-
ployed.

12

7
12
12
10

9

11
12
12

9
10

3
12

11

9

UPPER YUKON DISTRICTVALLEYS OF THE YUKON AND ITS TRIBUTARIES
BETWEEN 141' AND 157'.

Circle
Eagle
Louden
Tanana
Yukon

Total

Mrs. Ella E. Eby
Miss Lola Graves
WAS Nora Dawson
Miss Margaret Harper
Mrs. Vets McIntosh

Alaska
.do

Missouri__
California....
Oregon

19
11
10
ell
22

82
28
14
18
78

' 1:1

7
10

8

70 170

SOUTHWESTERN DISTRICTBERING SEA REGION SOUTH OF CAPE NEWENHAM AND
NORTH PACIFIC COAST REGION WEST OF 141'.

Atka

Chlgnik

Amos B. Carr
Mrs. Ella D. Carr
Mrs. Lunt Olsen..

Washington
do.

Alaska

17

24

M

41

10

I}Choglung Mrs. Corinne Call Washington 63 74 12Peter Nelson Alaska
Copper Center Arthur H. Miller Washington 6 24 10Mama& Preston II. Nash do 18 22 12

Mrs. Preston H. Nash .do.
Kogiung George A. Barton .do. 14 22 WIKululostk.... ..... . James G. Cox Alaska 22 13 12Bustin' Mrs. May Cody do 17 30 TMillet Cheeley NV Cook. 87 46 12

Mrs. Mary E. Coast .do
Togiak Walter IL Johnston Alaska 13 24 12
Tu yg tk Chas. W. Robinson Washington 84 40 . a:it

John W. Fuller do.......... 12 30 12Unalaska Will A. Wilson
Alma Wilson
Mrs. Kathryn D. Seller.
Mrs. Mary Lavigne

Alaska
do
do
do

54 82 9

Total 330 491
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SOUTHEASTERN DISTRICTNORTH PACIFIC COAST REGION EAST OF

Schools. Teachers. 1 A ppotnted.
Average

daily
ataend-
&nee.

Enroll-
ment.

Months
teacher

em-
ployed.

Halms Mrs. Nancy L. Aletander Alaska 12 50 7Hoonah e. Charles F. Ettc.herdiun Washington 39 '01 10Hydaburg Chas. W. Hawsesworth Alaska 80 116 12Chas. E. Hibbs Washington
Miss Ruth Armstrong

t% l

Miss Deane Armstrong .do
Juneau Mrs. Sadie E. Rdmunson Idaho 12 41 8Kate Mrs. Louise K. Milner Alaska

Mrs. Belle Newton do
25 79 7

Killisnoo
-

Raphael Goodheart . Washington
Mrs. Leona R. Goodheart do

19 59 t
Klawock Chas. E. Hibbs

0 . W syn. Dick
do..
do-

as 85 94
Kitikwan Fay R. Shaver Alaska ,. 25 57 114Miss Frances M. Calkins Washington

VetilnaL bits
KW Margaret Hamilton
Chas. D. Jones ..

Alaska
Washington

11
86

15
203

6
11Harry F. Gall Idaho

Min Beatrice E. Bair
Mrs. Clara V. Jones

Washington..
do.

Bilks Mrs. Louisa K. Campbell.. California ao., 84 7Wrangell. ... ..... Miss Nellie M.' 'Taylor Nebraska 12 37 74Yakutat Elof IL keelson Illinois. 18 49 6

Total 107 976

Summary of teachers and school attendance, for the year 1914-1.5.

. Daily at- Enroll-
District. Schools. Teachers. Pupils. tendance

per
school,

malt

school.

Northwestern district.. 19 27 996 32 52Western district 17 21 800 82 47Upper Yukon district 5 5 170 14 34Southwestern district 13 19 421 25 35Southeastern district. 13 22 976 31 75

Total -. 67 97 3,436 29 51/

Expenditures from the appropriation for "Education of natives of Alaska, 1915."
Appropriation $200, 0(10.00
Salaries in Alaska _ $94, 358.01
Equipment and suppl les_ 15, 498. 15
Fuel and light

-.
19, 303.38

Local expenses 1, 889. 33
Repairs and rent 4, 155.37
Buildings 14, 475.00
Medical relief _ 25, 584.80
Destitution 1, 485. 00
Commissioner's office salaries 4, 870. 17
Seattle office salaries 8, 042. 50
Commissioner's office expenses 125.00
Seattle office expenses 075. 00.
Traveling expenses

-a 9, 071. 65
Contingencies 420.58

TotaL 200, 000. 00
Expeaditures from the

Appropriation
appropriation for " Reindeer for Alaalca, 1915."

$5, 000
Salaries of chief herders 4' 6500
Supplies,. 8,860
Establishing new herds.. 650

NUM- 6,000
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Increase in reindeer-service from 1907 to 191.;.

1907 1915 1907 1915

Total natives owning reindeer.. 114 1,140 I Sled reindeer:
Herders and owners 57 986 Trained 445 1,618

P5rtly trained 77 158
17 46Rovernment apprentices Income of natives from reindeer . . $7,783 281,91,7

Mission apprentices 28 28 Total Income from reindeer H $9,563 1100,928
Apprentices of Lapps and other Percentage of reindeer owned by --

Whites 7 3 Government 23 5
Herders' and owners' apprentices. 27 79 &I issions 9 10

Lapps and other whites 14 19
79 154Total apprentices Natives 41 66

Reindeer owned by natives..-.... 6,406 48,683

Number of reindeer belonging to melt Mass of owners in 1914-15.

w

Owners.

Number of reindeer.
i

Increase. 1 Per cent owned.

1914 i 1915 Number. Per cent. !

1914
I

4

1915

Government
Missions
Lapps and other whites
Naives

Total

4,113
5,924

10,007
37.326

3,408
6,890

13,282
46,883

705
988

3,255
8,855

,

17 7

16 10I

33
I

' 17
23.

86^

5
10
19
64

57,872 70,243 12,371 21

Annual increase and decrease of reindeer.

'
Years.

Balance
from

previous
year.

Fawns
surely-4.

..'...

Imported
fromQik.,,,.Siberia

Killedfor food
andand

skins.

Total in
herd

June 30.

Per cent of an-
nual inereag.

I

By
fawns.

Net (since
Impor-
talon.

ceased).

1892 171 28 143

1803 143 714 124 23 331 65

1894 323 145 120 96 492 45
1325 492 276 123 '148 743 66
1396 743 357 100 1,000 48
1897 1,000 486 1 334 1,102 46
1828 1,132 625 161 485 1,733 65

1899 1,733 638 322 299 2,394 37

1900 2,394 756 29 487 2,692 32
1901 2,892 1.110 200 538 3,464 11

1902 8,464 '1,654 - 30 353 4,795 48

1903 4,796 1,877 390 6,232 39 31

1904 6,282 2,284 377 8,1 38 X
1906 8,189 2,978 926 10, 36 25

1906 191241 3.717 1,130 12, 36 21

1907 17, 828 4,519 1,608 15,839 35 3i
1908 , 15,839 6,416 1,933 19,322 34 21

1900, 19, 6.437 2,844 23,915 33 14

19104
1911,

22,91
27,825

7,239
9,496

2,829
3,192

27,325
33,629

32
as

11
Z

1912, 33,629 11,254 6,407, 38,476 33 14

1913, 88,476 13,681 4,801 47,266 85 Z
1914, 47,266 16,866 6,200 . 67,872 36 Z
19151 57,872 21,071 8,651 70,243 36 21

Total 113,892 1,280 43,929 140 s z

t 248 killed In Barrow relief expedftico.
Some of the figura which make up these totals are estimated.
Average.
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Amounts appropriated, growth, and results of introduction of reindeer into
Alaska.

First 10

(1813-1902).

Next 6
years

(1903-1907).

Last S

(19r1315).
Total.

Appropriations.. 9133,000 199,000 175,000 8307,000Number of hbrds established ... 9 7 60 76Number of natives becoming owners of reindeer 68 56 1,016 1 140Average cost to Government per owner , 11,956 $I, 768 973 269Number of reindeer passing into native ownersh i p 2,041 3,565 40,277 46,653Valuation of same 171,025 189,125 11.006.925 $1,167 , 076Income received by natives 84,5110 815,600 1369,407 $379,407Number of Go% ern men reindeer at end of perk81. 2,247 4,684 3,408 3,408Valuation of same 156,175 1117,100 185, 200 $85, 200

Wealth mist aced by, introduction of reindeer in Alaska.

Valuation of 40,1183 reindeer owned by nntives in 1915, at $25 each__ $1,167,075
Total iimonw of natives from reindeer, 1893-1915 379, 407
Valuation of 23,560 reindeer owned by missions, Laplanders and

other whites, and Government, 1915 589, 000
Total Metl- of missions anti Laplanders and other whites from rein-

deer, 1893-1915. 107,381

Total valuation and income_ 2, 242, 843
Total Government appropriations, 1893-1915 307,000

' Gain (021 per cent) 1, 935, 849
03306"-17-2

ti



PART IL-DETAILED REPORT.§.

SECTION 1. REPORTS BY SUPERINTENDENTS.

REPORT OF WALTER C. SHIELDS, SUPERINTENDENTOF SCHOOLS IN THE
NORTHWESTERN DISTRICT.

Inspection.During the year I have traveled 4.1180 miles while 011 tours of
Msttection In this district-2.61M by water and 1.475 by land.

The past winter was the mildest I have experienced in Alaska. The tempera-
ture on my trip w1114 lowtr than 30° below zero only at one period, that being
during the reindeer fair at Igloo. My deerskin clothesAtiere worn only a few
times, Instead of most of the time as during other years. However, while the
extreme cold was lackin6. there was an unusual amount of snow over this part
of the country. While I wort. heavy curs but seldom, I had to wear snowshoes
maientore than during any preylous winter. I used dogs for 175 miles. How-
ever, for 95 miles I was on the dog cur which operates on the railroad, Moving
only 80 mile§ during the winter for which I employed dogs. I believe this is the
must consistent record of travel by reindeer that I have ever made. The trails
were bad day after day. The snow was always deep tunt usually soft. The
kind of trails I had this winter are the kind that inexperienced people claim
are 'absolutely unlit for reindeer; however, we used reindeer and had notrouble.

Owing to thecourtosy of Capt. C. S. Cochran, of the 1'. 5. 5. Rear, I was
able to do more real work than I have ever been able to do on such trips In
the past. Capt. 'ochrun fins made the Bear of more real service to the work
of the Goveritt»e t in this part of Alaska th she has been for years. I wish
to put, myself on record us bein, most grataill to him, personally as well as
officially,for the umerose comes he has extended to me and to the work
of this bureau.

General remarks. With the exception of the reindeer fairs and the reserva-tion at Noorvik, have instituted no new work. However, the work has
progressed, owing o tins painstaking work of the teachers. As the natives add
to their own store of knowledge they become More difficult to manage and to
help. The fact that there are several departments of the' Government which
touch the natives through different representatives and in different ways mgkes
it difficult for our teachers, who have to live right with the natives, and who
can not take a certain course of action and then leave the village, as do the
representatives of other departments. It is part of the duty of our teachers tointerpret the general laws to the natives. This side of a teacher's work Is
difficult and often brings upon him the antagonism of the native:I' in hitt own
village, who consider that the enforcement of a particular law is the teacher's
doing. In addition to the regular school and village work, our teachers have
had the great responsibility of the reindeer industry nt their several stations.
The Importance and responsibility of this work can not be stated too strongly.

18
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winter trips, all of which were more or less difficult. It is part of a superin-
tendent's duties to meet the risks and the discomforts of winter trips, and

In addition to their regular work, some of the teachers in this district made
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he is therefore expected to be more or less prepared for that work. Such is
not the case with a teacher. Mr. Van Vann, teacher at Wainwright, wentto
Icy Cape to inspect the school building and other property there. Mr. Ansley,
teacher at Noatak, walked from a point near Cape Kruzenstern to Noatak and
back, and then to Kiva line and back. As a result of the trip he was taken
sick with inflammatory rheumatism and was seriously ill for several weeks
He and his wife had already traveled from Noatak to Kruzenstern with their
people, to be with them during the seal hunt. Dr. Nichols traveled all through
the Kotzebue Sound country, up to Shungnak, Selawlk, and Nontak to inspect
the villages. Mr. Charles Replogle, teacher at Deering, traveled 300 miles.
from Deering to Igloo and return, to attend the reindeer fair.

Conditions among the natives during the year. The prices for furs dropped
about 40 per cent as a result of the war, and to make matters worse, it was a
bad year for furs, comparatively few being taken. The price of staple articles
of food was plso.lfther than before. As a result of this cenditIon. the natives
who depend largely upon their fur catch had an extremely hard winter.
This was not marked at places like Igloo, Deering, and Wales, where the people
have come to depend largely upon the sale of their surplus reindeer, but in the
Kotzebue Sound region the situation was extremely difficult.

Our teachers are called upon continually for aid for destitute natives. In
most cases aid should not be given, as it is our Tolley to give such aid only in
cases of sickness, for Watts, or in cases where there is no man in the family.
It has been our policy in all cases where a native bad native food to live on to
give him no supplies unlesi he or his family was sick.. One of the continual
criticisms we have to meet is that we do not help the natives. It seems impos-
sible to make some people understand that it is the pride of our service that we
have never clone anything to make our Alaskan natives dependents. I am con-
vinced that this is the only right position to take for the proper development
of our Alaskan natives, but I also realize tlfat it is easy for me to state that
policy, but difficult for the teachers in the villages to follow it. Day after
day the natives may come into the school building and watch the teacher's
family eat: while they themselves have no flour at home. It is hard for the
teacher to stick to our policy under such circumstances.

Reservations. The most important advance work done during the year was
the securing of the reservation at Noorvik and the plans for moving the Deer-
ing Village to that pface. This means that natives who lived on the coast where
they had neither fuel nor building material are to be moved to a timbered coun-
try. It also means that we are beginning to reserve suitable sections for the
use of the natives along We have also applied fok a reservation on Norton
Bay. and it Is the plan to

.ffedka/ work. The with
vethe Golovin village to that place. _

shier le importance in developing the
country. Exattt in the scattered ini g sections, the natives are the °ay
instruments the Government can use to develop this part of Alaska.
The natives are the only people that can make most of this country productive,
either by fishing, trapping, or reindeer raising. Why then should we let the
natives suffer from disease and thus impair their productivity? This does not
touch on the more -sentimental reason for saving the natives. Two doctors
have been under regular appointment in this district: Dr. Nichols, at Kotzebue,
and Dr. Neuma4, at Nome, At least two more doctors should be under appoint-
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meat in this district. One should be at Barrow, and one should be assigned to
general duty and should travel over the country.

Enforcement of law and department regulations.The native has learned
that the Government is, after all, a rather complex Institution. lie knows that
the Government gives him a school, a teacher, and the .reindeer, and that a
superintendent visits his village during the year. In addition there is a com-
missioner who sends the marshal after him when he breaks a Irk, and there is
the big court and the big judge at Nome. Then in addition there are custom-
house officials, and Inspectors, and license collectors. Of all these different
representatives of the big Government, he looks to the teachers and superintend-
ent as his friends, and regards the others as rather dangerous persons. It is
therefore the duty of the teachers and superintendent to explain to him that
all of these different officials and the different laws that they enforce are all
to be obeyed and regarded as friendly. This is extremely hard to do at times,
and the failure to explain the reasons for the actions of these officials and
their enforcement of the different laws means that the natives' regard for
the Government will be lessened. Through our service the native has been

-taught AO the Government's only relation with him is to help hint
The reindeer aerriee.ln this district there are 38,841 deer, In 45 herds.

Of this number, 31.396 belong to 834 natives, 801 belong to the Government,
3,005 to six mission stations, and 3.039 belong to Laplanders and the Lomen Co.

It is becoming increasingly difficult for us to maintain the proper supervision
of the reindeer work and the general native work without increasing the num-
ber of our field workers, especially as the work along both lines Is becoming
greater each year.

During the winter my average day's travel, deducting five days when the
distance was less than 10 miles on account of reaching destination, was 28
miles a day. The trails were unusually heavy, and much of the time our deer
were in deep snow. I never had any trouble even when the snow was up to
the shoulders of the deer. The trip from Kotzebue, to Selawik, Candle, and
Council was all made through deep snow.

I believe that all of the men in our itervice In this district are now sled-
deer enthusiasts, and tar of theta, with the exception of the Wainright teacher,
owned dog teams inalffear. This is not by any means the case of the other
men working for the uplift of the natives, viz, the missionaries, all of whom
maintain dog teams for use in traveling. They do this In spite of the fact that
by using reindeer tile). would save money for their missions, encourage the
natives to use reindeer, thus enabling them to use as food for themselves the
fish which they now give to their dogs.

There has been no special disease among the herds this year. However, there
is no doubt that the deer are subject to several diseases. The "cysts." are often
In evidence, but I have seldom seen enough of them)o warrant condemning
the meat if It was beef. Eleven cysts condemn a beef, I believe, The livers
are almost always the only place infected. I believe that much of the trouble
reported with the feet and hoofs'is due to careless handling In willow corrals.

The matter of the proper number of bulls for each herd was thoroughly dis-
cussed at the last fair, and several of the herders decided to establish--an
experimental- ratio for their own herds. Next year we shall have reports upon
the results of these experithents,

The Eskimo herders hall become more interested In making.carettl selection
of the', bulls for. breeding purposes. As a result of considerable talk on this
subject, I am pleased to report that Tautuk, chief herder of Nome herd, reports
that this year's fawns are larger and longer legged than ever before,,owing to
the fact that a year ago he castrated all ectcept the beet bulls.

;S
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An attempt was made at Buckland to get wild caribou into the herd, and
they almost succeeded, but the caribou fawns were a little old and ran away
from the reindeer herd. Undoubtedly we shall have to fence in a part of the
caribou range in southwest Alaska and attempt to capture caribou In large
numbers. I hope that this will be done some time.

I recommend that, as the number of Government deer in this district is so
small and the appropriation so small, it would be best for us to plan to give
up the apprentice system in this district Just us soon as proper plans can be made
for nsink the Government deer for the establishment of an experimental herd.
The number of deer left would furnish a fairly good working herd for that
Purpose.

The Lomen Co. still keeps its herd near Kotzebue Sound, and it is cared for
by Lapps. This company,has, I understand, taken over the deer purchased from
the Golovin Mission by Mr. Lindeberg, which will increase their herd by about
900. The growth of this company by the absorption of this mission herd is the
only development of interest that has occurred in the company's affairs during
the year, to my knowledge.

I repeat my statement in last year's report, that I believe that the entrance
of white men Into the reindeer industry must result in harm to the native own-
ers, for whom all the work of establishing the industry was done.

The first annual reindeer fair was held at Igloo in January. These fairs
were planned by Mr. Lapp some years ago, but this is the first one that has
been held in this district. It was a great success; greater by far than can be
indicated in a report. Its influence has put the industry years ahead, I believe,
and awakened all the native herders. It is the greatest influence for advance-
ment that this bureau has instituted in this district within my experience, and
it will work wonders among the reindeer owners as well as all the other natives.
As the result of the fair the reindeer men are now more closely united and will
from now on form a sort of brotherhood that will go far. to weld the entire
Eskimo population together. The natives have learned what splendid results
can be accomplished by organized effort, and that they can accomplish such
things themselves.

Each native who owns reindeer now holds his head a little higher because
the man who has no deer is " nil the same as nothing at the fair." The tech-
nique of the industry has been given a great boost by the awakening of interest
in all things connected with lt. Fut example, the natives know who won the
first prize with the lasso, who could break a sled deer best, etc. And they all.,
want to improve along those lines. Each herd had considered its own men pro-
ficient enough in all matters. They found at the fair that.there were others who
were better. The use of sled deer was given a great impetus. New methods
of butchering, of breaking sled deer, of harnessing, and of making halters and
sleds have been introduced. A " reindeer institute " has been established
where all the best men meet and discuss matters of interest.

My circular letters in regard to the proposition of the Pacific Cold Storage
Co. to ship meat out ou a commission basis have been flied. The oily reindeer

. that were received by this company in answer to this proposition were those
trout the Teller Mission herd and about SO from the herd purchased at Golovin'
by Mr. Lindeberg. The Wales herders put off driving their deer in the winter
and failed to cut out the steers in time to start in the summer. The Lomen
herd at Kotzebue made two attempts to get across to Nome, one in winter and
one In summer, and both failed. They are supposed to come this winter.

The time Is almost at hand when the rights to grazing grounds will be of vast
importance to the natives. I trust that the grounds marked off on my map may
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be reserved for the natives or else that the department will state and file the
record, that the rights of the natives to those grounds are recognized.

I believe that to meet the situation the most important work must be done
here on the ground. We must weld the native owners logether closely as a
race. If they appreciate the importance of the industry for themselves, they
can be made to hold together for their own good. This work we will do
mainly through the fairs. The other thing to be done should be done by the
bureau. We must know where we stand in relation to the rights to use the
public land for glazing. No mission, Lapp, or company should be allowed to
file on any grazing grounds until the application Is first referred to the Bureau
of Education. The natives' herds should be given right to use the public land
now in use by thew for grazing purposes, or the department should have all the
reindeer grounds set aside for that purpose by Executive order.

REPORT OF GEORGE E. ROULTER, SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS IN TES
UPPER YUKON DISTRICT.

The distancf; along the Yukon River between the two extremes of this dia-
. trIctthat from Eagle to Loudenis about 760 miles. All the schools have

been visited by nie at least once during the past year, certain schools having
been visited several times.

In addition to the five villages in which schools were maintained by the
Government, the missionaries conductgcl schools In six other villages, namely,
those at Stevens Village, Allachaket, Nenana, Chena, Salchaket. and Tanana
Crossing. Notwithstanding the fact, therefore, of there being 11 school centers
in this district, there is a large number of natives who are not reached, owing to
their living in small and Isolated groups.

The villages of lesser, importance where there are no schools but which con-
tain many children are.those at Tolovana, Minto, Old Station, Chandler, Chris-
tians Village (Black River), Ketchumstock, Tetlin, and Mansfield. At all these
villages, ho\vever, the hatives are very nomadic in their habits and but rarely
occupy their respective villages more than from two to three months in each
year. Under such conditions It would not he an easy matter to reach these
people and to efficiently maintain schools on their beina.

The natives of Ketchumstock, Mansfield, and Tetlin have frequently ex-
pressed their desire for a school. They have intimated their -willingness to
erect a lug school building at their own expense, provided. the Government
would furnish windows, hardware, etc. 'These natives are situated in a region
difficult of access. Probably the best rimte to these villages would be overland
from Eagle. The greater part of two summers and one winter would be con-
sumed in planning, freighting materials for, and erecting a school building.
Were supplies to be shipped from Seattle to Eagle during the summer, the
said supplies would have to be freighted about 120 miles' over the trail during
the following winter (it would not be possible to freight the supplies during
the summer months except by pack horses at a prohibitive cost) and the build-
ing completed the following summer. Thus, were we to ship supplies from
Seattle in,,sufficient time to reach Eagle during the open season of 1916, the
school in the aforesaid region could be ready for occupancy by September, 1917.
Should our funds permit, I. would suggest that re maintain a school :in this
.hitherto 'neglected region.

The natives in the interior have hitherto been careful not to live, ; together In
large settlements, as the big game and far-hearinganimals in the niighborheod
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of any one such settlement are not sufficiently numerous to support other than
a limited number of people. Many of them, therefore, prefer to settle in small
groups, so that each group may be undisturbed by others in its hunting and trap-
ping. There are, for Instance, along the stretch of river between Tanana and
Loudena distance of about 105 milesabout 200 natives who are diVided up
into nine or ten different groups. The said groups consist of those at Old
Station, Grant Creek, Mouse Point, Kokrines, Willow Point, Ruby (near),
Lewis Landing, and several other places where there are but one or two families.
The conditions in many other parts of this district are similar to those just
described. There are approximate]: from 30 to 40 different groups of natives
in this district, separated not only by long distances but by various dialects.

Attendance. The school attendance, owing to the limited number of natives
in the various communities, also to their migratory habits, has been somewhat
small. The adults when on their hunting and trapping trips invariably take
their children with them. It would often be a difficult matter for the parents
to leave their children in the school villages on in-count of their usually having
no one to look after them. It Is pleasing to report that when the children are
in the village there is seldom any difficulty in getting them to attend school.
They are for the most part fond of school and rarely absent themselves
unless they are given work to do by their parents, such as splitting wood.
carrying water, etc. The attitude of the parents in the matter of their chil-
dren attending school has somewhat improved. The parents formerly took
little or no notice of the fact of their children occasionally playing truant -

In cases where certain children have shown a tendency to play truant, the
parents have occasionally visited the school during the daily session to see tf
their children were present.

Although the compulsory attendance law passed by the Territorial Legisla-
ture some years ago was afterwards found to be Inoperative, yet time fear of the
law impressed upon the natives at that time is still ever present with them.
The problem of attendance is not so much getting the children in the village to
school as it is the unsatisfactory long absences of the children from the village.
It would be quite difficult therefore to frame a law that would, with justice,
meet these conditions. The natives earn the greater part of their living away
from the village, which more often than not Is merely a place of headquarters
for them and a place in which to do their trading. One can hardly blame the
parents for taking their children on the hunting trips, as the children are more
or less useful to them and it is necessary that they be taught to hunt at as
early an age as possible. The children, moreover, enjoy the free life and, with
the knowledge that later on they will have to earn their living by means of the
hunt, are anxious to accompany their pa.rents and frequently absent themselves
from school for the purpose of doing so.

Many of the villages at certain seasons of the year are temporarily abandoned
by the natives when they repair to their hunting and trapping' grounds. At
Tanana during the greater part of April and May the native village was entirely
deserted. The natives had scattered and were camping at various places along
the Yukon and elsewhere. The majority of them were camping at Fish Lake,
15 miles from Tanana. The teacher at Tanana suggested to me the advisability
of her proceeding to Fish Lake for the purpose of holding school where she
could be assured of at least a dozen pupils. I agreed that she should go Inas-
much as there were no children remaining at Tanana. School was successfully
held In a tent, and thus our average attendance did not materially suffer.

The problem of the discouraging attendance at our schools has not yet been'
solved and never will be until In some manner the scattered natives are brought
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together into common settlements. Some means might then be devised whereby
the children could remain at the villages in the care of guardianspossibly in
a dormitory attached to the schoolhouse, while their parents were out in the
hills.

Means of support of natives,The natives derive their chief means of gun-
port from hunting, trapping, and fishing. This district is, on the whole, fairly
well stocked with moose and caribou. The best hunting ground In the Ulterior
Is that in the Ketchumstock region, where, at certain seasons of the year, it is
not uncommon to see bands of caribou consisting of probably a hundred thou-
sand making their way across the country. The Koyukuk region'is not well
stocked with big game, but in normal seasons there is enough to satisfy the
needs of the limited number of natives In that part of the country.

In regard to the numerous statements that have been made that the big game
of the interior is rapidly becoming exterminated, I would say that this is not so.
The natives now have no inure difficulty in procuring all the moose, and caribou
they need than they had 10 years ago. Fur-bearing animals also are as numer-
ous as they formerly were. For two three yens previous to the outbreak
of the European war many natives realizing as much as $2,000 a year
from the sale of fur skins and live fur-bearing animals. From $800; to $1,000
has been paid the natives for a single live black fox and eqUally high prices
for other live animals. Since the war has been in progress these prices have
been reduced to less than one-third of what they formerly were. Should the
war in Europe be prolonged for another year or so, the fur-bearing animals
up here Will still further be increased, as many trappers both white and native
are not trapping to any appreciable extent, owing to the prevailing low state
of the fur market. Thus will the fur-bearing animals increase and multiply,
in consequence of which the trapping industry should later on be quite as good
if not better than formerly.

The fishing along the Yukon and Tanana Rivers Is Invariably good, although
there are certain seasons from inexplicable causes when the run is unsatisfac,
tory. Salmon fishing - Is the chief occupation of both men and women during
the summer months. These fish, when smoked and dried, are kept by the
natives for use during the following winter, partly as dog feed, also as food
for themselves. At the end of each fishing season the natives invariably sell a
large quantity of fish to the stores for-the purpose of paying their debts and
in order to obtain some ready money. The said fish, however, such is the want
of forethought on the .part of the natives, is in nearly all instances bought
again by them at a later date and at a price higher than'thnt at which they
previously sold R.

Many of the native men work on the steamboats during the Slimmer months,
which occupation alto ted_Lthein a means of acquiring several hundred dollars
each. The native women make moccasins and do bead work, which usually
finds a ready sale. The natives, therefore, have no difficulty in making allying,
provided they are in good health and that the state of the market is a normal
one.

Moral oonditions.The moral conditions among the natives are not good.
The class of white people with whom the majority of the natives Mine into
contact are those whose morals are of a low standard, and as a consequence,
the natives, striving to emulate the white man in all that he does, easily and
willingly fall into his vicious and.immoral ways.

The natives consume much whisky and will go to extreme lengths to obtain it.
There is not so much real drunkenness among them as there is steady drinking.
Although there is a severe penalty for white men convicted of selling liquor to
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the natives, yet there are large numbers of men engaged in this nefarious bust-
nets for the sake of the huge profit attached to it. While there are several
convictions each year, the ralks broken by those sent to prison are soon tilled
by other men who, until they are caught, profitably ply the same trade.

The custom of potlatching is a very harmful one, as the said custom is
invariably attended by much drinking and always a deal of gambling. 'Prob-
ably the worst feature in connection with these festivals is the custom of giv-
ing presents. Men will often elve what they can Ill afford and will deny to
their wives and children the necessaries of life for the purpose of contributing
presents to commemorate persons long since dead. During the potlatch at
Koskaket last winter, where several hundred natives were gathered together.
it is estimated that presents to the value of from eight to nine thousand dollars
were given by the natives to each other. The presents, which were purchased
locally at the usual high prices, consisted of rifles, shotguns, blankets. phono-
graphs, etc. Koskaket contains about 14 cabins and some tents into which at
the time of the potlatch the three to four hundred natives congregated. It need
hardly be said that, under such congested conditions, the hygienic state of the
cabins was extremely bad. Two deaths occurred as a result of the potlatch.
One case was that of a man who died as he was Journeying to the potlatch ; the
other death was that of a young child who evidently caught a chill Wing to

,the variation in temperature from an overheated cabin to that of the out-
side air.

There is a potlatch at least once a year in nearly every village of impor-
tance. At the end of each potlatch the natives, having given away practically
al( they possess, are more or less without means. It is then that they often
obtain a grubstake from the stores to enable them to go trapping. The whole
tribe then repair to the hillsmen, women, and childrenand as a conse-
quence, the villages are deserted and our schools are temporarily without
schola

Ind 1 and settlement ,rorA-. In consequence of all the teachers in this
district Mg women, more time has been spent upon sewing than upon any
other b nch of industrial work. The specimens of sewing, together with
other articles, which I have lately forwarded to the Seattle office for proposed
exhibition at the San Francisco fair, would indicate the really good stork that
has been accomplished. The girls have been taught haw to cut out and make
simpft dresses, aprons, etc., and at certain schools some of the articles thus
made have been worn by the children during school hours. The boys also
have been taught how to use the needle and have done some creditable work.
The generous supply of calico, thread, and other material furnished by the
bureau has enabled us to tench much sewing which otherwise could not have

...been taught. The children after leaving school make good use at home of
what they have learned at school. Sewing machines are in every village; in
certain villages there is a machine in every cabin.

We have maintained cooking classes at several of our schools. The classes,
however, have been limited in their attendance, owing to thi'.ir having been
held in the teachers' living quarters. The girls are fond of kitchen work and
succeed fairly well at it. Considerable instruction in cooking has been given,
by our teachers in the cabins of the natives, which is perhaps a more practical
way of teaching, as the instruction thus given is hued on conditions as they
actually exist among the natives. Many of the native women can make good
yeast bread and often do so when they do not consider the making of it too
much trouble.

Carpentry, while It has not been taught extensively in the school room, has
been given some attention In the villages. At several of our schools we have

'
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u workbench. which the boys and men have been encouraged to use. Most of
the men can build log cabins, birchbark canoes, boats, an6 sleds. Certain
natives show. considerable skill in carpentry, notably that of sled making.
They can at all times, should they be sufficiently painstak,. 7, make a better
sled than can white men. The sleds made by white men at, usually heavy
and rigid, while those of Indian make are ligja and have a tendency to spring.
The boys at school have been taught how to use the various tow's furnished
by the bureau, such as the square, plane, level, etc., and the Irish action thus
given will doubtless benetit them later.

The school gardens, especially thoset Eagle and Tamn,. Rave been quite
successful. At Eagle we have our school grounds well under cultivation, in
which are being grown potatoes, turnips, radishes, cabbages, lettuce, etc. There
are also six gardens in the village which the natives themselves have planted.
With the constant aid and encouragement of the teacher, all the gardens are
doing Well. At the end of the season we will have from 500 to 600 cabbages and
about 2i tons of potatoes. The extent of ground under cultivation on behalf
of the natives at Eagle amounts to approximately 23 acres. The natives have
taken unusual interest in the gardens, and it is wholly due to the thoroughness
and enthusiasm of our jencher that nt Eagle we have one of the best gardens
niohg the river.

It has not always been easy to get the natives interested in garden work.
They appreciate the garden produce at theend of each season, but are reluctant
to take much active part in the preliminary work at the beginning of the season.
It has to be admitted that the work is often quite hard, as much of the ground
up here, even in the summer time. Is frozen to Within 1 foot or 18 inches from
the surface. In villages where there are no schools there are few if any native
gardens, as the natives at these places seldom havb anyone to instruct them
In garden matters.

The sanitary conditions at all the villages in our school centers are fairly good.
Outside of these centers, however, they are far from what they should be, as the
natives seldom have anyone to encourage them in the matter of cleaning up their
villages; neither do they seem to understand the necessity for its being done.
Nearly all the cabins In our school villages are washed and scrubbed once aweek, but it Is a difficult matter to keep them clean, as so ninny unsuitable
things are brought Into the cabins, such as dogfish and, other objectionable mat-, ter. Many of the natives, moreover, allow some of their dogs to sleep in the
cabins. We have tried to discot4ge this practice as much as possible, as wehave every reason to believe that much infection is carried through the villagesby means of diseased dogs. Nearly all the cabins are badly ventilated, as thewindows are fixtures; that is to say, they do not open and were never intendedto. The personal cleanliness of the younger generation of natives has muchImproved:? In regard tothe old nit-tires, It is a hopeless task to try to get them
to take any pride in their personal Cleanliness. With the younger generation,however, it is different. For many years most of the children in otif schools
have been given a weekly bath, and the spirit of cleanliness thus Instilled Intothem while at school has remained with them after they have grown up, whichhas resulted in their being neater and cleaner in their personal appearance
than are certain other natives who have not had the advantages a school train-ing. On the whole, village conditions in such places where we have schools arefairly good, considering the adverse conditions with which the teachers haveto cope.

Health condition. At Eagle and Circle there has been much sickness duringthe past year. TubaculOsis, scrofula, and some skin trouble have given the
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teachers at these places much anxiety and hard work. When certain diseases
at Eagle have been beyond the knowledge and control of our teacher, medical
assistance has been rendered by the sergeant of the Army Medical Corps, who
is stationed 3 miles away. The mission doctor at Fort Yukon visited Circle
during the past winter and rendered some assistance.

The bureau had no physician, fn this district duringThe past year. Until such
a time as we can have a hospital of our own, I do not Mink we specially need
a doctor. At Fort Yukon there is a mission doctor, and It is pible that one
will be sent to Tanana in the near future. At both Fort Yuk n and Tanana
the mission people are building large hospitals which when compldted will each
have cost from $15,000 to $20,000. In each hospital there is already a trained
nurse in attendance.

The other villages In this district ere hardly large enough to justify the
hureail in sending a doctor to take up his headquarters in any one of them.
As fop a traveling physician, it is open to question whether the sick natives
receive any material benefit from the necessarily rapid and unsatisfactory treat-
ment given by such a doctor, since he is not with his patients long enough to
determine the value of his work ; neither Is he in a position to know whether'
during his absence his instructions and metiniti of cure arqbeing carried out.

Recommendations. In view of the large number of natives not being reached,
owing to their migratory habits, and to the fact of their living in many small
and isolated groups, It might be well to set aside some reservations in addition
to the one located and staked laid winter at Koskaket. It would be well to
bear 'in mind, however, that the mere fact of setting aside a tract of land for
the special use of the natives would not in Itself-be a means of inducing them
to live upon it. The natives do not Are to live wholly apart from white people
unless they be given an incentive for so doing. At the present time they find
a local market for their furs among the white people, who also are the Means of
furnishing the natives with their supplies. In setting aside reservations, there-
fore, the Government would have to be prepared to spend money upon them
to the end that they he made sufficiently attractive for the natives to voluntarily
settle thereon. Were schools and cooperative stores to be maintained, such
advantages would be readily seen and appreciated by the natives, who would
then have an incentive for building their homes upon the suggested reservations.

At one of the more central of the proposed reservations we should have a
detention hospital, similar to the one In use for white people at Fairbanks.
There are many natives suffering from infectious, diseases who should be
isolated, as by the nature of their diseases they are a source of danger to the
community in which they live.

A "home" for distressed natives, upon one of the reservations, might well be
considered by the. Government. It would seem that some provision should be
made on behalf of the natives In cases of helpless old age, poverty, blindness,
and other afflictions. In view of there being a home for indigent white people
at Sitka, it would indicate that those responsible are prepared to look after the
distressed whites, but that little cognizance is taken of the wretched conditima
of the lame, blind, and aged sick natives.

REPORT OF DR. H. 0. SCHALEBEN, SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS IN THE
SOUTHWESTERN DISTRICT.

In this district the natives are slowly adapting themselves to the changed
conditions to which they have so suddenly been subjected. The Influence of
the Bureau of Education in helping them make this change is quite, apparent.v..
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To the casual observer the bureau's help in many sections of the country is' inappreciable, but those who live close to the natives or have made a study of
them see that the bureau's work is effective and far-reaching. Some of our
staunchest supporters are old traders who have bent much of their lives in
Alaska and realize the change that has been wrought since the Gornment
has established schools and matte it a business to look after the int rests of
the natives. Needless to say lunch remains to he done, and many and Curious
are the schemes advaticed by Alaskans for the betterment of the natives and
the improvement of our service.

The natives of the southern coast have always been and otill are dependent
upon the salmon fisheries for a livelihood. Up to a very short time ago a con.
(Mimi of lawlessness existed at the canneries which beggars description. This
condition hes recently changed to a great extent by the appointment of ,com-
petent men to the 'positions under the Department of ffustice, and the con-
Sequent strict enforcement of law. However, law call not protect the amicable
and tractable E-Admo of southwestern Alaska from the scum of San Francisco's
Chinatown which the canneries ship up here. From this influx of orlentals
the nativk are reaping their harvest of syphilis, diseased, sterile women, and
premature deal b.

Reservations are needed for the Alaska natives, not to keep the natives in
but to keep undesirables out. Nothing short of reservations can protect the
natives` from the evils of the canneries. The reservations at Tyonek and in
the Prince Wiliam Sound sections are examples in this district of the good
effects of this policy. At both plaees the canneries are supplying the natives
with nets and buying their fish, because of the exclusive fishing rights which
have been gained through the establishment of the reservations.

The work In the schools is progressing as usual. The attendance continues
up to the usual standard, and the teachers without exception are rendering
good service. I think I cnn without exaggeration any that the teachers in
this district are of a high standard of efficiency and that all are devoted to
their work. Considering the low salaries paid in this service, the standard
of efficiency is indeed high.

Inasmuch as the advancement of the natives depends largely upon the
solution of their economic prolams, and the uati in this district are by
geographical distribution and tribal differences (livid into five groups living
under different economic conditions, these groups are onsidered separately in
the following statement: (1) The Eskimo of the ristol Bay section, the
Alaska Peninsula, and Kodiak Island; (2) 0" Aleuts, from Sanak and
Beficofsk) to Attu; (3) the Athabaskans of Cooks Inlet; (4) the Eskimo of
Prince William Sound; (5) the Athabaskans of the Copper River Valley.

Eskimos of the Bristol Bay section, the Alaska Peninsula,Pand Kodiak
island. This Is by far the largest group In this district, comprising about 83
villages, with populations ranging from 25 to 150 or more. Those on the
northeastern shore of Bristol Bay, on Togiak River, and Kulukah Bay are
extremely primitive, and depend. entirely upon hunting and fishing for their
livelihood. They have decided nomadic tendencies and spend much of their
time away from their main villages. Fpr that reason the attendance is poor
at the schools during the spring and fall months, at which times the hunting
is good. These people have not yet acquired any degree of civilization, and
therefore meager results are to be expected fob some time from the bureati's
recently established work among them. Fortunately, two of the reindeer

-herds are located in this section, which will greatly augment the work of the
schools; the Eskimo in his most primitive state takes readily to the reindeer
work.
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Sanitary conditions among these primitive people are very bad, and tuber-
culosis is prevalent to an alarming extent. During the winter they live in
overcrowded igloos with little or no ventilation. The houses are 'never cleaned,
dirt floors are common, and spitting on the floor is the prevailing habit.
Unfortunately the mode of living can not be speedily changed among these
people, since there is no timber for new houses, the country being barren.
They would build new houses if in some way they could be supplied with
lumber.

The remainder of the Eskimos of this group, from Nushagak to Kodiak
Island, are all well above the semicivilized stage, many of them enjoying
comfortable homes and having an ample supply of imported as well as native
foods. k majority of them enrn'their livelihood by working for the canneries.
Those of the younger generation speak English well and are well advanced In
school work. The schools of Chogiung, Kogiung, Ugashik, Chignik, and Akhiok
are of inestimable value to these southern Eskimos, because they have advanced
to that point where they can make good use of a common-school education In
their commercial relations with the whites.

Health conditions. have been extremely bad. Not only Is there a large per-
centage of tuberculosis among them, but also much syphilis, which has wrought
havoc with them for years and has undermined the health of entire communi-
ties. These conditions have perceptibly improved since the establishment of
the Government schools and the hospital at Nushagak. However, it will require
years of careful treatment and sanitary surveillance to eradicate the syphilis
and counteract its evil effects.

These deplorable health conditions are largely due to mingling with the
orientals at the canneries, who quite recently openly sold the worst whisky
imaginable to the natives, debauching the native women at will. This condition
has greatly improved in recent years, bust in spite of the efforts of the officials
of the Department of Justice and others Interested it is still. in existence.

More schools are needed In this section. Naknek, Port Moller, Perry, and
Karluk should have schools. The reindeer industry should be extended down
the peninsula, and to Kodiak Island, if sufficient pasturage can be found. The
medical work should be extended to embrace the outlying villages tributary
to Bristol Bay, and hospital facilities should be established for the south' shore
of the peninsula and Kodiak Island. The Department of Justice should employ
more deputy marshals In this section during the summer. .

The Aleuts.The Aleuts are unfortunate in that their resources of valtiable
sea animals have been entirely exhausted. Their problem is primarily that of
economic Improvement. With the exception of the'coaling of revenue cutters
at Unalaska, there is -no work to be had on the Aleutian Islands. Some of the
natives of Unalaska have dying the last two summers been employed by the
cannery at Port Moller. This employment 'has lasted only six weeks, but at
that It has been of great help to them.

The majority of the Aleuts are compelled to live off the meager remaining
resources, which consist mainly of salmon And cod, and a few foxes. The sale
of foxskins Is the only source of Income to the natives of the outlying villages.
The income from this source Is Indeed small; especially when they are com-
pelled to sell the skins to the traders, who for years bought the furs from the
Aleuts at their own prices.

Since the establishment of the cooperative store at Atka and competitive
stores at Attu and Unalaska, very much higher prices have been 'paid for the
furs. The native cooperative store at Atka has compelled the Independent
trader to pay a high price for the furs during this last winter, in spite of the
depression in the fur market ; he also has to sell his goods at a very Close

1
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margin in order to compete with the cooperative store. This store has in this
way been a very effective agent in increasing the income of the Atka natives.

One industry which could be easily managed by the_natIves is the raising
of blue foxes on islands: Unfottunately the best islands for this purpose have
already been taken up by white men. There may be other Islands suitable for
the fox business. but those taken by the white men are the best, because they
are low-lying and have long sloping beaches covered with extensive beds of
shellfish, which are always available, sincq, these beaches are never covered
with ice. About the only care a fox Island like th needs Is watching; it is
not necessary to feed the foxes, as they live on the si Ilfish. ..

The work of the schools at Atka and Unalaska can not be praised too highly ;
these schools have been n great help In breaking up a form of peonage to which
the natives were long subjected.

Health conditions on thefie islands will not greatly improve until the living
conditions improve. These people want better houses, and they will have theta
as soon us they can afford to buy lumber. More and a better variety of food is
needed for a better resistance against disease. Tuberculosis is the main scourge,
and should be eradicated by Isolation.

The Alhoboskans of Cooks InletThis group comprises the natives of the
villages,of Seldovia, Kenai, Tyonek, Sus Itna, Knit,. and Matanuska. The vil-
lages of Mantua and Noondaltiug also belong to Hilt; group. These people have
long lived in close contact with white men and have therefore adopted much
of the white man's mode of living. A majority of them depend largely upon
work in the fisheriesfor a living. Although they were' originally an inland
people, they have long lived on the shores of the inlet and have depended much
upon the sea for their livelihood. Through close contact with the whites and the
orlentals at the canneries, they have contracted diseases and acquired their
vices and have velconsequently degenerated physically and also morally. In fact,
these people are suffering from n too-close contact with the whites, and the
problem of improving them lies in protecting theta from unprincipled white men
and orientals, commercially as well as morally.

We have so far failed to protect the natives from thhelement in this section;
it seems that adequate protection can not be given them without the establish-
ment of reservations for them, from which undesirables can be excluded. It Is
to be. hoped that the preedut experiment of a reserve at Tyonek will prove a suc-
cess. From the fisheries of this reservation an Income sufficient to support Its
present population can be expected ; however, if the population is to be Increased
it will be necessary to extend the reservation to include more fishing rights.
This matter will be taken up after the fishing season, when the present income
of the reservation can better be estimated.

Tyonek should have a sawmill ; the reservation is well timbered, and lumber
could be cut for commercial purposes as well as for new hiinses which they need
very much. _

The Eskimos of Prince William Sound.These natives live in,five villages
on the borders of Prince William Sound, as follows: Chenega, on the island of
the same name lying between Knight Island and Kenai Peninsula; Kinikltk.
near Port Wells; Tatitlek, near Ellamar; Hawkins Island Village, on the island
by the same name; and Nuchek, on Hinchinbrook Island, bothat the eastern
entrance to the sound.

Tatitlek is the largest and most central village of this group, to which the
people of the other villages come to visit quite often.. It would be an easy mat-
ter to concentrate them all at this village.

. These natives have been getting contracts to furnish logs for the sawmill at
Valdez, on which they have realized gootf wages. Perhaps a sawmill of their
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own would be of considerable help to them, provided that the lumber could be
marketed. A large amount would be needed for new houses of which they are
in need.

The sanitary and, also the health conditions of this village are improving.
The problem of keeping the village clean is very difficult because the houses are
crowded together so closely. During the last year I have made as effort to
rid the village of syphilis. The method pursued has been the intravenous admin-
istration of neosalvarsan by the concentrated method repeated, in a week, to-
rether with >a careful administration of mercurials in the :Arm of Inunctions
and protiodide in the interim. Twelve cases have been treated, of which seven
were of congenital origin. Of the seven congenital cases, five have completely re-
covered from all symptoms, and have gained rapidly In weight and growth. All
the eases treated were chronic and neglected, and the results are thereforWnost
encouraging. I report these results because this is possibly the first time that
neosalvursan has been given Intravenously on so extensive a scale In an Alaskan'
schoolroom; in nil 22 injections were given, with no untoward results except
a slight in.ection In 2 cases caused possibly by scratching the point of Injection
to relieve itching. The method Is practicable where the patient can be kept
under the mercurial treatment between the Injections.

The village of Tatitlek shows 'marked improvement in every way and one
results there are good.

The Athaba8kans of the Copper Ricer Valley.These natives live-in small
widely-scattered camps and villages. They live almost wholly on fish andlid game;
their Income being from furs, and at times from a little work secured as guides.
and in doing odd jobs for the whites.

Their standard of living is low, and the sanitary and health conditions among
them are bad. They live a lazy, nomadic life, spending much of their time in
their tents at the various hunting and fishing camps. The depleted condition
of the gape and fur resources of the valley necessitates that they scatter widely
in order to make a living. Under these conditions if is difficult for the teacher
at Copper Center to keep In touclr with them, and the attendance at the school
is small and irregular. The school has, however, been a means of keeping in
touch with them, and from it urgent cases of destitution have been relieved, dis-
eases treated, and medicines issued, and in these respects the school has ren-
dered Invaluable service. It is to be hoped that these natives can by some means
be grouped in the near future.

I take this opportnnity to again touch on the problem of medical relief in
this district. In providing medical relief it is of the greatest Importance to
consider the fact that hundreds of miles of water difficult to navigate separate
the different sections of the district. One Sesi)ital can not serve the south shore
of the Alaska Peninsula, Kodiak Island, Cooks Inlet, Prince William Sound,
and the Copper River Valley, not to speak of the Aleutian Islands, with any
degree of practicability and success. Only the most urgent cases reach the
hospitalthat is distant a long steamboat journeyyet we can not hope to
have separate hospital facilities for each one of the above-enumerated sections.
It would be much, better to have several small hospitals than one large central
institution.

In conclusion, I want again to call your attention to the alarming fact that
the greatest health problem of the Alaska natives is the eradication of tubercu-
losis. It is of the greatest importance that means be speedily provided for the
isolation of this dread disease. In dealing with the health problem it should
haie first consideration; little can be done toward its eradication through edu-
cation alone.
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.4. SECTION OF COOKING CLASS, KOTZEBUE SCHOOL, ARCTIC ALASKA.

B. SECTION OF SEWING CLASS, KOTZEBUE SCHOOL.
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A. SECTION OF CLASS IN WOODWORK. METLAKATLA SCI(00L, SOUTH-
EASTERN ALASKA.

B. THE CABBAGE PATCH. SCHOOL GARDEN, KLUKWAN, SOUTHEASTERN
ALASKA.
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A. UNITED STATES HOSPITAL FOR NATIVES, ..1}INEAU.

B. SUMMER CAMP, SOUTHEASTERN ALASKA.

This outdoor life Is very beneficial to nailases suffering from tuberculosis.
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A. ESKIMO IGLOO, ARCTIC ALASKA, EXTERIOR.

B. ESKIMO IGLOO, INTERIOR.
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REPORT OP WILLIAM G SEATTLE, SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS IN THE

SOUTHEASTERN DISTRICT.

Thirteen schools have been in operation during the year in the southeasterndistrict of Alaska. Twenty teachers, two nurses or teachers of sanitation, andone physician have been employed.
The whole corps of workers has been loyal and faithful in the year's service.In the schoolroom probably greater progress than hi any previous year hasbeen made in teaching the native children English. Yet the progress has beenexceedingly small in this direction and leaves much to be desired% It is im-possible in the few hours in the schoolroom to teach enough English and to getit used enough to make It the medium of speech for the children and Youngpeople; the language used In the house, the store, on the street, and throughoutthe community it chiefly Tsimpsean. Hydah, or Thlingee However, we are en-deavoring each year to place increasing emphasis on the necessity of EnglishIn the community as well as in the schoolroom, and while growth in the use ofthe language is slow, we are encouraged because we can note progress. Thisprogress is due in no small degree to the wider use of the dramatization ofstories in our primary grades. After the Indian child becomes interested inone story and gets such a clear conception of the words that, while repeatingthem, he can demonstrate their meaning by actions, he becomes enthusiastic ingrasping and demonstrating other stories in the same way. Thu pro-111111Ciati011 and actionhe makes the word's his own and is thereafter raidto use them. Last October I visited one school where the teacher was endeavor-ing to have her first and second grades dramatize a simple story. Th.) pupilswere bashful and slow to respond. I encouraged theta us much as possible, andupon leaving told them that I would expect to hear this again later in thewinter. In January visited them again. When the teacher called forvolunteers to dramatize not only one but three steries, every pupil was en-thusiastically anxious to participate in the dramatization, and those selectedIre!y performed their parts with credit both to themselves and their teacher.In general progress Ilytiaburg has been able to make the best showing. Theattendance there has been much more regular than in other schools, and theolder people have been led to show more positive inclination for growth. Inaddition to the good work of our teachers there, the growth is due to a greatextent to the absence of quarrels and clan troubles among the natives overland and houses; when these people left'their lands and hou8o3 In the formervillages and came to the new location, the bureau .of education, with the aidof the Forestry Service, laid off the land so that each head of a family knowsexactly what is his. Property rights are now administered in accordance withthe laws of the United States rather than by the old customs of the-natives.This has eliminated from Hydaburg property troubles that in almost, everyother village cause divisions and factions among the people.

In Klukwan the industrial class of boys, though small, has accomplishedmuch. By exchanging vegetables from the school garden and by the sale ofarticles prokuced by the manual training clas4 the boys, under the guidance ofthe teacher, have purchased tools enough to have a very 'respectable cotn-munity shop for work In wood and sheet iron. During the year a number of
Yukon dog sleds have been built In the shop; and all have found ready sale. Thesheet-iron, air-tight wood stove is the most satisfactory stove in use in Klukwan,and nearly all new stoves used in the village this year have been made In theshop. The gardens of this village again demonstrated that if the natives can
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be led to devote their time to vegetable growing a vegetable cannery can be
made a profitable investment.

In Haines special mention should be made of the sewing-class work and
cooking. Both of these were successfully carried on for a part of the yearf
there being not only a class from the schoolroom, but also from the mothers of
the village. In Hoonah. in addition to making a number of small aqicles in
wood, the manual - gaining class built a fiat-bottomed skiff for the mph of tho
school.

The general school work at Metlakahtla has shown by both attendance and
progress that the Government met a vital need of that community when it
established the school there. The new school building, a part of which is com-
pleted, will he occupied next autumn and will surely be greatly appreciated by
both pupils and teachers after two winters spent in rooms in old store build-
ings and halls.

The immoral white man continues to be a menace to the native of this
district. In such towns as Haines, Douglas, Juneau, Petersburg, and Ketchikan
Indian women and girls are ready prey of white men, Japanese, Mexicans,
Filipinos, and various Europeans, who entice their victims with money or, more
often, with intoxicating liquors. Nothing-tut total prohibition of the liquor
traffic in the-Territory of Alaska will reduce to a minimum the debauchery
now caused among the natives by the manufacture of native intoxicants or the
traffic among these people of the white man's intoxicating liquors.

The Federal law states that the Indians are not to be disterbed in the posses-
sion of their lands. Yet in' all parts of this district where the white population
is on the increase Indians are being crowded from lands which /hey have held
for generations. It is frequently the case that an Indian rrnilly has had
three or four cabins in various locations where they would go to plant a small
garden, to trap, or to dry fish at the various seasons of the year. During the
passing of many years the natives have cleared small plats of ground. Within
the past few years white homesteaders have located on many of these plats,
making them each a parttof a homestead. The result is that when the native
goes to his camping place, or garden, he finds that it has been appropriated by
a white man. During the past year an Indian brought action in the court
against a white man for taking up the Indian's land and after spending more
than $300 in attorneys' feed and other expenses of the case had it decided
against him. He had claimed the land for a period of 40 years and more;
had actually lived upon it during certain season every year for many years
until some 8 years ago, and his rirt to that land bad always been recognized
by both white and 'Indian until a white man came along, took up a homestead,
and built a 'abin near the Indian's land. Before he Aid this the white man
had stopped wit:I the Indian in the latter's cabin on se4eral occasions. When
the white man took up his homestead and had it reco\rded he included the
Indian's land in the homestead and it was not until two years or more after-
wards that the Indian knew that "the homestead claim covered' his land.
There are a number of cases in this district similar In principle to this one.

I believe that every Indian village in this district should be made a reserve)
as are Hydaburg, Klawock, and Klukwan, In order to keep the white men from
encroaching upon their village lands.

As I said in my report of last year, there is so much jealousy exiptittg between
villages, and the customs and events of the distant past have created so much
enmity between certain communities, that it is prd'etically impossible to get two
villages on the present site of either one of them. If a new location can be
found whew there are no clan houses, which hold many traditions, villages may
be Mile& le pulte, provided they can make the move at no financial loss.
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If a reimbursable fund could be secured by the bureau and we could furnishfrom that fund the necessary machinery for sawmill, cannery, or other indus-trial plant at some new location, it might then be possible to get some morevillages to unite at such location. They would in a few years be able to payback the Money into the fund and own their own plant,_ as has been done atHydaburg.

The Alaska Legislature at their second se pion the past spring passed twolaws that will enable both individual natives and villages to make progresstoward our Government and civilization If they so desire. These laws are (1)a law to enable an Alaskan Indian to determine his citizenship befoie thecourts, and (2) a law to enable Indian villages to organize for self-government.
I believe that the last law is the most Important piece of legislation that hasever been made for-the Alaska natives. It will enable them to establish coun-cils of their own and to learn to govein themselves. They can pass any ordi-
nance for their own village that is not in conflict with Federal or Territoriallaws.

There is still much demand for the establishment of a good trades school inAlaska for the Indians. Probably 300 Alaska Indians are this year enrolled in
the boarding schools in the States under the Bureau of Indian Affairs. ThereIs scarcely a month goes by In which I am not besought by Indians to do all Ican to get a trades school established in Alaska in which their older childrencould learn the work that it is impossible to teach in our village schools....ow Would It not be an excellent plan to establish such a school and permit toenter there only those pupils who had completed, say, five grades In the villageschools? I believe this would be a help to our village schools also.

It is to be hoped that a hospital will be speedily built in this district, nowthat a medical relief appropriation has been made. The cost to the natives inthe local hospitals of Juneau and Douglas is prohibitive when they havrt alsoto pay a doctor for his services. In Ketchikan a native will not be receivedInn) the hospital at any price. Some haven for natives needing hospitalattention is surely much needed.
The law permits natives to take up allotments of not to exceed 160 acres.A number of natives have availed themselves of Ads privilege. They havestaked out their claim and made application to the land office. In course'of timea surveyor is sent to survey the allotment. When he arrives he finds that thenative has got run his lines according to the true meridian. The surveyor'srulesthose under which he worksare inexorable. He must change thelines to conform with the rules. The Indian can not understand these rulesand is angered. When he finds that he can not have the land he wants, andespecially when part of his shore line or water line is cut out, he doesn't wantthat allotment. Under the Indian customs, the Indians owned water, streamsand bays, as well as land. Some of them take up their land now with a view tocontrolling certain water. This they lind they can not do, and they do not wantthe laud they have chosen.

SECTION 2.REPORTS BY PHYSPCIANS AND NURSES.

&SPOILT OP DR. I. R. VIIINOH, XANAILANAIL
During this year we accommodated more hospital patients and cared for ngreater number of out-patients than during the preceding year. Only the moresevere cases, which could not be well cared for at home, were admitted. During
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the Racal year 44 cases were treated in the hospital, requiring 1,232 days of
hospital treatment.

The Itanakanak building, having been designed for use as a schoolhouse, is
very poorly adapted for hospital purposes, and not having the pryper sanitary
arrangements, the work is often carried on with the greatest difficulty. Cases
of all kinds, both male and female, must necessarily he kept in one room which
was formerly the schoolroom, the gnly means of separating patients and sexes
being pome homemade screens. However, the present building has served its
purpose admirably by way Qf conducting an experiment as to the utility and
the necessity of a hospital yt this point.

I would not deem it wise to attempt any improvement to the present building.
but rather to erect a building especially designed and equipped as a hospital.
The building should contain a male and a female ward and two private rooms
for the necessary isolation of certain cases, also a dispensary room for the
treatment of out-patients and as a receiving ward, with bath arrangements so
that patients can be bathed before entering the ward. The hospital should
contain two toilet rooms and baths for male and remade patients. The building
should also contain proper living quarters and a bath for nurses and attendants.
The present building could be used as a residence for the attending physician.
Proper accommodations and provision should be made In the building for main-
talping and training native girls as nurses.

As physician in the Alaska medical service and acting assistant district school
superinten eat, I have visited all the schools, reindeer camps, and villages be-
tweet) T on the west, Biennia on the east, and Ugasik on the south.
At Tog! he educational and sanitary \Cork has been very difficult, very
largely due to the poor dwellings of the natives. No timber being available
for fuel or building purposes, the natives are compelled to live in partly under-
ground barabaras. shelter being provided by covering a light framework of stick
with straw and sod. In such a habitation cleanliness is impossible, and on
account of the almost complete absence of fue) the houses are continually cold,
dump, and moldy, and almost all food is eaten raw. Under such conditions
the physical as well as the mental development of children is necessarily
dwarfed. The schooldouse is situated in the village at the mouth of the
Togink River. On up the river, at intervals of about 10 miles, nre six other
villages, the natives of which all exist in a very low state of civilizatio

or native

The

fish, and fur-bearing animals, making this region a desirable habits for
natural resources of Togiak Bay and Rivet provide a bountifut supp of seals.

population. It is hardly possible that the education of the natives of Togiak
will show much progress until their homes can be improved. I would recom-
mend that a few suitable houses be built for them in such a manner that they
will not be more difficult to heat than their present huts. Their barabaras,
being covered with turf and being practically air-tight, require a small amount
of fuel; if houses were built for them which were colder they would probably
prefer the hut.

The village of Kulukak, on the west shore of Kulukak Bay, occupies a com-
manding and sightly position, with its waters abounding in seal, fish, and clams.
while the adjacent country is well stocked with fur and game animals. But
like Togiak, Kulukak is also without timber, and the people necessarily live in
underground dugouts. During the spring of 1915 I was detained at Kulukak
on account of an early ice break-up, and I saw what occurred every spring In
their huts. Water began to ooze in from floor and sides, producing a filthy mud
which rendered the huts uninhabitable, and the prevailing rains at this season
made life in a tent Just as had. Stone and gravel are plentiful at Kulukak.
and the best solution of this trouble that I can suggest is that a supply of
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cement and lumber for forms be sent to Kulukak for the construction of about15 small concrete 'houses. These would be durable, sanitary, economicallybeans!, easily constructed, and cheaply shipped. Each house should be about12 by 10 feet, with a built-on vestibule and entrance end. The walls shouldhe double, with air space, which would make them easily heated ant dry. Ifdrawings and directions for erection are sent, the houses could be built by thenatives themselves under the supervision of the teacher and myself. Thereforethere would he no expense for labor. 'toe advantages and resources of Kulukakas an abode for natives are so many that there need be no fear as to the per-*.Inammce of this village.

As a region4or the establishment of a reservation for the natives, I know ofnone better adapted, or with more prospects of benefit than the one embracingTogiak and Kulukak. On the coast between Togiak and Kulukak, and onHagemeister Island, are deposits of lignite coal, which could be utilized for fuelin this timberless country. This reservation should embrace all the territory
drained by the rivers flowing into Kulukak and Togiak Bays, together with theadjacent islands. At present this territory eontains no white population, noris it commercially used in any way, vial if set apart and kept from theencroachment of others than natives would provide an excellent location todeal with the native problem by the reservation method.

On account of increase in population at Kulukak, due to natural growth and
development, and 4he location of new families from other villages, the school is
now quite overcrowded. This should be overcome as soon as possible by the
building of an addition, which would lengthen the schoolroom about 12 or 15feet. The present heating arrangement would be ample for such an addition.

The school at Chogiung is making much progress, and at present the pupils
use the English language exclusively while in the school or on the playground.
To hear them in their recitations and in see their wonderful plays and dances
,is indeed an inspiration. This school has an attendance of 72. somewhat morethan half being native and the rest children of mixed blood. This school also
serves Kanakanak, 4 miles distant; the 10 children of that village are brought
to school each morning with dog team. and after school returned in the sameway. Hot lunches are served these children at noon. If accommodations for
hoarding school children at Chogiung school were provided, this school would
become a more useful institution. Children from the villages which are out of
reach of the school, as well as orphans, could then be cared for and educated.
A comparison of results in education between regular day pupils and pupils
who are hoarded and kept from the regular native environment proves that the.,clatter method is vastly superior. One of the teachers in this district took two
native girls, aged 5 and 6, and kept them with her In her home. Neither spokeEnglish ' n taken. Now, at the end of two years, they speak Eng Bah as well
as the average American child of the same age, and at no time do they usethe native tongue. The custom of the natives of this section of making slaves
of orphan children should be a sufficient reason for the establishment of
boarding schools.

REPORT OP DR. J. W. REED, RUSSIAN MISSION.

Two winter trips have been made to the Kuskokwim as far south as Bethel,
one trip to Hamilton on the Yukon, and on these trips all villages and fishing
camps, except one on the Yukon, have been visited. While on my trip down the
Yukon River, accompanied by Mr. Cochran. we visited the Akulurak mission,
returned again to Mountain Village uud went about 00 miles diTrOft'the tundra
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to a place where we were told no other Government official had ever been.
Two summer trips have been made to Pimute, and one this June to Holy Cross,
with a thorough inspection of the Catholic mission at that place, as well as
treatment of inmates needing medical care.

This year I have visited 32 different villages and 6 fishing camps, traveled
1,900 miles, visited approximately 1,400 people, and treated over 620 patients,
the little cuts and bruises not being counted. as well as many repeats. One
major operation for approximation or the ends of an old fracture of the lower
leg and an amputation of the upper third of the thigh for a severe gunshot wound
have been performed, as well as an operation for drainage in a wound in the
upper arm due to a rifle wound. I also made an attempt to stop a tubercular
process of the hip Joint of a reindeer herder, and I now have him under obServa-
Ron. but as yet can not tell as to permanent results. The operations were per-
formed in the schoolroom. I was compelled to use an old workbench, of ancient
and hoary appearance,, for the operating table ; it served quite a valuable pur-
pose as an operating table, being the exact height and required length, and
when covered with a clean sheet it did not look bad.

I have lost only three cases in my practice this year, one of Pott's disease
that I saw when dying and gave It an opiate to relieve pain ; another a case of
chronic bronchitis, which was Improving when I went down the river this,
spring, but must have a week later developed a broncho-pnuemonia and died
before I returned, The third case was that of a child In the village, who was
dying on my arrival back home with tubercular meningitis; this case, as well
as the first, was beyond a physician's control.

The general health In the villages along the river has been unusually good this
year, which Is due not so much to the physician as to climatic conditions, and
the low price of furs, which has Wade most of the natives getout in the fresh
air_apd do a little hustling for a living.

ay my 'visits to the two missions of the Roman Catholic Church, situated at
Akulurak and Holy Cross, I was treated with the kindest consideration and
cooperation and was given every cpportunity to make a thorough Investigation
of each Institution. I am glad to report that I found the general health of the
inmates better than the average, and the sanitary conditions at both places such
as to meet the approval of any reasonable medical Inspection. Especially was
I impressed with the fact that all of the children spoke good English even on
the playgrounds. They were all clean, cheerful, and had the appearance of
being well fed and well cared for.

On the tundra, at Chowaktaligamute, I found a trader who has token quite
an Interest in having good, clean houses in the village. We found him very
much Interested in having the physician make regular visits, as well as having
a school placed at his village. When we wished to pay him for his team that
we had been using, he cut the price in half, remarking, that we were there for
the good of his people, and he wanted to help that much. This action being the
reverse of all other treatment that I have received along that line, hes quite a

. pleasant place in my remembrances of the visit.
At Kagatmute, 20 miles farther on the tundra,- we found 19 inhabitants,

comprising families, and 18 cases of tuberculosis; one of the children was
apparently free of it'and was the only inhabitant of the village not tubercular.
Another child, only 5 or 6 years old, will be laid away In only a few Years at
the best. Around the village we counted over 20 graves that have been made in
recent years, and many of them seem to be those of children. These people lived
In igloos, and there are only one or two stoves In the vintage; their houses were
damp and filthy to the extreme. When we made comment to the natives who
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were with WS about the filth, we were informed that this village was in excellentcondition compared to those on the tundra nearer the coast. The only commentthat I care to make on this condition is that I regret that I saw what I did, andI hope that it will never be my lot to see such conditions again, unless I amarmed with the means of relieving them.

Mrs. Reed, In all of my operations, as well as in the village work while I wasaway, has been compelled to take the place of a second physician rather thanthat of a nurse.
I would respectfully Biggest the following as a permanent policy for thissection of the country : A small hospital well equipped to accommodate notmore than 15 patients or less than 8, with office, laboratory, drug room, diningroom, kitchen, bathroom, nurses' room. .operating room, sun room, severalclosets, and a cellar. Several well-built cabins with glass on two sides, withplain furniture and with inside finishing so that a hot solution of any anti-septic could be sprayed all over the room. These cabins should be large enoughto accommodate one and some of them two patients who are tubercular. Aphysician's home should be built near to the hospital and cabins, and it shouldbe large etagh, as well as comfortable, s, that a family could feel a little ofhome life. A trained nurse should be permanently stationed at the hospitaland in the tubercular camp, subject to The physician in charge; an interpreter.who could also act as dog masher and handy man when at the village, shouldbe on salary all of the year arounili The physician should have a small launchfor summer travel and at least to good dog teams during the winter, kept ingood trim for travel, so that he would not have to depend upon half-starved nativedogs for traveling. The interpreter and the first-stage tubercular cases couldput up enough fish in the summer to feed the dogs during the entire winter, aswell as supply the hospital and tubercular patients with dried fish for theirown use. In addition to nursing the patients, the nurse should have authorityto make the inmates of the cabins keep them in good order. The physicianshould be on the trail in winter and on the river during the summer at leasthalf of the time and shbuld only make short quick trips and be at call by afresh dog team in case of emergency. The physician should also have a glantern, so as to gi lectures on sanitation in each of the villages visited. °I14e\should also have authorization for travel to enable him to cover the territorywell, and he should know what amount he can spend not later than the 1st ofAugust of each year, so as to be able to make all plans and arrangements forthe winter to the best advantage.

This hospitfil and camp should be pia pon a reservation along the Yukon
River and should be at least 10 miles are and be situated in the eeruce timber.
Near this camp should be established another village of nontuf.ercular casesfor the families of those In the tubercular camp and also for the young menand women who are anxious to lead a civilized life. At first the Government
should furnish windows, flooring, and rooting for houses built according to acertain plan, and a contract should be drawn up with each individual head of afamily to the effect that only a certain number of people should live in thehouse and that it should be kept clean and sanitary ; that he would give atleast five days each year to the village for general work; that he would makea garden and set aside each fall a certain number of fish for each of thefamily and a certain number of dog fish for each deg kept, and these not tobe sold under any pretext. This contract 'should also real that continueaneglect of any of these requirements would forfeit the work he has done inbuilding the house and also his right to live on the reservation, and that thehouse will revert back to the local government for sale to a new family.
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On the reservation there should be a sawmill, cannery for fish, a cooperative
store, a plant for preparing dried fish and salmon bellies for the loci, trade,
an experiment station, and a small farm. The products from all of these could
be sold here in the country to whites if they had the assurance of a responsible
man that the food was put up undei sanitary conditions. A wood yard on the
reservation Would net quite a revenue. When theOvillage and plants are well
established the profits should Most of them go to permanent and general im-
provements of the village. .

Over this village should be placed a man who is well qualified to make good,
and he should be assured that he could retain his position as long as his service
Is satisfactory. He should have power to enforce the rules and law of a local
town council or veto the same. If possible, the physician and teacher should
be men of congenial temperament and men whose friendship has been of long
standing.

The general conditions her\ e, or better yet, 10 miles from here, are such that
the above plan could be carried out well on an authorization of $7,000 for the
first year, $5,000 for the second, $3,000 for the third ; from then on 1 am con-
vinced that $2,000 per-year, not including the salaries of the workers, would
keep the institution in good working condition and would give the people a
chance to live better and not be subject to the whims and fancies of irresponsible
traders. There Is a place above here which, if staked, would contnitonot less
than 500,000 feet of merchantable lumber, and most of It accessible to a small,
portable sawmill.

I have had the opportunity to note the good work done by the schools and
missions in this region. I have also seen natives, after leaving the schools and
missions, go back to the old way and become worse than those around them.
These young men and women are not to blame; neither are the methods of
training at fault. In this country and among these native people public opinion
is a great factor, s9 much so that a single couple either has to abide by the
'decisions of the village council or leave the village. Again, the inability of the
native to earn a good living makes it impossible, regardless of his strength of
character; to live as he would desire.

I am convinced, after a very careful study this year and a personal visit to
the above-mentioned place, that if the above plans were carried out it would
conserve the good work of the schools and missions in this section of the
ceuntry.

The drop in furs, the high cost of food, and the fact just accomplished of
one man controlling the whole supply of food for miles around, as well as his
actions at present, make me-shudder for these people this winter, as Dam able
now to see the handwriting on the wall, and I shall be powerless to prevent it,
for no one can say to a man at what price he shall sell his goods or what he
shall pay for goods bought.

In conclusion I wish to state that the manner of living from hand to mouth
of these people would make it Impossible for them to be of much assistance,
except by giving labor, in carrying out this scheme. Still, I am convinced that
they would cooperate very enthusiastically as soon as'they were In a position
to do so. This was demonstrated this spring when I asked everyone to help
me icalfcan up the village. All save one family-and a white trader responded, and
In ew days the whole village was cleaner than it has ever been, and the
people took so much pride in It that they have, without my.suggestion, kept it
as clean as could be during the fishing season.

'
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On the day after my arrival in Nu lato, September 22, 1914. I. made a calhvass
of all the natives' homes, examined and made a diagnosis of all patients, and
requested those that were able to come to the hospital for further observation
and treatment. From the first I met with friendliness and willingness to follow
my directions. For a while I was under the impression that the "medicine
man " was advising the natives not to take the medicine prescribed. After,
careful watching, however, I found that he did not do this, but on the contrary
advised the people to call me on several occasions. There have been two native
women who did not take the medicine prescribed, but I am inclined to believe
that they themselves were discouraged 'because immediate relief was not
obtained. Both of these cases died, one from tuberculosis and the other from
metritis'following continement

The priisent site of the village is as good as can be obtained, on account of
its protection from winds, but it is too crowded. The military reservation on
one side and the mi.s.ston on the other make it impossible for the natives to
rebuild, and the consequence Is that the homes are too close together and too
many are living in one cabin.

The natives have agreed to provide barrels outside 6f their cabins in which
to throw refuse and to empty them at a distance from the village. Heretofore
refuse has been dumped near the doors. This spring the village was thoroughly
cleaned, the water front raked, dead dogs buried, tin cans placed on the ice to
go out with the break-up, chloride of lime sprinkled around cabins, refuse
burned, and many of the cabins and the council hall fumigated. Old drains
were cleaned and redug and several new ones dug. Upon returning from their
fish camps the natives have agreed to build toilets at both ends of the village.

I have given talks to the natives in regard to stamping out tuberculosis and
the care o*tubercular cases, care of their homes and selves, and the feeding of
infants. I have taken all babies from tubercular mothers and am having them
fed from bottles. I have induced the natives to be careful about spljeting on
floors of homes and to usemall receptacles containing an antiseptic. It is 'my
intention, upon the return of the Indians from camp, to have one of their
number appointed as health officer by the council, to be under my supetvlsion
to enforce sanitary conditions. The natives are very much enthused on this
subject.

The natives have had a rather hard winter, on account of the low price of
furs and wood, and most of them have been in straitened circumstances,
although at potlatch they will give the last thing they have to some one that has
helped them in a recent bereavement. Whenever possible, I have given work to
different natives.

The water question in summef has been a difficult one, which has been solved
by inducing the natives to obtain water from the Nulato River and from a
spring located 4 miles up the Yukon and which has been piped to the foot of
the hill. Heretofore.the natives used the Yukon River water, which receives the
drainage from the burying ground and the villages above.

During the winter of 1914-15 I made the'following trips to treat natives:
One each to Unalakleet and Dishkaket, 3 etieb to Louden and Kaltag, and
12 to Koyukuk. While in these places I inspected the villages, visited all native
homes, gave talks on sanitation, and made recommendations. The natives of
Kokrines wanted me to make a canvass of the village and treat the afflicted,
but there were no funds to make the trip.

Sergt. Yeatman, Hospital Germ Fnited States Army, has been of great help
in giving anesthetics and assisting at operations as well as looking after cases
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during my absence on official trips. On one occasion he made a trip to Koyuku
with station dogs while I was in Louden with Mr. Evans.

During the year I have performed two laparotomies, two uterine c te-
ments, five operations for perineorrhaphy and trachelorrimphy, and great
number of incisions of abeesses. In several cases of children I have advisedhlo
parents the removal of adenoids, and they now want, them removed as soon as
the fishing season is over. I am of the opinion that a great many of the
enlarged ,.ands in children are due to tonsils and adenoids, and the slight
prolonged fevers in children are due to nasopharyngitis, as the result of ade-
noids and 'enlarged tonsils. One case in particular came here from Louden
with glands- of neck enlarged. The case would not respond to hot applications
or internal treatment, but after six applications of weak Iodine solution and
antiseptic spray to threat the glands returned to normal.

# I would recommend thut tTh-4---Rureau of Education ship in aboit/25 barrels
of lime and brushes for whitewashing interior of cabins and for use around
village.

In order to stamp out tuberculosis, I would recommend the segregating of all
advanced tubercular cases by having a large hospital erected at some central
point. If this can not be done, a building In each village should be rented
where possible and all advanced cases could be placed under the supervision
of bureau teacher or nurse and they to receive instructions from local, physician.
There should be proper ventilation of cabins. Each family should have its
own cabin` in Order to do away with overcrowding.

REPORT OP DE. H. N. T. NICHOLS, KOTZEBUE.

During the year I have traveled a total of about 1,575 miles; 415 miles we
in gasoline boats, 775 miles were by dog team, and 385 miles by reindeer. T
amount of travel has enabled me to Asit or pass through the Kotzebue Frien
mission reindeer camp four times, the Okrk mission five times, Noorvik Reser-
riation once, Mann three times, Shungnak once, Selawik once, the Kotzebue
reindeer camp In the Noatak Hills once, Noatak Village twice, Noatak reindeer
camp once the Kiva lina River reindeer, camp once, and Kiva line once. Also,
I went up the Noatak River about 40 miles from Kotzebue once during the
winter to make a single call. I have treated 001 cases. Of these, 231 were
of a major character, while the balance, 370 cases, were of a minor sort that
could have been handled by a nurse or by a teacher experienced in the treat-
ment of the sick and in the dispensing of medicines. Hospital treatment was
received by 14 Individuals for a total of 179 days.

The medical record of 419 natives has been entered on filing cards during
the year. The residence of these individuals is geographically distributed as
follows: Kotzebue, 189; Selawik, 58; Shungnak. 28; Kiana, 16; Oksek, 22;
Noatak, 82; Kiva line, 81; and other localities, 48.

AI .of the teachers in the employ of the Bureau of Education from Ba\row to
Deering, with the single exception of Buck land, have during the year exlittusted

'their supply of certain medicines and sent to Kotzebue for more. Such requests
have, in the main, been filled, and where it depleted myupply more has been
asked for and received through the office in Nome. A small supply of a few of
the simpler remedies has been left with the United States marshal at Kiana
for use among the native residing in that Claps. The Oksek mission, on tbe .
Kobuk River, has received a few,medicines al o.
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During the year I have given talks to the natives 30 times; at Kotzebue 10
times, at Oksek 6 times, at Shungnak 4 times, at Selawik 5 times, at Noatak.8
times, and at Kiva line twice. In these talks an attempt was made to show the
native why he needs to he more cleanly in his habits and how greater cleanli-
ness would lessen sickness among them. Tuberculosis in its three forms, gran-
ular, osseous, and pulmonary, has been discussed at length in several villages.
Emphasis was placed on the prevention of the spread of this disease through a
proper care of the cases in their homes.

The great prevalence of tuberculosis was shown by a recent inspection of the
Kotzebue school children. In this Inspection 42 pupils were examined. Of thisnumber, 11 were tubercular, either active or latent in their lungs. Is it anexaggeration to sly that tuberculosis is epidemic among the natives of the
Kotzebue Sound region?

There is danger that tuberculosis will be prevalent in the new village Noorvik,
on the Kobuk River Eskimo Reservation. If the village is to be for the native
what we all hope it will ne, there must be provision made for the segregation
of all actively tubercular individuals. This means the removal of every tuber-culosis case from the family in which it occurs. A tuberculosis sanitarium
adapted for cases in different-stages c the disease and constructed with only
such slight modifications as this northern climate demands to make It practt-cable would be a filessing to the new village. It would mean the prolonging ofmany lives through rendering the tubercular process latent for a time. It wouldhe the saving of the lives of many incipient cases.

During the year the Friends' mission has put in improvements in their hospi-
tal, which now make the building quite usable. All but two.of the windowshave been made full size, and the ward has been partitioned into two rooms.This hospital, which the Government physician uses at his discretion, is a one-s ry frame house. A coal shed adjoins the A reilding in the rear, and a storm
e trance protects the door in front. There are four rooms within the building,b t no hallway. 'All rooms have a 9-foot. 4-Incti ceiling With this plant as a
hoepital nucleus, much good has been done the natives.

REPORT OF DR. 1). B. NEUMAN, NOME.

The sanitary condition of the Eskimo village on the Nome sandspit hasgleatly improved since the'storm of 1913, ns the majority of the old dwellingswere totally destroyed at that time, and the natives built new residences far-ther up on the hHiiide, where the incline allows good drainage. The newhouses are much larger and better ventilated. .

For years Nome has been a medical center for the surrounding villages,within a radius of 200 or 300 miles, and I believe more and more firmly inthe necessity of establishing a hospital for our Eskimos, as the present ar-rangement leaves much to be desired. -For the past two years Miss Kenly, nurse for this district, did splendidwork In sanitation both In the village and In the school, and was a great helpin the dispensary and hospital.
The general health of the natives for the last .year has been very goodwhich was, in part, due to the steady cold weather, without thaws or springrains, which are fertile causes of inflammatory rheumatism and severe at-tacks of bronChitis amongst them.
No new cases of tuberculosis 'have developed this year, as. the infectedcases were segregated In n comfortable cottage bought for that purpose by

;
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Mr. Johnson, assistant superintendent, or in the Holy Cross Hospital. It
would be advisable to procure Some more" cottages, as the cost of maintaining
consumptive patients in this. way is lees than one-quarter of the hospital
charge.

REPORT OF HISS HARRIET R. HEALY, NOME.

In going over my monthly reports I find that since July 1, 1914, I have
made 1,871 visits to homes, 1,305 visits to patients, and treated 1,228 patients.
I have qlso.ogiven aneesthelics'that were necessary when operations were per-
formed by Dr. Neuman. The above is exclusive of my work during the trip
which I made with Supt. Shields in January and February, 1915, when I
visited 10 native settlements, with over 900 natives.

Besides the patients from the near-by settlements, such as Penny River and
Cape Nome, we have treated in our dispensary patients from Shishmaref,
Wales, Teller, Igloo, Sinuk, Solomon, and Safety, and sent medicines to most
of these places from our supply in Nome.

During the summer months Nome is the rendezvous for many of the natives
from the N'Illages in this -region. The summer of 1914 was a very busy and in-
teresting one. From July 1 until October 1 we had between six and seven
hundred natives most of the time, and, of course, among them there were
always many who-needed my care. Most of my patients were children. Dur-
ing those three months I made about 900 calls. Records were made of all
births of chVdren under 1 year from,Wales, King Island, St. Lawrence Island,
and Diomede. I spent a great deal of time with mothers of young babies trying
to teach them the importance of keeping the children and their bottles clean:
also of taking care of the eyes. I had at least 700 patients, and gave about 500
treatments,

Though we had so many natives, the sanitary conditions were fairly good,
as they lived in tents. We had tine weather, very little rain, and every one
could be out a great deal in the bright sun, which was so good for our tuber-
cular cases.

1r,
By the 1st of October we had settled down to about 300 natives, and I began

my class work In the school, teaching anatomy. phy lology, and hygiene. I
had three'classes with very good attendance. Al,lbsif the children, both large
and small, were always interested. Many talks have been given to mothers
and fathers in their homes on the prevention of diseases by Attention to clean-
liness and ventilation. With the older school children to interpret, They always
listen attentively, but I do not feel that they always understand, for we have
many, cases of eczema among the children because pf uncleanliness.

How to care for our tubercular patients continues to he our most serious
problem. Most of our hospital cases suffer from this disease. Certainly our
deaths are nearly all from this cause.

We,have succeeded in getting most of the tubercular patients to use sputum
cups; we have hung one of the prevention of tuberculosis cards on the wall In
each cabin, and we do everything possible to encourage ventilation.

Sanitary conditions are better Just now than at tiny time since I came to
Nome. We have had very line weather during the past saing, and many
families have cleaned up their homes and will keep their windows and doors
open some of the time.

.
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During the past winter in our village, as in all, villages where trapping and
the sale of skins has been any considerable part of the native income, the
natives have been very poor. Our natives caught very few skins and were not
paid very much for them. While the winter was a very hard one, I believe it
has not been without its value to the Eskimos. An analysis of the native char-
acter reveals that lack of thrift and forethought is responsible for many of
the tits which overtake them. The_ old-time custom of community ownership
and sharing is partly responsible. The younger generation have partly out-
gron that. The development of thrift, combined with a greater parental
responsibility, seems to me one of the greatest needs of our people. If the
lesson of parental responsibility can be taught and replace the outgrown one
of Community sharing, the Eskimos of our village will be much better off.
The habit of looking ahead from summer to winter and providing the family
with wood and food, and the subsequent disgrace when the lazy father had
not done his part must supersede the present plan. The hard-working father
now sees his stores diminished and his children hungry before spring because
his sister's lazy husband brought his family fa to demand the kinship share of
the brother-In-law's toil. Some of the most progressive young men spend the
winter- up the rivers, away from school privileges for the children, because
they do not want to remain in Kotzebue sharing flour and sugar and other
" white man's grub" with the other villagers who have been too lazy to try
to get those things for themselves. The old custom Is not far enough behind
so that the ones who no longer recognize Its force can quite ignore it in a time
slf poverty u hen they have sufficient only for the needs of their own family.
This luck of forethought and thrift is Kotzebue's greatest bar to progress

Fur years the natives have been reminded each summer that wood is best
procured by boat or raft while the rivers are open. Firewood and logs for
the construction of houses can be thus secured with much less difficulty than
by dog sled in winter. In winter they have the excuse that logs for a house
can not be brought, and the amount of firewood which is brought is much too
small to admit o? the establishment of higher standards of cleanliness; water
can then be obtained only by nielting'ice.

On St. Lawrence Island, where there is no fuel, the people are not to blaEne
it they are not very clean; but Kotzebue people *might have abundance of
wood if they would go for it. Dr. Nichols has 'spoken often to the men of tote
health value of a good-sized woodpile, And I have urged the women tesee
'that the men secured it, but our effdrts In that direction have not met with
great success.

In our women's club we have followed the same plan as that of last year.
The topics discussed were about the same; and in some cases we can see that '61
the !miens Ave been understood and applied.

The lessons in first aid were thia year given as occasion required. I am
positive that such teachings are gradually leading the people away from heir
old-time confidence in their own methods of cure, and are establishing a con-
fidence In the Government workers who are trying to do medical work among
them. It Is constantly emphasized that this is a fact by. our experiences with
the transient natives who spend all or a portion of the summer near Kotzebue.
Our ministrations to them are not accepted in the same spirit at all as they
are by our own natives. Uniesa these summer natives swallow the medicine
we are never sure it Is used. Bolin of these nonresident natives have not
sought aid even when very ill, and when they do seek It, they certalnirJack
confidence In its valu
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The boys' club work was organised in October, and weekly meetings were
held all winter. We changed secretaries every month in order to give all the
boys an opportneity to serve in that capacity. The formation of a girls' club
was attempted, but it was not continued. The girls understood so little English
that it seemed better to wait until they were a year older.

After December I had the schoolroom opened and warmed evenings for the
children from 7 until 9.

It is a delight for me to spend some time with them in the evening and to
have them in our home. My pleasure in them is doubled by the fact that I am
not associated with them in the daytime. Miss Hawk did excellent work with
them during school time, and it was greater than It would have been if she had
had to have the children in the evenings. I feel very strongly that some of
our teachers lessen their schoolroom efficiency by feeling it a duty to have the
children in the evenings.

The teacher can not, in justice to herself or to her work, remain on duty
with the children both daytime and evenings.

I have assisted Dr. Nichols in his medical work and have handled that work
alone when he was out of town. Perhaps the preparation of meals for his
patients has been as important a part of the work as any. I know that he
feels that it.luts been so. The native diet is not such as can be relied upon to
aid convalescence. I regret greatly that the poverty of the past winter has
eliminated from the diet of the natives a few of the valuable articles of " white
man's grub" which they had learned to use. We hail several eases of illness
in which the chief cause seemed to be the inability of the native children to
adapt themselves exclusively to the native diet, which is so largely proteid. The
lack of sugar, cereals, and milk have worked a hardship on some of the Eskimos.
In illness they recuperate rapidly if they can have a mixed diet.

To my mind one of the great steps forward in the work of hygiene and sani-
tation among the natives has been the supplying of the paper napkins and the
paper toweling for the use of the children in school. Previous to the use of these
two articles many of the children were constantly in a filthy, unsightly, and
unhealthy condition, due to the many colds.

In connection with tilt bathing the hearty response of the mothers to the
request for clean clothing must be mentioned. At first none of the children
had a change of clothing, but at the last it was unusual for the children not to
bring clean clothes to be donned after the bath.

We have tried very hard to rid the village of vermin, but not successfully.
We have less I believe than some of the other villages, according to Dr. Nichols'
report of the places in which he has made an Inspection. The nomadic life of
the natives tends to increase this evil. The older people have no pride in the
matter and no prejudice against vermin.

Interchange of thoughts, ideas, and methods seems impossible in a country
where, travel is so difficult. Teachers' rallies, conventions, and national asso-
elations would not be held so generally if those engaged in the teaching pro-
fessiOn did not find them helpful and of value.

In times past I have Itequently expressed myself as feeling that the teachers
in the Alaska school service also need such conferences. The isolation and lack
of intercourse with educated persons have, it seems to me, one of two effects upon
mostnot allof the workers in the Alaska school service r Either one becomes
absolutely discouraged and feels the futility of all efforts, fails to get the proper
perspective upOn the work, spends valuable time and energy looking for results
in the immediate present, or else becomes self-satislidd and smug and imbued,
with the idea that his or her 'work is absolutely uaimprovable. Would not
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some sort of a conference for which the teachers must ,prepare and to which
they, Auld bring their problems for discussion be of value to the, native work
and workers? Personally I should place the Alaska school service second to
no social work I have ever attempted, if one could have some of the inspiration
and practical aids which we used to find in our weekly and monthly conferences
of social workers. If such a rally of the Government workers of this district
could be held next summer, I should bring to it some of the following problems
which I believe are of interest to us all, and which perhaps together we might
hope to solve as we can not individually ; 1. How best can we develop in the
natives an inherent moral sense which will result In a higher sexual purity?
2. By what means can the native best be aroused to a greater care of his prctp-
erty and to develop thrift and economy? And so on, through a long list of mat-
ters which perplex me; matters to which I have given some thought and upon
which I should like to have the benefit of the experience and thought of others,
equally interested filth me in the welfare of the natives.

SECTION 3.REPORTS BY TEACHERS.

ANNUAL REPORT OP THE UNITED STATES PUBLIC SCHOOL AT WALES, ON
BERING STRAIT.

By JAlfr,8 H. MAGIIIEF, Teacher.

Our enthusiasm for the service has not abated after three years of continu-
ous work with the Eskimos, While we believe the advancement-will naturally
come through the efforts of the younger veople, nevertheless heredity is de-
cidedly manifest, and in no case can we locate an inferior child from superior
parents. There are among the older people at Wales, as well as elsewhere in
the district, some magnificent types of men and women, who a7 as sincere and
honorable as people of communities claiming greater degrees of civilization.
Wales people are not as migratory as those of some other settlements, but there
is more or less movement till the time, and while our maximum population
has reached as high as 325 we can by including those attached to our five
reindeer herds lay claim to approximately 420 natives as belonging to Wales.

School attendance.In no case was attendance compulsory, the school equip-
ment being taxed to its capacity. No truancy was reported, and there was very
little thrdiness; on the contrary, some of the children often presented them-
selves as early as 6 o'clock winter mornings.

School work.In general school work, such as reading, writing, arithmetic,
spelling,trawing, and composition, Wales children compare favorably with other
native school children. Thi4ine main drawback to a more satisfactory advance-
ment is the pversion to the use of the English language. It is a most serious
handicap to small children to hear nothing but their native tongue used at all
times by their parents; many of the parents have had school advantages and
should know how difficult it was in their own case to grasp the elements of
English. We endeavor to have the parents assist their little ones in their homes,
and we believe that such assistance will be of great benefit to teachers as well as
to the native children.

Domestic scimioe.This branch of school work was under the supervision of
Mrs. Maguire, who had been engaged for two years In the same kind of work
at Kivallna. Instruction was given In sanitation, cooking, baking, housekeep-
Loring. aewing, and knitting; 8215 loaves of white bread and 197 dozen rolls were
baked; rice, cerealeoti4 otter focal was cooked; 12 sprees, 18 shirts. 15 dresses,
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35 artigas, 24 towels, 24 handkerchiefs, 24 pairs of mittens, 12 petticoats, and
12 baby bibs were sewed in class hours. Each new baby was furnished with
two c6mplete outfits of clothing in duplicate. The girls are very alit, and
they have unlimited patience and ambition.

Shop toork.In the school shop much work was accomplished. Benches for
the schoolroom and for the church were constructed, 11 new sleds were made,
and numerous repairs were attended to. A large number of cooking stoves
were constructed; canoes, oomiaks, and a very fine skiff were built. It is
planned to put the shop in such condition that it will be used much more ex-
tensively in future.

Health.The general health conditions have caused a very great amount of
work. While there have been no contagious diseases, we have had a vast
amount of blood infection, snow blindness, frostbites, 'Colds, sore throats.
rheumatism, eye affections, and three cases of syphilis. The latter responded
well to the prescribed treatment. There are two cases of tuberculosis of long
standing. There were 4 deaths and 12 births. The causes of death were:
1 adult, accidental gunshOt wound ; 1 child, 12 months old, constitutional weak-
ness; 2 children, 15 and 18 mouths, pneumonia. Medical attendance was given
2.389 times, and 1,773 visits were made to homes.

Agriculture.Notbing in the nature of agriculture has been attempted, but
indications point to favorable conditions. The natural vegetation is typically
Alaskan, sturdy, and a great variety, and we have seen some very fine turnips
which have grown here.

Tows council.--Seven representative natives were elected by the people to
constitute the first town council of Wales. While there was More or less
timidity on the part of the candidates and some indifference on the part of the
electorate, we believe a council has proved to be an essential element for the
welfare of these people. The deliberations of the council have been earnest
and their adjustments fair; they take pride in regulating irregularities, and
if the enforcement of the 10 o'clock curfew ordinance had been their only act,
that alone would have justified their existence. But this council has regu-
lated native dancing to reasonable proportions, effected a most thorough spring
clean-up, protected the domestic water supply, ordered the chaining and proper
feeding of dogs, and passed a labor ordinance whereby all male adults must
contribute two days' wiprk annually to village improvement or pay $2, or its
valn6, to the village treasury.

Reindeer.Five herds of reindeer center at this place, and here we have
some of the largest holders of deer in Alaska. Meetings of owners and herders
are frequently held, when ways and means of improvement of stock, herding,
and marketing are discussed. A very large delegation was prepared to attend
the annual reindeer fair at Igloo, but severe weather conditions made traveling
impossible, a fact universally regretted.

Native support.Seal and walrus hun constitutes the principal means of
suppoll of the people of this village. proximately 3,000 seals were taken
during the.year; 112 walrus and 2 small polar bears, 28 white foxes, 18 red
foxes.. .find 10 mink were reported. Fishing is an all-year industry. Tomcod
and floanders are taken through the ice in winter, and salmon, greyling, herring,
trout, and smelt are seined during the slimmer, when the condition of the surf
permits. Eider ducks and other waterfowl are taken in spring and fall, but
Ptarmigan have been very scarce during the year. There is considerable ivory
carving, and some Wales natives are exceptional and original workers. The
revenue derived from Ivory carving is n considerable Item of native support.

. The town council is tikicing the first steps toward the establialting of a coopera-
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tive store by gathering all walrus skins at a central depot, with a view to
selling In bulk rather than by individual trading; each native places one skin
in the first lot to be sold, another In the second, and so on. This Is the council-
men's own idea of fairness, and it is hoped that the tendency of the aggressive
native to corral the market will be regulated.

/fission work.In the absence of a regular missionary, the mission work
has devolved upon the teachers. Two Sunday services and a Wednesday even-
ing service have been conducted, and have been well attended throughout the
winter; in fact, the seating capacity of the church has frequently been inade-
quate. A church committee of seven was elected to care for the cleanliness and
warmth of the building, and they have done their work very well, indeed. A
very strong and well-balanced choir of 40 voices leads the musical part of
.the services; two interpreters are used each Sunday, and others are In training.
A young people's society of 98 members is a branch of the religious work, and
we are confident these people are sincere in their profession of Christianity.

Destitution.Although \Vales has numerous reindeer men, and the majority
of the natives are prosperous and thrifty, there are also some very pop people;
while there is very little, if any, suffering from actual want, the poor and im-
provident do not hesitate to borrow or beg from those whose good management
and thrift have enabled them to make provision for their own families.

In'a few extreme cases among the very old, aid in the form of food and cloth-
ing is absolutely necessary to prevent suffering. It is a most difficult task to
segregate the worthy needy from the lazy and unworthy beggars. If teachers
with experien& would classify the absolute needy to the exclusion of the profels-,
sional grafter, whose cache is probably'rich in skins.and ivory, much better
results could be secured and imposition prevented. We have found from per-
sonal experience a disposition on the part of certain teachers to let new teachers
profit by experience as they themselves bad to do. Probably such experience is
not so very bad for the new teacher, but it is certainly not the best thing for the
begging type of natives, who consider new teachers to be their legitimate prey.
Fortunately this type of Eskimo is rapidly becoming extinct, but not any too
fast for the welfare of the younger people.

AdvancementWe take pleasure In reporting a most creditable and excep-
tional improvement in the manner of living, as exemplified in numerous native
homes, prominently noticeable being the homes of Nagozruk, Ootenna, Keok,
Adlooat, Okvayok, Engeedlook, Ibeyanna, and Puzrnk. Cleanliness predomi-
nates. Food is prepared and served in appetizing form. Tub baths are taken
weekly, and much of the keen native ingenuity Is shown in hidden lockers for
storage, various labor-saving devices, and unique cooking utensils. The pro-
nounced benefits of schools and teaching are probably more evident at this sta-
tion than elsewhere In the district, for the very good reason that right here In
striking contrast to the above fine young men, some of the most backward, in-
different, and superstitious natives are also found.

Notes. Several parties of Siberian natives have visited Wales, and they all
seem curiously Interested in what our Government is doing for the American
Eskimo. They report that materials for Rus Sian schools have been landed at
East Cape and Serdze, but they are a little skeptical about the actual establish-
ment of schools, as' they have been promised schools all their lives.

There was only one case of intoxication reported during the fiscal year, that
unfortunate being placed on probation by the district superintendent for the
term of one year. He is apparently endeavoring to make good.

District Supt. Walter C. Shields and Miss Margaret Harriet Ken ly, travelingnurse, visited Wales in January and were very active in inspecting school work,
03300°.-17-4
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homes, and general conditions in this community. The deer camps were visited
and much good resulted from those visits.

A most instructive and interesting.part of Mr. Shields's visit was the manner
in which he explained the Wed, incidents, and results of theannual reindeer
fair held at Igloo, working up much enthusiasm among Wales reindeer people
for the next fair, where our people will undoubtedly be well represented.

Weather. Weather conditions-. were far from tempting at Cape Prince of
Wales. During the entire month of December the wind blew with much force
from the south, bringing a great deal of rain. After January 1, the wind blew
from the north for 110 days, with an unusual amount of snow. The shore ice
moved out June 5, and the first boat of the 1915 season appeared June 21, but
could not make a landing on account of great quantities of drift ice. On Sun-
day, June 27, the same boat returned and the first mail of the summer season
was received at this post office. Weather conditions at Wales do not compare
favorably with conditions along the Arctic coast or anywhere else to our knowl-
edge. Througliout the winter there was continuous open water in the Bering
Strait; therefore, no communication was had between this station and the
Diomede Islands or the Siberian coast.

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE MUTED STATES PUBLIC -SCHOOL AT DEERING,
ON KOTZEBUE SOUND, ARCTIC OCEAN.

By CHARLES Itarnoot.r, Teacher.

The committee appointed bytthe village to investigate and decide upon a
suitable location for our new village attended to its work very promptly ; the
entire committee left Deering early In July of 1914 and examined sites on both
the Noatak and the Kobuk Rivers as far as 100 miles Irom the ocean. They
finally selected a site on each river, with a preference for the Noatak, but left
the decision to Mr. Shields, our district superintendent, who decided in favor
of the Kobuk site, as the Noatak River was already provided with a school.
Request was then sent to Washington for ti reservation for the natives of a
tract 15 miles square, which was granted. A village was hid out_ within
the reservation, about 00 miles Inland, in the midst of a beautiful belt of timber.
At a vote taken in Deering this place was named Noorvik, which means
" transplanted."

On returning from a visit to the site of the new village we began the delayed
work on the Deering cold-storage plant, which has been completed at a cost of
$500. The entire construction was done with native labor. This fully occupied
the month of September, and we did not attempt to begin the school sessions
until that was accomplished.

The children made more rapid progress in their studies than last year, as we..
understood them better and used methods more adapted to their understanding.
We taught English, sanitation, hygiene, mathematics, history, and writing.
Their minds can only take a limited amount of teaching at a time; they must
have frequent rest.

On Christmas eve the native children had a beautiful Christmas tree and
rendered an attractive program. All the white people in the village were
present. The children showed much improvement over last year, both in ability
and rendition. The class of gifts on the tree also had a characteristic re-
vision. No store goods were bought, but the presents were things which it took
time and labor to produceuseful things of every sort. Many presents came
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from the white people to the natives in token of the friendliness between them.
The tree was furnished by Henry Coffin, a white miner, and then it was used
by the white people for their entertainment, which followed on Christmas night.
The natives were all present at the white people's program, which consisted of a
drama, "The Christmas Box." prepared by the white people themselves. Five of
the native children assisted in the Christmas night program. Many of the
miners from upriver points came into town to attend the programs, but the
native program was better attended by white men than the other.

Carpentry.Not having room for shopwork at the school, Mr. D. W. Went-
worth, an experienced carpenter, gave us room in his building for our carpen-
ter's bench and blacksmith work. The apace donated was 14 by 26 in the
carpentry room and 16 by 16 for th4111.nacksmith room. The natives bought some
needed roofing paper from their village funds. They also bought lumber and
made the needed workbenches and working outfits. This space was often taxed
to its limit, as so many wished to work at the same time. The boys made 47
sleds_for their ,own use and 8 for sole, all of which were bought by white men
at $35 and $40 each. Mr. Wentworth gave constant instruction to the boys at
work there, and we feel greatly indebted to him for his cooperation. In addi-
tion to the sleds a folding bed was built, also five cupboards; numerous small
articles and repairs were made of which no record was kept.

Black-smith work.The small forge, hammer, and tongs sent have been of
great use; 12 knives and 54 sled break irons were forged this year. The press
drill has made 1,286 holes in sled irons and otherdrIllit It has been the most
used tool of any.

Cooking.It has been a problem to find the most practical method of teach-
ing cooking. Our experience has shown that girls who learn to cook in the
school have very little initiative in their home Me, and soon drop Into the regu-
lar Eskimo habits after leaving school. So we have, taken the married women
and given them the instruction, and have required them to practice it at home;
the result is that the mothers now teach the girls, and boys as well, until a real
demand Is now coining from the men of the village to whom we have given les-
sons in bread making and pastry baking.

Sewing. Twelve girls have been under inatruction 'and have produced 20
dresses, 1Q aprons, 6 underskirts with waists, 8 jackets for babies, and many
pairs of mittens knit outside of school hours. Oilier outside work done under
instruction have been 4 reindeer harness. 7 boys' khaki suits, 2 quilts pieced
and 'finished, and 9 needle books.

This year the girls have made many baskets and trays from the native grasses,
for the fir t time departing from the Eskimo patterns and choosing more mod-
ern designs obtained from magazines.

Many patterns have been cut and fur coats made, instead of the old-fash-
toned imtrka. Much work and many lessons were given outside of School hours,

Laundry.The laundry work of the' village was a vexing problem. The
same old storyno wood ; and in winter water sufficient only for drinking pur-
poses. Even soap is at a premium. Some ironing wail, dope. A few families
own an iron in common, which is passed around among them. Some Well-made
shirts are appearing, and a necktie is occasionally worn,se9that ironing is needed.
We need a public laundry and need It badly. The schogl has furnished fuel and
soap to 14 families for laundry purposes during the yeaf.

dartlening.The schoolhouse garden last year produced excellent lettuce, saved
from the cold winds, the mice, and the birds; smile heads measured 10 inches
across, weighed 2 pounds, and were sweet to the last leaf. Onions and kale did

4
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well, but turnips, potatoes, and cabbage did very poorly, as the temperature is
too low, so near the Arctic Ocean.

Mining.Much mining is being done in this vicinity, and 14 Eskimo men front
this village have been engaged in It for wages; 0 others have dope freighting for
white miners. So far no native of this village is directly interested in any
mining proposition.,

Personal cleantiness.Marked improvement Is everywhere manifest this year.
Our commissioner of sanitation reports that bathing is much more indulged

I in than ever before. The washing of underclothes has become a Nractice with
almost all of the people who wear underclothes. Their houses are much cleaner
than before. Inspection by the health officer has stirred up many a woman
who was careless In her housekeeping. All houses were fumigated twice this
year and ventilators were installed where needed. The health °Meer has also
attended to the ttittqer of the insanitary dog, and that nuisance is minimized.
All garbage is hauled far out on the ice, and the spring breaking up of the ice
disposes of it without our further work.

General sanitation. -- Teaching on this subject has been given dal13, in the
school. Many of the people in the village have. attended that class only, and
much more care is exercised than ever before In the selection of foods and of
their drinking water. No decayed salmon was used Inc food this year.

Means of support.The reindeer is the natives stand-by. Yet the future of
this greatest of blessings continues to he a problem; ways nail means must
be provided by which the native of this region can market his surplus deer and
secure such supplies as his new life demands. Local demand for reindeer
meat Is not great enough Co be of much benefit, and the problem of satisfactorily
curing the meat is not solved. Our cold-storage cellar has solved some difficul-
ties; meat kept in an open house through the winter abd placed in the cold-
storage cellar while yet frozen hard will keep through the summer. We
corned some meat and will see how long it will keep. The storage plan has
helped to do away with theNtrouble of one native supplying the entire market,
to the exclusion of other Men in his own herd. Fish is an important item In
their support. With a large number of dogs to be fed, the fish supply is a very
important factor. Seal are plentiful at certain seasons, particularly In the
early spring and in the fall ;tut the people travel 00 to 80 miles for them. The
seal furnishes the fat they require and the skins are used in making fitotwear.

Freighting. This year seven men have received $384 for freighting and carry- '
ing passengers; the amount received about paid for the food required by the
dog teams used for the purpose durin'g the winter months. The average cost
of feeding one dog for one year is $21. The sled deer is coming more into use,
and as soon as we can introduce alight-wheeled vehicle that can be drawn by
reindeer in the summer time.the dog will sfowly be supplanted.

Hunting.This year there has been an abundance of rabbits. .Wild fowl
have been scarce, with a poor market for them, the Emperor goose selling at
50 cents and the sand-hill crane at from 75 cents to $1. Less than 75 fox skins
were taken this seuson by the entire village; the average price realized has
been $4 for white and $3.50 for red fox skins. Dried fish twits at 4 and 5 cents
per pound. With fox skins so scarce and sugar selling at 12 cents and other
things on the same scale, the Eskimos have had to practice economy. However.
there was less suffering than during the preceding year.

Medical deertment.This has been a most important department of our
work. There have been four deaths. The general health of the village is re-
ceiving much more attention from the people themselves thtin before and
more attention is paid to the care of the children. Bdd water this spring
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caused much bowel trouble. I find that liquid medicines produce the,desired
results in most cases more readily than the tablets and with smaller doses.

Law enforcement.The commission form of government as adopted by the
village has met with deserved success and it is very enthusiastically sudtaLned.
There have been but two cases of lawbreaking, and these were remanded to the
village fudge. his decision was accepted, and the offenders gracefully submitted
to their tines. Considerable drunkenness bas occurred among the white men
and the native women who have married white men. The commissioners have
led complete control of all the affairs in the village and their work is com-
mendable. They give their services without compensation. Moral conditions
are good and more modesty is notiteable.

The reindeer fair at latoo.It was not until' the fair that the people began
to comprehend the greatness of the possibilities of the reincXer business. Un-
til then enough reindeer fQ feed and clothe a man and his family was the limit
of.his hopes; beyond th
slue of the herd.

The most noticeable thi the fair was the fraternal spirit. It was
in the air even when the thermome r registered 46° below zero; it was in the
faces and the voices of everyone. en who, when at home, had felt a slight
superiority came up against men from other places who were quite their
t.nunk. Cordiality was abundant and the general tone of fairness was plainly
visible. There were more new ideas afloat than were to be expected among a '
people hampered by hundreds of years of life in tile old-time ruts. The men
came to get something and were not disappointed. Our men carried home
valuable information on proper methods of slaughtering. No more deer are
slaughtered in the old way. We have adok ted the method shown at. the fair.
Ideas of harness, of types of sleds, proper re of deer, and relative number
of nudes and females, ideas of the strength and endurance of certain types of
sled deernil called out the keenest investigation and are new lines of experi-
ment for the men.

But the greatest result was the federation of the whole reindeer business so
its to conserve the reindeer for the greatest good to the most people. The fair
has been talked over very often. and we are sending a delegate' to visit all the
reindeer men north of us; inviting them to meet us in4Noorvik in March, 1916.
to further the interests, of the business. Our men have discovered that they
are not the most efficient men in the business, nbr even the equals of others in
some parts of the work ; nevertheless they were able to carry home some of the .
ninny prizes from the Igloo Fair and they are justly proud of them.

Suggeaticm&A tannery in which tile skins taken from the beef deer could
be made into leather and manufactured Into articles of commerce would be a .
valuable addition to the enterprise. Skins taken at slaughtering time are use-
less except for heavy sleeping bags, and for them the market is very limited
indeed. The hair is then .too lire for any other use, but if tanned the skins
ivuld be made into mittens, gloves, and coat& .

Steps should be taken to establish a Government agricultural experimenV
station at Noorvik, as the location is central and is adapted for the purpose.

The Government should put a public laundry and a pumber of baths in the
Noorvik school building and let the village meet the cost of maintedance; this
would be of untold educational value. .

There should be a special course of studies lawn in this school that would
prepare the ambitious native boy or girl for teaching In the Alaska sgheol&

e could not see, but now he begins to see the future
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ANNUAL REPORT 07 THE 17NITED STATES PUBLIC SCHOOL AT KETUNGNAIL, '
ON TH2 IMBUE RIVER, WITHIN THE ARCTIC CEROLE.

By FRED M. Sic Rum, Teacher.

During the month of July, 1914, I was at Shungrjt, engaged in gardening,
giving the natives advice on all their affairs, preparing the annual reindeer
reports, visiting the reindeer camp, dispensing medicine, and conducting various
weekly meetings for' the benefit of the natives. On July 24 I left for Kotzebue
to confer with Supt. Shieldsa to attend to the disembarkihg and forwarding of
the Shungnak goods, and incidentally to find a dentist, as I suffered from time
to time from severe toothache. I arrived in Kotzebue within a week, and was
welcomed by a number of our natives, who were engaged in trading, and also
by the Point Hope and Kivalina natives who were glad to see their former
teacher. Mr. Shields arrived early in August, and the freight was discharged
about the same time, but it was several weeks before a suitable boat was ready
to leave for Shungnak.

The month of September was spent in rendering the residence habitable. The
repairs consisted of calking. the building with moss, gunny sacks, and clay, of
relaying the floor, of papering the walls, and of repairs to the windows, doors,
chimneys, stairs,.and storm sheds. The bultding was not completed for the lack
of building materials, but proved quite comfortable during the winter.

The repairs to the cabin were watched by the natives, and now nearly all the
houses are plastered with clay from the clay beds that I discovered. The native
cabins were so cold in winter that it was customary for several families to move
into one cabin in order to use less fuel. Some cabins had been plastered with
lake mud, and others with mixtures of ashes, salt. and silt, but these plasters
soon fell off. I asked concerning clay deposits, but the natives knew of none
less than 30 miles distant. I began to look for a deposit nearer the school, and
was fortunate in finding clay beds, covering several acres, about 1 mile from the
village. I have tested this clay and found it well suited for the manufacture
of bricks. White men have hauled this clay several miles to their homes, and
say that their cabins have been rendered much warmer this winter. The United
States commissioner took a quantity of this clay to Kiana to plaster his house,
and the Midnight Sun Packing Co. shipped a quantity to Kotzebue to line the
oil furnaces of the cannery. That so many people have benefited by my dis-
covery causes me no little satisfaction.

School work.At the opening of School, I found a large number of pupils to
be young men who would soon be allied upon to assist In trapping, and of youtig
girls who would be shortly called upon to gather wood, and to help in hauling
fitih, looking after snares, and the other duties that fall on the older girls when
the trapping season opens and the village Is practically deserted by the men
and jouths. Then the women must do all the Tousework, mind the young chil-
drettand babies, do the chores, and provide the home with wood and small game.
I devoted the most of my attention the first two months to these older pupils.
After the older pupils left, I was able to devote nearly the whole of my time
to the young children, of whom there were a number who could not read or
write. The older children came from time to time, when they were not occupied,
but they were treated more as visitors than regular pupils. The young people
were seldom absent from singing lessons as .they greatly enjoyed muttic. I
confined the studies in the fall to the most practical kindsand reserved the
more attractive work for the spring, when the children become tired of work
that requires considerable concentration of attention. The youngest children
were taught largely by monitors, a system that they enjoy and which proves as
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instructive to the monitors as to the pupils. The large children were taught
reading and interpreting the lesson into Eskimo, very simple and practical
arithmetic, writing diaries, penmanship, and drawing. An hour and a half were
devoted to industrial work, which consisted in sewing and making of baskets
and fish nets. After the close of school the children were encouraged to:make
gardens, and were given informal instructions in the planting and caring for
food plants. The work in sewing consisted of a progressive series of lessons as
outlined in Kirkman's Sewing Practice, after which each child was allowed to
make a garment for himself, and one or more for the younger children.

Agriculture.LIVle attempt was made to teach agriculture as class work
In the schoolroom. I have enlarged the sch;ol garden from year 'to year until
it now covers nearly all. the school premises. I plant a large variety of vege-
tables and am constantly experimenting with new seeds which I obtain from
the Department of Agriculture and at my own expense from seed houses. I
endeavor to grow enough turnip seed and seed potatoes to supply the natives.
This year] received requests for seeds from Kiana. Oxik. and Kotzebue, places
over 100 miles distant. While I have made a number of shipments to these
places. I have not been able to fill all the orders, but hope to be able to grow
seed for all who may ask for it next season. I read carefully the Alaska
Experlmental'Station bulletins and am a subscriber to the Farmers Bulletins
and other papers on gardening that are sold by the Superietendent of Docu-
ments, Washington. I). C. This sprink I made a south room serve for a hot-
house in the following manner: I made a rack 5 by 9 feet in front of a double
window. I bored holes in a number of shallow boxes, filled them with earth,
and placed them upon the frame. I begun planting the 12th of April. By the
12th of May my boxes were overcrowded with young plants; so I made a
cold frame on the roof of a south storm shed and transferred my surplus
plants to the frame. In this manner I wassable to supply myself and some
of the natives with fine cabbage and other plants. The cabbages at the present
writing are forming fine heads and still have two months to grow in. I have
hopes of persuading the natives to build a hothouse to be used in starting all
their plants. I started my potatoes indoors this year and the plants bloomed
earlier than ever before. As the amount of land in the village is limited and
hard to clear. I have several-experimental gardens about 1 mile from the school
In order to 'show the natives that there is abundant room for gardens outside
the village! This year I have conducted a number of experiments with high-
grade commercial fertilizers in order to determine If these may be used profit-
ably in this-region. That the natives can supply themselves with vegetables
without a great deal of labor is apparent from the yield of the school garden
last fall: 1,000 pounds of turnips, rutabagas, kohlrabies, beets, and carrots,
400 pounds of potatocs, besides cabbage, radishes; lettuce, kale, and other
plants. The potatoes and turnips were kept in an ordimiry cellar and required
only the heat from a small lamp to keep them from free_zing. All roots keep
without much trouble from sorting and 95 per cent are in good condition at
the-time of planting the next spring. The natives are apt to regard, a small
school garden as child's play or as the means of obtaining an occasional relish
or as an attempt to forge civilization upou them, but they need no argument
when they see the teacher working a garden for himself and in this way sup-
plying himself with a regular article of food. Nor Can the natives be eipected
to weed and care for his garden if he perceives that the teacher is content to
praise gardening and the value'of plants as foodstuffs and yet takes no further
interest In the matter beyond planting a model plat which is soon grown up in
weeds while the.teacher is spending his time elsewhere in other occupations.
We hir a number of natives who have large, well -kept gardenti and raise all
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the turnips and potatoes they need. The example of these progressive natives
is sure to be followed by the others who have small gardens, but are learning
the value of them.

Cleanliness.In order to encourage cleanliness, we daily appointed pupils to
act as inspectors, and these examined the ears, necks, hands, arms, and faces
of all the school children. We also asked for a report once a week from each
pupil ncerning his weekly bath. By these means we were able to keep the
children fairly clean, but it was a much harder task to secure the wearing of
clean and neat clothes, as these depend on the parents' prosperity and mode of
living, while to keep the children free- from the ever-present louse is the most
difficult problem of all. The use of so many articles of skin clothing, the rids-
ing of puppies in the house, and the indifference of the older natives make the
house independent of our efforts. All the native families, with one exception,
live in cabins which are larger than those found in neighboring tillages. 'They
are well supplied with stoves, heaters, beds, trunks, and sewing machines, and
some have tables and chairs. The standards of housekeeping range from very
clean to very dirty. Those natives who remain in the village all summer rake
up their yards and burn the trash, but they refuse to clean up the premises of
those who spend their summers elsewhere.

Industry.In an industrial way the natives have shown great improvement
in the building of sleds and boats. At present the building of a seagoing
schooner is contemplated. One large cabin was built this winter an another
one is under construction. Three native companies are successfully perating
placer mines. Native trading is confined to the bartering of cross fox and rein-
deer skins for seal oil and like native wares. The natives who formerly
held regular trading posts are helplessly in debt. They are unable to do any
considerable amount of business without supervision. Pride, hospitality,
extravagance, and the inability to understand market fluctuations, interest, and
contracts place them at the mercy of their white competitor* In their collec-
tion of debts the natives are far less successful than white riders, and this
disadvantage is in Itself a serious one. However, I am in favilr of native
cooperative stores, under the supervision of officers of the Bureau of Education.

Game and fur.The low price of fur on account of the European war and
the loss of wages due to the abandonment of local placer mines have greatly

idisheartened the natives. The fall catch of whitefish, due to high water and a
'- late freeze-up, was very light. Before fish traps and long seines were used at

Kotzebue the natives often had on hand dried salmon that was three ytears old.
For the past two years there has not been a year's supply on hand at any
time. The ptarmigan and grouse, which have been very plentiful for a number
of years, migrated to other regions and only returned in small numbers. Rab-
bits were plentiful at a distance of about 30 miles from the school, but in the
neighborhood of the village they were extremely scarce. The natives killed a
number of black bear, sheep, and caribou, and were fairly well supplied with
meat and skins for clothing. A large number of young men and several families
did not attempt to trap, but left for the Koyukuk to work for the white miners
and to sell native wares.

Health.During this year, quite a few deaths have occurred among the
children, due in part to the sudden change from a diet largely of imported
(white min's) food to a pure native filet of tainted meat, fish, and berries,
and In part to the infections brought by other children from the lower Yukon.
The sick children complain of those symptoms which indicate rickets, infantile
paralysis, anemia, and incipient tuberculosis. I am confident that the greater
part of the cases, if not all, could have resulted. in recoveries to health had,
the children been supplied 'with proper nursing and food.-
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Hottsity.As a whole,these people are quite honest, but occasionally I have

thefts reported to me. Various people have missed articles from their caches,and there have been articles taken from the barter goods of the school by
persons who have been permitted to enter the store loft to examine the gfiOds
or to leave some of their personal effects or on similar pretenge. There area number of young boys in the village who are crazy for tobacco, and the
natives seem to agree that these boys will steal to, get articles that can be
traded for tobacco. I have never had stolen any of my personal belongings,
but I have found children stealing from the sewing supplies. I Minished the
culprits so. severely that I believe this practice has been discontinued. Sincethat time a number of-articles have returned in a mysterious manner. The
natives are becoming less prompt in the payment of debts, and verbal agree-
ments are, not kept as well as in the past. However, these natives will still
compare favorably with any that I have met. .

Reindeer.The reindeer Industry was 'very successful in the marketing of
42 reindeer at a single sale, besides a number of smaller transactions. The
butchering of an oCcasional deer in case of the owner's illness has been greatly
appreciated on several occasions. However, there have been drawbacks. The
herd was raided by wolves once in the fall and once in the spring. The wolvr
killed principally female deer, and slaughtered these as much out of pure
lust for killing as for any other motive. I visited the camp on the occasion of
one of these raids, and standing on a hill I counted the carcasses of a dozen
(leer which had been killed at regular intervals as if shot down by a rifle.

ereTh is a great demand for meat in the Koyukuk, several dozen heads ofcattle at large shipments of salt, canned and smoked meat being shipped Ineach year. While the sale of game is expressly forbidden by law, a large
number of sheep, moose, and caribou are killed by pothunters and sold in the
open market without regard to the open and closed season. jt is very probable
that the authorities would take steps to suppress this illegal traffic if assured
that the reindeer service could supply them with a regular supply of fresh,
healthy meat. It is equally true that leas beef would be shipped In if the dealers
knew that they would have to compete with reindeer each year.

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE'UNITED STATES PUBLIC SCHOOL AT SINITIC, NEAR
NOME.

By Miss GRACE A. HILL, Teacher.

Attendance.I had no trouble in securing regularity of attendance. All the
children who were in the village came all the time unless they were ill. I more
often had to send a sick child home than to rebuke a well one for staying away.Reading and spelling.I was pleased with the progress made in these sub-
jects. At the beginning of the year I graded the pupils by the course of study
for southeastern Alaska. They had not become " grade conscious" and werewilling to *oe moved about at my discretion. Before the year was out I found
this grading a great help, and quite an incentht to better work. I tried tomake their blackboard lessons treat of the things they were at the time mostinterested In, and found the method very good. Their vocabulary grew rapidly.

Spelling also bad an important place in our school day. At the beginning of
the year we put a checkered spelling honor roll on the board, with the children's
names. Each 4y stars were filled in for perfect work. We made the stars In
the rainbow colors, five stars of each color, so that we completed the rainbow
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every six weeks, whereupon we cleaned ft off and started again. There
was great rivalry to see who would finish the rainbow first. The novelty of
this did not wear off all through the year. This honor-roll system also proved
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to be an incentive to attendance. On very stormy days little children some-
times told me they came because they wanted a star.

Arithmetic. It was a long time before I felt much satisfaction In our
progress In arithmetic. During the last three or four months, however, arith-
metic became as good a game as football. This was partly due to u multiplica-
tion drill we stumbled upon. One day I sent a child to the board to be quizzed
by the rest of the class in two times "mixed up. ". This was entered into with
great enthusiasm. The other classes watching the process asked for it when
their arithmetic recitations came. After that every day each Mass for a while
" played" this "game." They made rulings themselves. When a new table
was introduced they asked it " straight " the first day, and aMr that "mixed .
up." One child kept tally at the hoard. A wrong answer, or having to be told, .10
was marked as a mistake. When the whole class got 100 the.same day a new
table was taken. The tables were quickly mastered and then 'reviewed many
times. After this we took " one-half of," " one-third of," etc.. and " divided by."
At first interest flagged a little on these, but when they became accustomed to
thinking of the tables in this way the variety was welcomed. Children who had
taken little interest in arithmetic before, and seemed really stupid in the sub-
ject, responded amazingly. We also used the "primary arithmetic test" games
and had frequent mental arithmetic drill. With these methods no part of the
day's work brought more hearty enjoyment than the arithmetic.

Nature study. Children naturally love everything pertaining to nature and
the outdoors, and I think this love can he turned to great advantage in the
school work. It was surprisingly hard to do this at first. This was largely
because they did not know the English names for familiar objects, such as
birds, insects, and flowers. During the winter we took much pleasure, as well
as profit, in this study. I had spent much time the previous surntrier studying
the flowers and fauna of the tundra, and I made the best use possible of this.
In many instances the children were able to add to 'my information.

Before spring we became much interested in the birds. I was pleased to find
that the Government is sending us such useful and attractive bird hooks. They
drop into our school at the psychological moment. .The next thing I wish the

I" Government would do along this line is to get out some pamphlets for organizing
among the Eskimo schools a society for the prevention of cruelty both to birds
and dogs. I think it would be popular with the children and would do much
toward preventing unnecessary slaughter of the birds.

Gardening.I think we may really be said to have done a little in garden-
ing. As this is a bleak, sandy spot, no teacher has ever considered it worth
while to introduce the subject. I am not altogether without faith. I think

11% if the sand and tundra soil could be mixed, garden beds might tie made that
would grow enough turnips and potatoes for the village. We did not try
anything along that line this year, however. We confined ourselves to window
boxes. In these we planted radish, lettuce, beans, nasturtiums, pansies, and
some wild-flower seeds we had gathered in the fall. We watched the growth
of the bean each day, and told Its story in drawings.

Language. At first the language work was so slow that I almost despaired
of results. Written work was, a great toil, but we let no day go by with-
out its language periods, and In time it came to be quite a pleasure. Memory
work was always inspiring, and we memorized quite extensively. The school
learned to say in concert, among other selections, 94 lines from Hiawatha's
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Childhood. When I first tried to introduce story-telling, however, it was atint failure. Feeling that much was to be gained from story-telling, I ap-proached It from another angle. I showed much interest in their gamesand adventures, and the interesting happenings of the village and reindeer
camp. We came to spend the first five minutes or so of school "just talking,"
and sodn they were telling me stories. When I saw the enthusiasm' with
which the children turned to their other work after this I often thought of
these little chats as connecting links which carried their outside world overInto the schoolroom. The year was well advanced. before I again asked for
stories. This time at the word "stories" there was a stir of'attention. "What
kind of stories?" I was asked; "Eskimo stories?" So we came to have quite
a story=telling craze. When the supply of gskimo stories ran out the readers
and " village library " were ransacked for neW ones.

Geography and history.Our story-telling led to all sorts of beautiful possi-
bilities. It 'worked wonders in history. We did not have recitations on Wash-
ington, Lincoln, and Columbus, but told stories about them. Toward the last
of the year a very nice plan developed from this. Stories of the.early lifeof Sinuk sprang up, so we began making a local history which we wereillustrating with imaginary sketches. We did not have time to complete it,
however. A geography was to follow the history.

In geography we found a sand table indispensable. With Its aid the chil-
dren quickly became familiar with all the common land and water forms.

Temperance and hygiene.We taught these subjects regularly. I believe thechildren here are exceptionally clean. Except for sending one home now andthen fora good scrubbing, we had very little trouble along that line. We
talked much about fresh air, until the children seemed to feel that it was ofvital importance, often asking during school hours for better ventilation; atrecess they took great pleasure In opening the doors and windows wide fora good airing. I noticed, however, that they were not so enthusiastic in
their homes, and I attribute this to the stubborn habits of the old peopit. The
third and fourth grade children were much interested in the study of the
human body.

3fanual training.--We did nothing very pretentious in manual training.
The perioAs in the earlier part of the year were spent for the most part in
making mach-needed repairs. Afterwards we made neat shelves for thevillage library, a sand table, window boxes, and other little conveniences for
the schoolroom. For themselves the boys made mats and sleds. I find the
Eskimo boys take very aptly to carpenter work. The sloyd room was also inconstant de nd by the older men. Every family had a new dog sled. Oneman made t , two of which he sold in Nome. Two new native houses
went up this ear, one of which is a two-story building. Some of the youngmen are veryi mechanically inclined. It will be a splendid thing for themwhen there Is an industrial school in this part or/kinks.

Seu412g.All the girls in school learned the simpler stitches. The little oneshemmed towels and made handkerchiefs and holders. The larger girls learned
to hemstitch and did some really beautiful work. They also made whitecaps, sleeve protectors, and aprons for the cooking class. All the older girld
learned the use of the sewing machine. The sewing machine was very popularwith the women also. Many parkas and dresses were made on it. I thewomen as apt in dressmaking as the men are in carpenter work

Cooking.The first feature in our cooking class was the making of attracts
and durable books for notes. An artistic conventional design of our own leavesand edible berries Ons worked out for the cover and colored in water colors.The girls took great pride in these, books and, as it was a .new feature, much

4
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delight in all the cooking work. This made It possible to conduct the class
happily afterischool hours and on ,Saturdays. Our time was so full that I
did not feel justified in dismissing the rest of the school for the cooking class.
We studied cleanliness in cooking, measurements, and how and what to buy.
Then we considered the value of the various native foods. For the most part
the course was a development of my experience in doctoring in the village. I
found that while they are well and exercising out of doors, the hearty Eskimo
food is very good; but when they are sickat least, ns they prepare itit will
not do. They feel this themselves, and then turn to white man's food Ic the
shape of strong tea and coffee, and seem to feel it affords them nourishment.
We devoted two of our booking periods to beverages. We made tea and coffee
and also cpcoa and postum, considering the comparative costs and the reasons
why the two latter are safer drinks, especially for children and invalid's. We
then cooked breakfast cereals, rice, and beans, also dried apples and prunes.
We made inexpensive candy in an endeavor to break the cheap-candy habit.
The class also learned to make good biscuit. Really only a beginning in
cooking was made this year. For the last month we planned to fry doughnuts
in fresh seal oil and to make bread, but that, like many other of our plans for
May, had to be given up because of the drop in attendance.

The school republic. We organized for the first time the school republic in
this school. There was so much to learn and so much to be taught that Ave had
to develop it slowly. The children enjoyed it, and it was no little help to me;
not that it lightened my labors; it did what was better, though, it made some
of my almost despaired of reformations seem possible. I had talked care of
property, especially of the books, until the subject seemed worn out and
yet fresh pencil marks would appear now and then,'and. as some'of the books
were old and already pretty well marked, it was impossible to tell the new
from the old. There is nothing malicious in this little destructiveness, but
valuable perishable property is new to the race, and it is very difficult to work
up a fine feeling for its preseration. The making of the laws of the republic
were left to the council, and, to my pleasure, the first one made was for the
protection of the books. This they began to eaforce with great vigilance;
whereupon we went over the books, or at least nearly 300 of then), laboriously
sometimes, cleaning them page by page and mending where it was necessary.
I heartily approve of the school republic, and think there is no quicker or
more efficient way of fitting the Eskimos for citizenship.

Housekeeping.The houses are not dirty. Clean floors and a certain amount
of order usually prevail. Most of the houses are reasonably well ventilated
and sanitary. In my visiting I frequently matte suggestions regarding, ventiltr-

.tion or cleanliness, which were, I think, all carried out. On the whole I felt
that quite perceptible progress was made lo housekeeping. Some of the younger
women have expressed the regret that they can not keep their homes differently.
The prejudices of the old people are still more or less of a stunklIngblock.

Medical toork.Fol the first few months, before the steady told weather set
in, there was, much sickntes. After that there was very little. The people of
the small neihboring villages get their medicine from here, and so do the rein-
deer boys. I find the people are very quick to come and tell of their symptoms
and to want medicine, but they are not so conscientious about taking it. If I
felt it of grave importance that a medicine be taken, I went to the house three
times a day or oftener and nye It myself..

Means of support. 7-Theee natives handle very littlemoney. They live 'largely
upon ask seal, and game. They also pick berries, which keep very well in real-
skin bags. They trade curios, mat* baskets, dolls, and other articles, including
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a little Ivory work, in Nome for food and other materials. The reindeer herd Is,
of course, a source of income for those who have deer. Occasionally a dog-team
or oomiak trip is made, or a sled is built, or other work done for white men.
Tastes are widening, however, and civilization has its requirements, even if they
be only such things as brooms, washtubs, and soap. Some of the native foods
are growing less plentiful, too, including the valuable walrus. It would add
to the comfort and happiness of the village if some industry could be developed
in addition to the reindeer. But owing to the physical conditions of the village
such an industry is quite a problem. I have thought much of this and venture
three suggestions which more experienced heads may repudiate at sight: (1)
Wh,e men mine the beach here successfully. I hive thought the natives might

oelped to do this. (21 Among the hills behind the village are beautiful val-
leys and some small hot springs: would not such spots be favorable to fur farm-
ing? (3) Blueberries grow very abundantly in this vicinity. In season there
are schools of salmon in the river. In the spring the finest crabs are brought
from Sledge Island. A little cangery could surely be made to pay. Because
the natives must sooner or Inter come to some such industries, it seems small be-
ginniugs now would at least be educative.

General eon/Mona. The low price of furs made the year comparatively a
hard one. Nature, however, was exceptionally good. An abundance of drift-
wood was left on the beach. Great quantities of fish were taken from the river
in the fall, even after the river was frozen over. There was no scarcity of game.
Seal also were quite plentiful. Through the loss of the little mission schooner.
the New Jersey, three families were left almost destitute. Aside from this
there was no destitution, and the year was, on the whole, quite a comfortable
one.

Summary. I- tried to study the needs and aptitudes of the pupils and to de-
velop originality of thought. In this way the growth was within the children
other than an unfolding of my plans and ambitions for them. On the whole,

the year's work was gratifying. and I do not wonder that teachers come to love
the service.

In this year's work I have appreciated my nearness to the Nome office, to which
I turned continually for help and advice, and from which I always received
at least sympathy. And in the darker moments, which come especially in the
medical work, when one struggles alone against overwhelming odds, even sym-
pathk is much.

Recommendation. In rbview I again submit the following recommendations:
(1) A hospital in this vicinity. I had a shod' child die of rickets that I think

might have been saved in a hospital. Vie had two cases of acute rheumatism to
fight. Just now a bright little girl is being taken with tuberculosis, when
proper treatment might have warded it off.

(2) An industrial school for the Eskimos. The men arelnechanical and apt.
and they need practical instruction. For instance, they need to be taught how
to make the best possible houses out of the material they have. And the
women--.nobody can tuess but those who have lived among them hot% much
they need to learn something of the care of their sick.

(3) An adapted health reader. More than we need primers and first readers,
and we need health renders badly, we need'an interesting, fully illustrated text
adapted to the needs of these people.

(4) For Sinuk I recommend an industrial room for the women, where they
can bake bread and learn to cook their foods. In the past years they have
learned much of cleanliness, but I feel they have not made equal progress in
cooking. Very little expense will lit a ram that is here for this purpose.
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ANNUAL REPORT OP. THE UNITED STATES PUBLIC SCHOOL AT WAN, ON
THE ElISKOKWLIC RIVER, IN WESTERN ALASKA.

By JOHN H. KtLaucK, Teacher.

The work of the school.School opened September 8 and was carried on
until April 7. The school consisted of two rooms the primary and the ad-
vanced. The primary department was under the care of Joseph H. Kllbucs
and was made up of little children 4 years old and older children who were not
ready to go into the first grade. In the advanced room the course outlined in
the " tentative course" for the first and second grade was, In the main, carried
out in reading, arithmetic, writing, and English. Irmanual training particular
effort was made to have both boys and girls familiarize themselves with the
work In which their parents are daily engaged. The parents were urged to
cooperate in this by calling upon their children to help in the household work,
and the fathers to teach the boys how to set traps for fish and fur-bearing
animals.

As part of the school work the boys were taken into the woods, where, under
the direction of one of the old men, they dug out spruce roots, which are used
in tying fish traps and sewing the seams of birch -hark canoes. F.ach boy worked
for himself, and some gathered a larger bundle of roots than others. The roots
are prepared for use by stripping the bark off, and then they are split Into
threads, the length and fineness of the threads depending on the skill of the
worker. The next step was to find a log of spruce wood that could be split into
splints for use In making fish traps. Here, again. the experienced eye of one of
the men of the village was requisitioned to pick out from a pile of logs the one
that is called trap wood. The piece selected was measured for a black-fish trap,
was cut and split into halves, quarters, and eighths. The boys each took a
piece, which they split up into splints. The splints are about five-sixteenths
of an Inch in diameter, the edges being smoothed down with a knife. Before
starting for home there was target practice with a small rifle.

At another time the boys and girls were taken to a treeless meadow that had
been the bottom of a lake, where grows a moss that Is fine and closely matted
together, so that it cab be rolled up like a blanket. This moss they gathered
for use in calking the seams of the cabins. The girls also gathered dried grass
for use in winter as insoles for fur boots; also the grass used in weaving mats,
baskets, and socks.

The boys made serviceable black-fish traps, some setting theta in neighboring
streams: With the knife the boys also made, besides playthings, shuttles and
mesh boards for net making, match safes for hanging on the wall. They also
had lessons and some practice in tying nets. Several boys had steel traps out,
for rabbits nearly all winter, which they looked after out of school hours.

The girls learned to weave grass mats and socks and socks woven from the
thread of gunny sacks. They were also taught knitting and crocheting, making
stockings and mittens for their own use.

The attendance throughout the year was exceptionally good, and the appli-
cation was better than in former years. The scholars gave three public enter-
tainments, at Thanksgiving, Christmas, and during the deer fair. There were
songs by the entire schoolduets and recitations. The public appreciated these
gatherings, although the der natives could not understand all the English.

The entire school, exce the smallest children, a few days before Christmas
was taken out into the w is to get Christmas trees am) greens for decorating
the homes and the church. How the woods rang out with Joyous shouts when-
ever a suitable Christmas tree was located. The procession home, with a dozen
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or more sleds loaded with trees and greens, and the brownielike little Eskitnos,
tugging and pulling, made a eight one was glad to see.

In January, after the deer fair, the older scholars, boys and girls, were called
upon to clean and scrub the schoolrooms. When this was done, the assistant
teacher and the boys went out into the woods and held a midwinter picnic.
A huge fire was made and beside it the picnickers ate their lunch of tea, sugar,
pilot bread, and dried fish. The girls had a picnic too, but it was in the house
with Mrs. Kilbuck. They too had lunch, and afterwards they looked at pic-
tures and photos of other lands and people.

Gardcning.The benefit of this industry was brought out very clearly this
year by the hard conditions prevailing in obtaining the imported necessities of
life, such as tea, flour, and sugar, on account of the lack* of work for wages,
and the small price of furs. The gardeners who successfully raised potatoes,
turnips, cabbage, and beets not only had these vegetables to add to their diet of
fish and meat, but realized not a little cash by sale. The cash sales for potoes
alone were over $100. This refers to sales in bulk, by the crate, and Toes not
take into account smaller sales, when a few pounds would be taken to the store
across the river and givan in exchange for tea or sugar. The oldest man in the
village must have sold $40 worth of potatoes. He raised the best and heaviest
crop. This year much new ground was broken, and about 1,000 pounds.of pota-
toes were planted. The people realize that potatoes are not only good sellers,
but are also an important article of food. A number of housewives have suc-
cessfully canned beets, berries, and pie plant. Mr. Schmidt, the trader, carried
a good supply of Mason jars, which be sold at very reasonable prices, to en-
courage the natives in canning berries and vegetables.

From the beginning of July until the heavy frosts of fall all the people have
all they want of radishes, turnips, lettuce, and greens. Even the dogs get
greens cooked with their fish, and theyseem to relish it. The familiesi, who
have gardens need very little help and urging in planting their gardens. They
are now well on the way to self-dependence and learn as much from actual
experience as from instruction. The children are taking part in this work, and
in some families it is the children who make the gardens a success. In order
to encourage the people still more In striving to do good work in tilling the soil,
we propost to hold a village fair next September, when the products of liiar-
dens will be exhibited. The fair will be somewhat after the order of a county
fair In the States, except that 11 will he just for the village. The large tent
sent to us this year makes an ideal pavilion in which to place the displays.
In time the fair might be open to near-by villagers who wish to exhibit. Gar-
dening is still new in other villages, as Tulksak, Akiakshoak, and Bethel, but
in time there In no reason why these places can not raise as big and as fine
vegetables as Akiak.

The village.Although the price of the necessities of life remained about
normal, the wherewithal to obtain these supplies was sometimes lacking.
Owing to the European war the price of furs dropped from 50 to 75 per cent
below that of last year, and the catch was much less than the previous season.
Then there was the unfavorable summer, with frost every month, which cut
down the garden crops, especially the potato yield, to one-half of n normal one.
Under these conditions our people hive been put to a severe test. They had
to do without such things as new clothing and soap, and in some cases flour,
tea, and sugar were scarce.

6
Since the last report four new cabins have been built and a room added to

another cabin. Three of the new cabins belong to reindeer herders of this
village, whose families will occupy them fluritin'the school term so that their
children may attend school. The houses of Akiak are arranged In three rows,
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with ample space around each cabin. The houses are in good repair and-are
kept clean, and the premises show that the owners are interested In keeping
them in good shape. In the houses where there are no children, or only one
or two, the order and cleanliness are all that can be desired, while in those
which are full of children 4jie housekeepers plainly get discouraged and Are
inclined to give up trying to keep a neat and tidy home. Every cabin has good
facilities for ventilation, and although these are well made use of in ordinary
weather many of them are closed up during very cold windstorms.

Soap was a scarce article with us this year, and from the complaints we
heard over this lack we realize that the people count soap as a necessity.

The disturbing element in the village life was the presence of a man mentally
deranged, who accused various ones of having camas) the death of his brother.

We often gathered in the church, which is the only place we have sufficiently
large to accommodate all the people. Talks were given on sanitation, general
information, news of the war, and seasonable suggestions about work. The Rev.
Drebert, of Bethel, loaned us his Ballopticon lantern, and we gave two lantern
exhibitions. The Thanksgiving dinner has become a fixed feature, which is
altogether a village affair. A aisotne collection for the destitute was taken
up at this time, which watilitlistributed to the needy at home and to individuals
in other villages, besides giving $5 each to the two Janitors of the church.
Earlier in the fall a special collection was raised toward the purchase of an
organ for the church and the sum of $32.50 was realized. The demented man's
family, the family of the drowned man,. and another family, who through sick-

/ neva last summer got short on fish, were helpt:Al out with dried fish given by
a number of families.

A new feature introduced this year was the ringing of the curfew at 8'
o'clock In the evening. The parents were thankful for this, since,they them-
selves seemed unable to get their children home at reasonable hours.

The reindeer. Akiak is now the headquarters of 9 ditYerent herdi of reindeer,
under the care of 38 men. The distance from Akiak to these camps ranges
from about 30 to 76 miles, and in direction they are east, south, west, and north.
The deer In the various herds, from the latest reports, have passed through
the winter In fine shape, and there is a very low death rate among the fawns.
The herds of the Ieapps, Spein and Sara, have become so unwieldy that there
is considerable trouble to keep them Intact. The Oungagtuli herd has been the
most poorly managed, while the Nukluk camp is the best of all the independent
camps.

With such a large school on hand, coupled with the responsibility of caring
fol. an \insane man, it was not possible for us to visit the herds even once,
except the Kinak herd. This herd was brought up from the Kanektok River
to within a few miles of Bethel. Here under our supervision the deer for the
Kalkak herd were cut out.

Three independent herders had houses built in Akiak village, one at a Cost
of four deertwo females and two males; another at a cost of three female
deer; and the third paid two male deer and the rest in cash. These (leer were
earned by two natives of Akiak and one of Bethel.

During January, February, and Mardi Peter Williams, one of 'the young men
of this village, was employed as a teacher to travel among the deer camps.
He taught reading, arithmetic, and writing, also the keeping of accounts.
From his Journal we learn that there was good attendance at his night schools
at the various reindeer camps, all the boys manifested great eagerness to learn,
and their application was good.

The deer fair was again held, but as regatkls events, it fell below that of
other years in attraction. The open winter Prevented the attendance of four
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cutups. There was only one speed race over a measured course of 6 miles.
The track was in very poor condition for miles on the river, there being only
a light blanket of snow over slippery Ice. Three Lapps were among the 12
racers.. The contest really was between the Lapps and the native deer men.
1V.tgslli, a native, finished first in 29 minutes, and Julius, a native, was a close
second, being about a half of a minute behind. Only one Lapp was able to
reach the post, and he was beaten in the last mile, coming in fourth. Ten dog-
team sleds brought natives from up the river and 14 from down the river to
witness the race. A large delegation of Bethel school children under Mrs.
Boyd. with a banner on which was the name "Bethel," was among the visitors.
A new feature of tips gathering was a ,collection raised for the relief fund of
widows and orphans made so by the European war. The white men present
contributed most liberally, and the sum of $62 was the resat. Matters per-
taining to the deer, camps, and location's of summer pasturage were discussed
in the meetings of the deer men.

The majority of the 'boys who have successfully served their apprenticeship
and those who are now giving the best satisfaction are those who have been
In school. The supply of young men who had attended schools hits been ex-
hausted some time ago, for the rapid increase of the deer has outstripped the
supply of dependable apprentices.

The Kuskokwita district is large and thickly populated will' natives who
urgently need the benefits of the reindeer industry, and, from an econonde
standpoint, there is no other industry to which these natives could turn to
save themselves as a people. The step from the present habit of hush indi-
vidual doing what he pleases and just as he pleases to the requirements of
die reindeer industry is a long one and only an exceptional native can success-
fully It.....The is the natural stepping-stone these two naxieti
of living and makes it possible to extend the reindeer industry to a greater num-
ber of individuals. This section of Alaska, especially on the coast, le so isolated
and barren of resources that attract pioneer white men tiNot the inhabitants are
more primitive than those of Other parts of Alaska. Would that more schools
could be established In this district; then ttere would be less friction In the
management of theAleer service, and those in charge would not have to exer-
cise soMuch exhaustive patience and forbearance.

It seems most desirable that there should be a local superintendent of rein-
dee: .a this district, whose principal duties should be confined to the active
oversight of the industry. In this way a close instead of a long 'range super-
vision would greatly Improve the reindeer service. It would keep a man busy
to visit all the camps quarterly or even three times, and such visits are
necessary.

Health. Aklak has been the center from which medical aid was extruded
up and down the river. The supply of medicines of last year was exhausted
early, but we got new supplies from Dr. Reed, &the Russian. mission. and
Supt. Evans sent. us medicine from Goodnews Bay and Kinak. We divided
our supply with Bethel and still have a good supply on hand. The cases
treated hi the Village were pleurity, tonsillitis, quinsy, rheumatism, heart
trouble, eye and ear troubles; tuberculosis of the lungs, bowel complaints,
asthma, and itch. Altholh the general health of the people has been good 1.
we have had to give up tchildren,children, who died in convulsions.

During the winter we were visited twice by Dr. J. Wilson Ited, of the
Russian mission, Yukon River. The last time he came especially to attend 'a
case of quinsy.

63806*-17--,6
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE UNITED STATES PUBLIC SCHOOL AT EAGLE, ON
THE YUKON RIVER.

By Miss LULA Gasves, Teacher.
When I returned to the work in September I found that the Indians hailscattered and many of them were out camping in the hills to get their supplyof meat for winter use. I opened school with only five pupils. I also openednight school for the adults and worked with them as well as the children. TheIndians gradually drifted back until we had about our usual population.I have continued to emphasize the reading lessons and have tried to givethem a knowledge of tile gnglish language whIchwould enable them to under-stand ordinary conversation and simple reading.
The Indians here use their native speech when talking to each other and intheir homes. I am constantly surprised at how little of our language the menwho have associated with white men know; their women know much less. Thechildren used the blackboard a great deal for original free-hand drawing, afavorite theme this year being soldiers and armies. They got their ideas fromillustrations in the papers and magazines and from hearing so much war talk,the war having interfered with the sale of their furs.
They learn to spell very quickly. I made some 'use.of the spelling hook. butdrilled them most on words they found in the.reading iZssons and on thove incommon use. I tried to have them know how to spell the naives of the commonobjects around them. I find they Wit the meaning.of the English words they

. spell sooner than the ones they use orally. They like to write letters and I haveencouraged this.
I- taught the schoolgirls and some of the women in the village to knit andsome of them to crochet. They would do more of this work If they could find

a market for it. The women all use the sewing machine and can cut and maketheir clothing. -
The moral condition of the village is good. The women rife all married and'llving virtuous lives. The natives are generally law-abiding, their most marked

disobedience to the dictates of the law being their inclination to kilt fur-hearinganimals out of season and to kill young moose. However, there is no greatamount of lawbreaking alonglis line. The Indians on the whole are as law-.abiding as the whites.
The Indians here are free from drunkenness. There has been no case ofdrunkenness since I returned in September and only two reported cases whilenobody was in charge of the village during the summer. They undoubtedlyobtained liquor from drifters on the river.
The sanitary condition of the village is somewhat improved. )I do not see somuch spitting around the houses. Some even of the dirtier Indians are makingati effort ti k p their cabins clean and to wash their ciofhes oftener. Thechildren for their Friday afternoon iiath. I was able to get all thecabins w ed where there are young children or young people.The health condithms at present are better,'hut when I got home inthe au was kept quite busy caring for the sick. The Indians living atForty Yukon Territory, formerly belonged here, so when they get sickthey come here to die and be burled with their people. They sometimes comehere in the last stageh of tuberculosis. A boy about 20 was brdught here todie. One woman persisted In taking her children with her when she went tohelp-Care for him, apd she lost two of her children' from tuberculosis last fall.I have used that as an illustration and impreased it on them at every oppor-tunitythat her two children would doubtless be alive had she kept them outof the sick room,
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Most of the cooking lessons I have given them this year have been individual

lessons. The leaders among them now know how to make nice bread. pies, an'
cakes. I have given especial attention to teaching them how to prepare vege-tables in a palatable way.

The governor of Alaska visited Eagle during the .summer. I have him tothank for making the natives proud of having whitewashed their cabins andhaving made nice gardens.
It was a emit satisfaction to me to be able to show the governor and his

friends some of the things that the Bureau of Education is trying to do for thenatives of Alaska. The NilInge had been nicely raked up, the cabins were
reasonably clean, and the school property in good condition. The interior ofthe school building has find a new coat of paint and was clean and comfortable
looking, even if somewhat bare. I have no rugs or carpets because of the healthconditions of the village.

All the Indians who were in the village during the planting season have gar-dens, some for the first time. Two men would only plant potatoes; all theethers have planted regular truck gardens. I did not attempt a great variety,
having learned from previous years aboutwhat vegetables I could induce themto eat after they were grown. I confined most of their gardens to turnips.rutabagas, carrots, parsnips, cabbage, lettuce, and potatoes. I had very little
difficulty in getting them to plant this spring. butIthe cultivation comes harder.
It requires all the resources at one's command and taxes patience to the utmost.These Indians will protect their _gardens when once they have learned tovalue them. As yet they plant to please the teacher when they are urged todo so. I believe the vegetable food has had much to do with their improvementin health.

While the gaidening has taxed my strength and patience to the utmost, itis with pride and satisfaction that I view the result. They. are great for copy-
ing, and this leads me to hope that the example of my spring house cleaning
and well-tilled garden will strike home eventually.

They can not be driven. \Ve'have to find means to make them want to doa thing order to get any lasting advancement.
The natives in this village have had no means of earning money for the past

year save hunting, trapping and fishing. Their dried fish brought the mathl
price. but they realized very little from trapping, as furs and live foxes wereslow to sell and brought very low prices.

Long-continued sitting over bead embroidery does not promote the health of
their women; we see many more men than women in their villages.

There is a marked ilecrense in the fish runs. They luld no dog salmon last
season and less than the usual amount of king salmon.

Many of the whites think the oil the boats are using on the Yukon accounts
for the scarcity of salmon.

-
-The Indians are no longer needed to cut the wood for the hoatiA card white

men have taken their place as deck hands.
It has been hard for them since all their usual means of income ceased the

same year, but undoubtedly the failure of the steamboats to employ Moil will
result in good to them; they have trapped anti lived in the open more and have
depended on themselves`for things they usually buy. They produced a whip-saw that I did not know they had and sawed nice lumber, with which they
made a poling boat this spring. The boat is well made and Pamirs all pur-.
poses. _If the money had been at hand Or credit could have been secured, they
would undoubtedly have bought the boat ready-made.
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE UNITED STATES PUBLIC SCHOOL AT KLUEWAN,
IN SOUTHEASTERN ALASKA.

By FAY R. SHAVER, Teacher.

The work in the school and shop began the first of October. The school work
was carried on by Miss Calkins. The average dully attendance was 27.28, with
an enrollment of 57. The work was conducted on very much the same plan as
a well-organized rural school. Language work was emphasized. More time was
spent with the smaller pupils, as their future work depends much upon their,
first two years in school. Phonics sad object lessons play a most importaM
part6 In their instruction. With the older pupils grammar and arithmetic were
emphasized. .

In the industrial work for the gills the sevIthg classes made 15 holders, 13
silver cases, 13 aprons, both simple and elaborate, 5 dresses, and 5 crocheted
caps. Iu cooking they made hot biscuits, corn bread, plain' cake, cup cake,
doughnuts, rice pudding, custard pildding, potato soup, pea soup, vegetable
soup, creamed potatoes, and cooked meats and vegetables in several ways.
Chocolatfudge, taffy, and peanut candy were also made.

The industrial ,work for the boys and young men was carried on on much
the same plan as last year. All the work done was of a most practical kind.
Fourteen Yukon sleds were made, of which seven were sold In Haines. The
Hanson Hardware Co. bought all of the sleds from us, which shows the good
class of work we are turning out. The value of the sleds was $05. Besides the-
sleds, two kitchen cabinets and many smaller things were made. One of the,
cabinets sold for $20. a

In the sheet-metal work 10 stoves were made-5 air-tights, 2 cook stoves, and
3 camp stoves--besides 100 joints of stovepipe. About $25 worth of repair work
was done on stoves that would "otherwise have been thrown away. These jobs
were given to the older boys, and they were allowed the profit on same. There
are two young men working In the shop, each of whom can make a stove a day,
which sells for $7, the profit on each'stove being about $5. The stoves and pipe.
are made out of two gauges heavier iron than is generally used, and the work
done is as good as Is turned out of any average shop. The younger boys were

. allowed to assist in much of the work, thereby getting a practical idea of the
use of the tools employed.

By July 1 the gardens were all in good condition, the natives of the village
having taken a greater Interest In the work than during any year previous.
They paid closer' attention to the work carried on in the school garden, and
while not'putting into practice all that they caw, there was a great deal of im-
provement in nearly every case. I have -enc tged the raising of potatoes,
as the root maggot has to be combated in th turnip, rutabaga, radish, and
tablSrge. Cabbage will overcome the attack If properly taken care of and will .

form good, solid heads. Onions grow finely from seed and sets. Carrots and
parsnips grow to their best here. The asparagus. set out last year grew well
this spring; so we have added another vegetable to our list. The natives raised
from 150 to 200 sacks of vegetables, which was nearly enough, to carry them 14

through the winter, although they would have used Many more if they had
had them. Some 'people' sold several sacks of potatoes, and moat that had
gardens saved enough for seed. About a third Mfie grOtmd is in cultivation
Ibis year than last, and with the extra care it is getting, there should be
between 800 and 400 sacks of veillbtaples. Gardening being a comparatively
new industry with them, they have to be encouraged a great deal. They are
proud of the number of 'sacks of vegetables they raise. of,
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The orchard set out last year is doing finely, although the mice ate the bark
off some of the trees. I will protect them with wire cloth during the coining
winter.

Alfalfa has lived through two winters and is as fine as.I ever saw. It is
rtiatly to cut now. just when the weather Is best for curing It. Alfalfa hay costs
$45 a ton at Klukwan when imported from the States.

One young man cleared nearly half an acre of land several hundred feet
from the end of the village.

The canner proved a valuable addition to our equipment. Nearly a thousand
cans of fish, merit, and vegetables were put up. We canned 4 eases of will
goat meat and 2 cases of brown bear meat; also about 600 cans of salmon.
The rest was made up of peak, spinach, and swiss chard. We hoped to
have a larger cannery here this year: but the natives say they have no
money. The fact id they have a reserve laid aside for a big potlatch when
they die. They will not touch this reserve, but add to it from time to time,
even though there are many things they need. If this year's fishing is good,
I have every reason to believe that a cooperative cannery will be built.

Mrs. Shaver attended to most of the medical work. There was about as
much sickness In the village as usual. Medical assistance was rendered 1,216
times. There were two births and three deaths in the village during the
year. Dr. ',amble, from the Army poet at Haines, made a visit to the viillage
and besides assisting in the medical work, gave.a talk to the natives on
sanitation. Several mothers' meetings were held.

A civic improvement meeting was held this spring, the results of which
were very gratifying.

Entertainments were given by the school, to which all were invited. The
pride in ability of their children in public,

although. they may not understand a word spoken. We have pieces Inter-
preted for them at times.

The Forward Club met once a week. There were some very. Interesting
meetings from which I came to more fully understood the natives' viewpoint.
Tile logs are out and on the grounds to build the clubhouse.' The boys will
start work on it as soon its the fishing season Is over.

The cooperative store paid a dividend of nearly* 20 per cent Supt. W. G.
Belittle cattle in December and audited the books and helped us in a great
many ways.

We surely appreciate a superintendent who has the comfort of the teachers
and the welfare of the natives so thoroughly at heart.
. We received 2287 visits and made 503 islts to naIlve homes.

The work of lifting the people of a dint) village out of their old customs
Is slow and very discouraging at times, bvt every year sees some advaticetnent
which no one, who thoroughly understands conditions can say is not well
worth the effort and money spent.

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE ITHITED STATES PUBLIC SCHOOL AT ITYDAEITIO,
IF SOUTHEASTERN ALASEA.

By CHAIFS.8 W. HAWKIXWORTH,Ve8Cher.

At the openinrof 8C Ire made up our minds that, if possible, we would
make a record' in three th 03attendance, scholarship, and athletics. Dar-
ing the, first week of sch l we numbered, With the, price-marking °atilt,
each of the folding chairs nt us. These we fasten/I together in rows. In
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the Social Hall. Each pupil was given a &umber corresponding to a seat ina row. It was understood that the first bell would ring at '8.30, Sitka time,and the second bell at 8.55. At 9 o'clock each boy and girl was supposed tobe in his or her chair. As the year went on there were surprisingly fe%%mornings when any one was absent; mind on those few occasions the absentmember either sent a note or a message by another pupil accounting for theabsence.

We took the "Course of Study for the Common SChools of Illinois" as aguide for our year's work. Naturally we could not follow it in evertthing, andthere were many things we did not. want to follow it in. Our aim was toeducate the. pupil for life, to be a useful member of his own community andto show that usefulness Just as soon as possible. 'The English language Is noticeably lacking In towns' where all the peopleunderstand a tribal tongue. Since all of our people arcs anxious for citizenship,and since the English language is supposed to be the language' used by citizensin their homes and in their conversations with each other, we endeavored toovercome the Hydah tongue by adopting the slogan, " Hydaburg an English-speaking town in five years." Several of the young men took it up, andtalked it up in every sort of a gathering, from the school chapel exercises totown-councll meetings and church services.
In all of the lower grades we decided to dramatize every story read, expert-inenting on the intensive rather than the extensive method of education. Theeiperiment was successful. To-day those first-grade children can talk and useEnglish intelligently. They have mastered more English this year than theyhave in all the years they have been in school.
In the work of the upper grades we.ever kept in mind that mostcrf our pupilswould in all probability spend their lfkles in Alaska, among their own people.In reading we tried to make the selections as clear to the eye as to the mind.That is why we carried the dramatization into these higher grades. Early inthe fall we presented " The Story of Copt. John Smith," and for the Christmascelebration we gave "Dickens's Christmas Carol." Notwtthstmwding all theemphasis we put upon the use of English, we were not able to get the schoolchildren In their own conversations to adopt it.
In our English composition we early started writing letters to other schools,

and when the answers came back each letter was corrected, as well as possible,by the one who receiNed it. This exchange, of letters between schools is ngood working proposition. Scholars, like teachers., are anxious to see the kindof work done in other schools, and when they make a language lesson of theletters receives:I, rewriting them in corrected forms, as best they can, they getan impression that Is not easily lost.
In geography we used the, European War to good purposes. As soldiers weresent from just across the line, in'tanada, to fight in this war, It has becomereal to the Alaskan children. The food supplies and the clothing requited bythe armies became a potent stimulus to the imagination of the class, anti asCurrent Events came weekly there was always most excellent material for

interesting and definite instruction as to places and people In the world.
We had lamed for a rhetorical contest with Metlakatla during the year, butsince they were all very busy erecting their new building that Idea had to be

given up. We did, however, bold a local prize speaking contest at the end ofour school year. It was the first of its kind ever held, as far as know,In the native schools, but owing to the excitement incident to a loca mpaignby the "Church army" from British Columbia it did not get th rbedinterest of the school during the weeks of preparation that it dese
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gowever, tile meetings ended about 10 days before school closed, and then we
got down to business. The contest was very creditable. Elsie Peel won the,
gold prize with " The Drowning Stager," and Gideon Duncan the silver prise
with " John Maynard."

For athletics we are fortunately located. In fact the fiat, hard, sand bar in
front of the town, that Is always dry at half tide', makes an excellent baseball
ground, and was one of the reasons why the young men wanted this location
for their town site.

Last year we started a town hail, but all we did on it .was to put up the
frame, get the roof op and the floor laid. Soon after school opened, I thought
it would be well for the boys to get the ,game of basket ball started, and It
might help work up some enthusiasm for completing the town hall. Basket
ball captured the town. Some of the older boys, who had been to Chemawa,
made the baskets and all the men started in to finish the hall, each man giving
his time to the work.. Within three weeks the whole job was finished, even to
making galleries and putting ceiling on the whole interior.

Word reached Elawock of the work we were doing. They ordered a basket
ball and started, in to practice. Our school team and the town team (made up
of returned Chemawa boys) sent challenges to Klawock for games in their town
on November 20. The challenge was "accepted and we went and played and won
both games. When the notice of the game was published in the Wrangell Paper
it seemed to set all the towns along the coast into action. All organized basket-.
ball games, and for thl irrst time in southetist Alaslui the towns got together in
the field of sport. In connection with athletics I wish to say that since It Is
the athletic spirit tliarbinds together the student bodies hr the schools of the
States, we must rntroduce an athletic spirit into our Alaskan schools.

You will recall that in my report a year ago I stated that our people have
two sources of revenue.. One is the king-salmon fishing at Forester Island, and
the other is fishing for the canneries. The Forester Island fishing last apring
was a failure.

The amnery season on this we-id coast of Prince of Wales Island was 8139 ainnate. The, itream that runs through the center of our town, which in an
ordinary season is full of salmon, waA empty all last summer. I never was able
to see (fle salmon swimming up the stream.

fThe old people tell me that 111 former years there would sometimes come a
season when there would be no fish, but there has never, within the tnemory of
the younger generation, been a season like the one_we have just passedihrougIL
It meant that practically every family in town had to begin the winter without '
moneY, unless they were fortunate enough to have had some laid by froisa a
previous season, and there was no way of getting more money until 'another
season came around.

However, the store and lumber business has been more of a success this year
than we expected. yilth the money so scarce and the credit, sates so big, we
fearedathat there would be almost no dividends at all In comparison with the
returns of a year ago. But when Mr. Helwi came in January and closed the
books he found that the consolidated bushiest; bad made exactly $8,114 since
the books we:re closed the year before. Of this ainount $3,721.94 was paid out
in cash dividends and $2,392.08 put. into the reserve.

It is imptesible to overestimate the value this cooperative business Is to our
community. So far we have declared three annual dividends, and $12.727.53
has been returned to the people In the town who use the store. I can conceive
of no greater blessing that could come to the nativetowns of Alaska thati to
get cooperative stores operating in them all. Then, in the course of yetirs, the

9supplies for all could be purchase(' In such large quantities, through one office,
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that the reduction In the cost of living would be as noticeable and as beneficial
to the Alaskans as it was to the pioneers in cooperation at Rochdale, England.

The general health of the town during the year has been excellent. We have
had,the average number of deaths and some little sickness, but there-has been
no long-contlaued slckfess such as we had during the two previous years.

In looking to the future good of the work in Hydaburg, as well 'as for all
Alaska, I wish to make the following recommendations :

That a course of study suited to the textbooks in use he adopted. Then we
will know that when one speaks of the_flfth-grade work. In Klawock. or in
Metlakatla, or In any of the other native schools, that a deiinite amount of
work has been covered. In connection with this course of study test questions.
at stated times, should be sent to all of the teachers by the superintendent, In
order to establish a standard for the district. We should furnish grade certifi-
cates of promotion. It means a great deal to a young man or woman to have
something In what looks like legal form to show for his years spent in study.

I also recommend that a printing press be purchased by the bureau and used
in editing the school news for the whole district, and that each school have an
edltbr for the local school work and one to give the gist of the world's news.

A third recommendation is that this coming school year the three schools
Metlakatla, Klawock, apd Hydahnrgmeet at one of the above-named towns
for a live convocation. At this convocation we should have a rhetorical ,ion-
test, possibly a debate. an exhibition of school work, a drama, and basket-ball
games.

I further recommend that the Bureau of Education follow the lead of pro-
gressive school boards on the. Atlantic coast and establish a school ship for the
Alaskan natives. I have in miqd the old Enterprise and St. Mary, which were
school ships and nothing else. Ours shoUld be all that they were, and
freighters us well. On them all the freight sent py the bureau to Alaska
could be shipped and all the teachers traveling to and from Alaska once a year
could take passage. Who in the whole world are better natural pilots and
navigators than these Indians of southeastern Alaska? For generations these
people have sailed their canoes from Puget Sound to Sitka, and they know every
bay and Inlet and channel on the coast. These people are as much at home on
the water us Eskimos ere on snowshoes. At the present time in ILydaburg
alone there are 22 fishirit boats equipped with engines. The natives fo.aap._
where, but as yet they have nd technical knowledge of navigation.

This ship would be of great influence in cement the tribes of Ala. a into
one solid working body. The most promising yo ng men from the whole Ter-
ritory would be picked for the positions on bo This open-air life would
Conquer tuberculosis. -

My last recommendation is that a fund be created to encourage industries
among the people of Alaska. A cannery is absolutely necessary to the future of
Hydaburg. Without it this 'town will be nothing more than old Howkan and
Klinquana winter campillg ground. The whole town is most anxious for
a cannery, but we lack theCapital. The cannery was foremost in the minds;
of the people when they moved here. Every year it has been discussed and
every year It has been dropped because there were no funds.

From what' we hear from the Canadian side it seems that the Canadian
'Government has aireadjikstablished a. fund to encourage industries among the
natide people. We muse get help to those who, like these Hydahs, are willing
to help themselves but have not the capital. We must have a future. Without
business there is no future. Without a fund there can be no business.
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SECTION 4.REPORT OF THE FIRST REINDEER FAIR.
$'

By WALTER II. JOHNSON, Assistant Superintendent, Northwestern I hsti'ict.

During Mr. Lopp's visit to Nome, In the autumn of 1914, plans were discussed
for the holding of a reindeer fair or conference on Seward Peninsula during the
coming winter. After careful consideration it was decided that Igloo would
be the best place for the fair, being centrally located and having In its vicinity
good moss pasture for the reindeer and a plentiful supply of Umbel* for use In
the camp stoves of the delegates. It was decided to hold the fair duping the
second week in January, although the days would then be short, the sun going
down soon after 2 p. In. Later In the season it would be difficult for Supt.
Shields to make his tour of inspection, as the mild weather would make the
trails impassable. Instructlos were sent to all of the local superintendents,
Government teachers, and reindeer men ; plans were made for supplying food to
the visiting delegates; Mr. Hunnicutt, local superintendent at Igloo, was in-
structed to choose the site for the fair grounds, also to stake race trails, get
tents and set them up, cut wood and have stoves and other paraphernalia neces-
sary for a camp in extremely cold weather.

On January 7, at 11 a. m., Supt. Shields, Asst. Supt. Walter II. Johnson, Miss
Harriet Kenly, teacher of sanitation, Carl J. Lumen, representing Lomen & Co.,
who have a large herd of deer in the Buckland district,,Tautuk, chief herder of
Nome Government herd, and Aniuktoolik, his brother, as delegates, left Nome
for Igloo, via Slunk and Mosquito Pass, driving eight deer and leading a fast
racing deer, and reached Shull( at 8 p. m. that evening. At 9 a. m. on the.
following morning, with the mercury registering 20° below zero and a sharp
wind blowing in or faces, we left Sinulifor Mosquito Pass in the Sawtooth
Range. The weather was excellent for traveling with reindeer, and we made
very good progress up till. Slunk River. As darkness set in, we reached a vacant
cabin near the head of Sinuk River and at the foot of the pass leading through
the mountalVs. The cabin was found to he very comfortable, and we spent
a pleasant night. The.deer were staked.about a quarter of ti mile away, where
the moss was good, though the deep snow made it difficult for them to feed.

The next morning, January 9, facing a northerly wind,with th6 mercury regis-
tering 30° below, we left the cabin and started through Mosquito Pass, arrivinglaat the summit at about 2 p. m., where a short stop was made deer feeding
while we had lunch. The strong wind. blowing Ugh t ass had cut
channels in the snow, making travel difficult, but meowing the summit and
starting down on the northerly side of tiw Sawtooth Range. the wind died
down, and we Found several feet of loose snow, which' necessitated the use of
snowshoes or skits. The deer traveled stgadily through this for About three
hours, when we again struck the wind-swept portion of the pass. As darkness
set in, It became impossible,to see the channels in the hard snow, consequently
upsets were frequent, but even though driving at a fast gait down hill and ortr

.a rough trail, because of the heavy furs that were worn by all and the agility
of the members of the party no one was injured by these falls. Our faces were
froze. several times, but rubbing soon remedied that. Itenching..the level ground
near the Mouth of the Cobblestone River at 0 p. m., we made camp wheire
there was an abundance of moss, using nothing but our sleds for setting up the
tent. The weather'had moderated; being only 50 below.

,The following morning we cut across country direct for Igloo, which we
. reached at 1.80 p. m., being the first of the visitors to arrive. All the people

were out to greet us, and they gay Us a royal welcome. A few-minutes- later
14. Replogle, with the Deering delegiltion, arrived:: Their outfit consisted of.-:: i
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15 sleds and 25' deer, and when they appeared with their fine outfits, made
especially for the fair, each man driving two deer and lehding one'with a
trailer sled, their sleds bedecketi with colors, they presented a very fine.appear-
twee. The party consisted of Mr. Replogle and seven natives. They Mid come
direct over the mountains from Deering and were seven days on the road. So
close upon Ahem that they appeared to be of the same Party came the Shish-
maref delegation. The Shishmaref 'deer men were represented by .Tolm Siunok
and Aliakeok, who brought five deer with them. On account of stormy weather
they had been unable to start when planned, so that it had been necessary for
theta to ma some very long drives to reach Igloo in time, sometimes making
over 50 miles in one tiny. Their outfits, like the others, made an excellent
showing. Half an hour later Miss Brevig, of Teller, arrived. Mr. Maguire
and the rest of the Wales delegation were unable to come, the storms being so
bad that it was impossible even to start. They had made great preparations
and would hair made a fine showing; their sled deer are famous for their
speed. After the arrival of the Teller people, Mr. and Mrs. Hunnicutt enter-
tained the Government ofltcfa at a turkey dinner, which was grratly appre-
ciated. General discussions were held on matters relative to the coming fair.
Deer men were introduced to each other, and many new friendships were
formed; Non the enthusiasm shown, it was evident that the fair would be a
success. Before we knew it midnight was at hand, and the Eskimos left for
the places wheie they Izere to stay. The.Igloo nittives gave every native visitor
a comfortable place to stay. The white visitors were accommodated at the
schoolhouse, the men sleeping on the schoolroom floor, while the ladles were
taken care of in the residence part of the building. Mr. and Mrsi Hupnicutt
doing all in their power to make us comfortable.

On Monday, January 11, withthe'mercury tit 10° below zero and snow in the
air, we left Igloo for the place chosen by Mr. Hunnicutt as the SRC for the fair
grounds, about 6 miles from Igloo and 1 mile from the faMous hot springs.
At the grounds we found severtlarge tents and great plies of wood; large
quantities of pork and beans cooked and frozen, bread, and other food sup-

, plies had been stored in a commissary tent When it became too dark for
outside work the officials went over to the hot springs and had a fine steam
,bath. The usual cold plunge bath was out of order, but running In the open
air and .rolling in the snow, with the thermometer registering 30° beic zero,
render] us immune from taking cold after our hot blith.

At 6 p. m. the delegates met in the large assembly tent, and Combined were
chosen to take-charge of the various events. Whenevel possible a committee-
man was chosen from each herd or 'community. The work was outlined, and

,every delegate was given some special task. The meeting adjalurned at 3.30
p. m., and the committees met at the various camps or tents, where rules, regu-
lations, time, place, and manner of events were arranged for. Thougt the
hour was late when we retired for the night,.here and ,there discussions could
be heard. It is safe to'ilay that at no time during the first night was the camp
In complete silence. The wind died down, and the mercury dropped to 35°
below zero. All slept on #the snow in tents, Avithout fire, bat even the Indiefi
were vsfrin and comfortable in their-reindeer-skin sleeping bags.

Tuesday, January 12, early in the morning on* of the Igloo herds which
had been stationed about 2 miles from case was driven up, and as soon as tt
became light enough three steers were lasoed. These deer were butchered
by the different methods used by the natives, and then the meat was distrib-
uted among the delegates for use during the fair. The steers were brought to
the flat near the river in front of ffte camp. The people gathered around the
tleer, and talks and discussions were had as to the best way of judging a mark
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ketable deer as to age, health, weight. fatness, etc. While this discussion wasbeing carried on, the Council delegation arrived (three men driving five deer),
and Simon hiukpeadeluk, of Council, was chosen to represent that district in
their method of sticking a deer; Luke Loogloeena, of Igloo, represented their
district in this event, and Tautuk represented Nome and the Government
method. Luke and Simon showed extraordinary skill afid drove the knife tothe exact Spot with one blow. Both of these deer were stuck back of the front
legs and the opening closed by the hand, so that the blood was retained.
Tautuk, as he took his position, was, subjected ton great deal of good-natured
chaff from the other Eskimos; they were skeptical, and they knew that Tautuk
had never seen the method demonstrate4.1 and explained by Dr. Joss, of the De-
partment of Agriculture, during his visit to Alaska, for Tautuk was hack inthe hills at the time of the doctor's visit; but Supt. Shields had carefully ex-
plained the doctor's method. Grasping the gullet and windpipe in his left hand,
Tautuk pulled them downward and away from the neck; then, turning the edge
of the knife toward the neck bone, he made a smell incision back of the jaw,
severing the jugular vein it the first stroke. The blood flowed freely and could
have been easily saved, fot it flowed in a steady stream from the small incision.
The deer were then weighed, then dressed and weighed again, the weights being
as follows:

Weight of deer.

Ci rum
weight. Tiro. Net.

Stem's doer.
276 126 148Luke's
293Teuttik 'e deer
266 118 148

Forty -five per cent loss In dressing.
When the deer were dressed and hung up for Inspection tallts and discussions

were had as to the general appearance of thecarcasses and It was plain/thatthe deer ,killed by the method suggested by Dr. Joss, of the Departme t of
Agriculture, was in far better marketable shape than the other two. Eventhough no water was used, there was not n blood stain upon the meat and no
discolor:Mons from the blood remaining' in the large blood vessels as was thecase in the other carcasses. One delegation claimed that they were amply re-
paid for their time and exjiense in coming to the fair by this one detuonstration
alone, for they had been looking for Just such n method of butchering. Simon
then stepped into the ring and demonstrated the quartering of a carcass; he
did this neatly and in a businesslike manner, showing great familiarity with
the anatomy of a deer. L'sing only 'his hunting knife he quarteted it In fourand one-half minutes.

Rifle shooting, 50 yards, January 12, 'at. 11.15 a. m. Free arm. standing.five shots at a 81-inch target. Twenty-four entries. Open to all Eskimos.
Okok Thomas, Deering.first prize; Nook, Teller, second prize. Although theboys were using their high-power guns, which were sighted for a much longer
distance, some very good scores were made.
, Rifle shooting, 100 yards, January 12, 18 and 14. Any position, five shots
at 8 -inch bull's-eye. Thirty-two entries,' Open to all Eskinios. Jack Kowmok,
Igloo, first prize; Jimmy Eyuk, Igloo, second prize; John Anakartuk, Teller,
third prize.

It was decided that the shooting should be- done during the lightest part of
each day until the contest was finished. This was done and several 'excellent

. -
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scores were made. It was decided to count the center of the targA, which was
24 inches in diameter, as a bull's-eye. Jack Kowa)* won by placing four shots
in the small hull's-eye. No peep sights were used, though several of the men
sat down. In the evening Okok Thomas gave an exeel4ent talk on shooting,
showing how a good shot should stand, position of gun, how flinching :MO jerk-
ing the trigger pulls the gun off the target, and how to overcome these habits
by a steady pull and by watching the target so as to know just where the
bullet hit. He gave such advice as the following: " Perhaps some day you will
have only one cartridge and you will see but one thing to shoot, and if you have
no food Sou must make that shot t.outtt." He also snit I t his father hadm
insisted upon his always shooting carefully.-4telling hill " Maybe some day
you will see a black fox ; if you are not a sure shot you may miss it and $1,000
will piss before your eyes."

Burden race, distance 5 miles, January 12, nt 2 p. m. Two deer; burden,
256 pounds of sand. Seven entries. Henry Kugazeak, Deering, first' prize;
time, 16 minutes 21 seconds. Tautuk, Nome, second prize; time, 18 minutes
4 second. We are unable to find any record, of better time than this being
made even without a burden. The weather being extremely cold and clear
proved to be ideal for driving deer.

After Okok had given his talk on shooting, Tautuk opened the general dis-
cussion by stating, " We are all' here to learn what will he the best thing
to do in anything that deals with-the reindeer. Now we are all prepared to
play, and in that way we will learn how to do each thing best and quickest. We
want you to know the propel: way to kill and dress a deer; if white men are
going to buy our meat, kill it in the best way possible and do it the way they
say is best, for they are the ones who buy It. We should thank all for what
they do for us, for It is for our benefit ; we should especially thank Mr. Shields.
In preparing a carcass for market, we should try to make it look as nice as
any good article that we have for sale and not try to fool the peope. If we
do good work, they will pay well, especially if we !ix the carcass right, as we
would any fancy article of our own."

Allakeak, delegate trout ShIslimartbf : "When you work with deer, make your
work count ; if you wish a good living from your deer, you should think anti
plan how to take core of them. If you don't do that the itertD.will decrease.
and If you don't keep /1 good watch some will stray awns and they will stay
in places where the moss IN not good and get poorer anti poorer. We reindeer
men make our living from the deer, and there is nothing that we con do so
well as to take care of our deer. Ve are now planning to sell all our meat
at the same place and at the same price. This will he good, for then no one
will envy the men from other herds. We should all work together for the
good of the Industry. 'I know what reindeer herders have lost because they
did not stay near the herd and seldom went out to round them tip. It you do
not get out to the herd until late in the day. the deer will scatter and stray.

,I have watched this carefully bir four years and have lost very few deer,
because I have nIwhys started early. Many of the deer men lose deer because-
they donot attend to business; the deer get lost, or killed, or taken by people.
If you Wish to be a deer man you should always attend to filminess."

Tautuk, on burden races :."A short time before leaving Nome Mr. Shields
told me to get ready for a trip to Igloo, where we would have a fair. He said
that at this fair we would show the best way. to use and work reindeer and
that we would have pulling:contests between deer to see which could pull a
load and make the fastest time. To make fast time you must drive; hold your
Blue* so that the deer will go the way he should. When you are %sing two
Ogee, car 'nay be faster than the other, then it is necessary for you to drive

- 5.
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so that each will do his share. In the loirden rare to-day I rode all the way,
for the deer ran faster than I could, for I am getting old." -

Lassoing contest, Wednesday, 9 a. ni,.._Fourteen lassoers, two from, each dis-
trict. Thirty minute each day. Coo lir to continue for three days, the num
lassoing the most deer in the 90 minutes winning the contest ; any deer witlethe
lasso on when time Is called to be counted ; only bulls without horns and marked
with a chith around the neck to 1w lassoed.

This was one of the most picturesque events of the fair and was an excellent
1,amher for the opening of I In' day's program. The herd of over 800 *leer was
driven down to the flat nod penned. in by a sort of human cqrral. When the
signal was given, the lassoers ran into the amter of the lierd and the fun
began. It was a very pretty sight to see the gals -- dressed nativils moving hack
and forth to keep the (leer penned in, the well-trained collie dogs on the out-
skirts ready to pick up any stray deer that might bnnk through the crowd, the
stately otd females standing on the outskirts of the herd near the people, n few
trained sled deer mingling freely with they people, the camp of eighteen or twenty
tents among the willows on one side of the herd, and the smr-covered Sawtooth
Mountains on the other. Though extremely cold and clear. plenty of action be-
ing necessary to keep the herd corralled, no one suffered from the weather.

,,The bulls after being lassoed once became very tricky and would dodge hack-
van' and forwnrd, r ing close to the tither deer, and In every way possible
tried to avoid- the lassies. When time was called on the third morning. Kapok,
of Marys Igloo, had 11 deer to his credit ; while Tautuk, of Nome, Frank Wells,
of Deering, and Ahloowalook, of Igloo, were tied for second place, each having
9 deer to his 'credit. Ten minutes additional time was given these men to
decide who should be given second place. Abloowalook won by roping one deer
more than the others.

Sled show, Wednesday, 10 a. tn: Hardwood sleds, with braces and handle-
bars. Sixteen entries. Many very handsome sleds were exhibited, and the
wrappings and bracjs were of extraordinary strength. %mon Mukpeadelook,
Council, first prize; Tuck, of Igloo, second prize.

Sled show, Wednesday, 12.30 p. m. Hardwnod sleds without handlebars
(trailers). Again the Council natives 'proved that they knew bow to make
sleds by taking the bine ribbon. Edwin, Council, first prize; Wheeler Douglas,
Deering, second prize.

Burden race, Wednesday, 2 p. m. One deer, 150 pounds sand burden. Dis-
tance, 5 miles. Twelve entries. Taffink. Nome, first; time, 18 49;
seconds. Topkok, Igloo, second ;I time, 20 minutes, 44 seconds. This was won-
derful time, considering that each deer pulled a net weight of 150 pounds of
sand and a man of approximately the same weight.

Wednesday, 7.30 p. m. After the offielnls had given their report of the day's
events, the natives who had won in the competitive events were called on and
told how they had been able to win. These talks were ail given In the Eskimo
language, and my*notes were taken through an interpreter and contain only
the gist of the speeches. It was impossible ,to get tP great may of the clever
remarks or witticisms, -

Simon, on sleds: "They want me to talk about sleds, and, because they do,
I will, but I am afraid that you will not learn Much from me. To-day I saw
many kinds of sleds; sleds that wftre big enough for two sleds; Sleds that were
strong and others that were weak. A strong sled will not break In a day, even
if you have a bad trail and a heavy load, but a weak sled will not finish the day
so well: When gou make a sled for yourself, you make it good; butt many t4
you when you niake it for sale, snake it not in good. You should make a sled
as well for others its for yourself, also Snowshoes. Make it always well, for
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a
then you can sell It and if yoa wish to use it yourself It will last longer, the
same as any high-priced article. You' who buy mukluks know this; cheep
mukluks are poorly made and are no good. if you make cheap articles, peo-
ple will not continue to buy from you, but if they learn that you always make
things well, they will always buy your things, even If they cost more. Always
make things for others as you would if they were for yourself, for it will always
prove to be best."

Edwin, on sleds: "The people who make things siuhid not make them for
show, but make them good, for themselves'or for sale.' I think that is why we
have this fair here, to prove that it is best to make everything best that we
know how."

Thursday. lassoing contest. The contestants exerted themseles to the ut-
most, but were unable to throw as many bulls as Die first (lay, several adding
two to their score.

Harness exhibit. Collar, traces, backstraps. and singletree. Exhibit harness
on (leer. In this event the Igloo boys outclassed the others by haying very
elaborate trimmings, besides well-chosen material. carefully made up. Oquil-
look, of Igloo, first prize; Segayuk, Igloo, second prize.

Harness exhibit new style: Breast strap instead of a collar. Kaffenuk.
Igloo, special prize. .'

Harness show, Lapp style. KaPfenuk won first prize with an -all-leather
harness, and Simon's was seeond choice.

Halteit show. Oquillook, Igloo, first prize (tanned leather) ; Sin1011 Council.
second prize (braided rawhide).

Halter shot% new style, Fred Thomas. The Deering delegates had brought
a new-style adjustable halter that had a band around the (leer's head just back
of the mouth, to which the guide lines were fastened With a slight change I
believe this will be the coming halter for driving deer, but not for leading.

Thursday, 1.30 p. in. Driving wild deer. One mile. Fourteen entries.
Rules t Reindeer herd to be driven up to the line extending across the river.
At a given signal contestant Is to enter herd, and rope, throw, harness, hitch
up, and drive a hornless wild bull, between the ages of 13 and 3 years: one-half
mile up the river and then return to line. theu*unhlteh, ubliarneas, and remove
halter, all unassisted. lyen signal contestant may have his sled brought
up to where he has his d d the M7111 bringing it toast render no assistance,
but immediately leave. Co nts will leave at three-minute intervals, and
the winner will be judged by time. Deer may be driven, dragged, or hauled.

This event was the cause of much merriment, and the contestants tried every
known method to make the bbil go in the right direction. Immediately upon
being lassoed the bull would commence to fight and try to get away, and it
would then become necessary to throw him. When the assistant would bring up

. the sled the maneuvering to harness was laughable and exciting. No sooner
would the harness be fastened than the bull would start to run wild and throw
,the men in all directions. Ip a short time nearly all of the contestants were In
the race, and many exciting moments were experienced. One of the Teller men
lassoed perhaps the largest and wildest bull-in the whole herd, and he found him-
self unable to drive this deer at nil, an he threw the deer alongside his sled,
which he tipped on edge, and rolled Mr. Bull in, tied him down, and started up
the liver pulling the sled, while the spectators shrieked with laughter. Others
dinged their deer a short distance at a time, held them down while they got

their wind, and then proceeded. Of course, when the line up the river was
reached It was only. necessary to turrthe deer around and he would start at
.brealtheek speed for the herd stailimed just park of the finishing line, and some

-Iipeetlyjwild rides Were had on the way Dank. Many of the ripeciAtote
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wondered wily Tautuk had a park' thrown over the handlebars of his sled.
also why a long line was fastened onto the front part for apparently no special
reason. Perhaps native shrewdness was displayed in this special case more than
in any other event. After harnessing the wild bulls, they would try to run from

i the awn trying to lead him (for it was impossible to drive him from the sled),
. pulling back on the line or .running in a circle, apparently paying no atten-

tion to the sled fastened to e long line behind him. When Tautuk's bull jumped
up, after being harnessed, Tautuk stood at least 50 feet to (me side and the
sled was directly behind the deer. As the sled was closer than Tautuk, he
noticed It and when a short pull was given to the line on the sled, the parkl
moved with it, and the bull started up the river, with Tautuk running way out
to one side, a line on the Mull and one on the sled. He was the only contestant
who did not drag or force his deer to go, driving him the whole distance and
winning the race. Tautuk, Nome, first prize; time, 19 minutes 35 seconds.
Kapak, Igloo, second prize; time, 21 minutes 14 seconds.

Single deer pulling heavy load. nair entries. Load to consist of sand, and
deer to start it on the level snow and pull it 200 yards.

As a deer had never been tested as to the amount that it could pull, the men
all loaded their sleds too light. The load waslncreased to 1.000 pou
of the four entries. pulled this bad.
'Thursday evening discussions were had relative to the e 'nts of the day and

reindeer in general, At the opening of the fair the in were reluctant br give
_their opinions, but by thPs time their timidity had worn off. and many excellent
extemporaneous speeches were given.

Four-deer race; 5 miles, Friday, 11 a. In. There was nmell speculation as to
the outcome of this event, for It had never been tried before. When the four
entries were lined up, four deer to each sledt driven double, it appenied as if it e
would be Impossible for the men to keep their deer from entangling, but when
the signal to go was given the teams started up the river in good order. When
the teams returned, running at a good speed, not a deer out of position or In
any way tangled up, a reusing cheer greeted them. Tom Akinowak, Igloo, first
prize; time, 23 minutes 50 seconds. Fred Thomas, Deering, second prize; time,
27 minutes 43 seconds. .5fortie, Council, third prize; time. 31 minutes 29 seconds.
Amuktoolik, Nome, fourth prize; time, 47 minutes 53 seconds.

Two-deer race; 11 miles, Friday, 1 p. m. Twelve entries over a circular trail.
As there was no way, of accurately Measuring this course, the distance was gone
over' several times and judged to be approximately 11 miles. The same was ks
done on the other tracks or trails;-for there was nothing to designate the track,
excepting a piece' of brush stuck into the snow about every 109 yards. The
home stretch of a half mile, being on the river and wide enough.fpr all entries to
come in at one time, prayed to he an ideal one. The teams were started at o )
intervals of one minute, and as the winners passed many teams, their " eerman-
ship " was proven for it takek a skilled driver to pass a (leer team a singletrack: Oquillook, Igloo, first prize; !late, Minutes 57.,seeonds. Allakeak,
Shislimaret, second prize; time, 44 minutes seconds. Okok Thomas, t)eering,
third prize; time, 44 minutes 55 seconds. ,

In this race 10 of the contestants made the 11 miles in less than 50 minutes,
establishing a new record Or driving two deer. This should promote the ()riving
of deer teams, instead of the method,now in use of driving one (leer and leading
another. This method requires a little more skill`, but it does away with The_
rear sled, whichis generally loaded with supplies that could be put on the same
sled as the driver. The der seem to make better time when hitched together,
And they, do not try to wander from the trail as much as when driven elegy.
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Friday evening. 7.30 p. m. Fur clothing exhibit. Eight complete outfits con-
sisting of pnrki, pants, mukluks, mittens, and sleeping bag, all made of deer-
skin with deerskin trimmings. The judges were the fur sewers that could
be found, and the three Eskimo women, in charge of MISS Brevlg, were Impar-
tial in their decisions. judging by the length of the stitches, the tying of the
threads, the tanning of the skins, the length and firmness of the hair. Oquil-
look, of Igloo, won first perk. This outfit was made by Mary, whorls Igloo was
named after. It was not the finest appearing outfit, but the material and work-
manship were considered to be the hest alhii was unanimously chosen by the
judges. Allakeak,,of Shishmaref, and Kermit. of Deering. were tied for second
place: Tautuk, of Nome,, and Sinnok, of Shishmaref, were tied for third place.
Luke and Abloowalinok, of Igloo, and Okok Thomas, of Deering, had beautiful
outfits and'de4erve honorable mention.

Saturday, sled-lashing contest. We haddheen blessed with clear, odd weather,
and very little wind, until the last day of the fail% Saturday morning the wind
commenced to blow, and there was 'a little sharp snow in the air, and the
mercury reozkved arotrml 30 below zero. Fortunately the wind and snow did
not immediately increase, and we were able to have a few of our remaining
e;ents before it became neeesmr to break mini and leave for Mary's Igloo,

The difficulties under which the contestants in the sled-lashing contest labored
may be Imagined. It was inusissible to remove the mittens, for the fingers
would freeze in a few seconds, and, if they came Into Contact with any metal
they 'would adhere immediately. Working under these conditioni'some very
good records were made. Each sled was loaded with a stove, grub box. clothing
sack. and sleeping hag. These had to be wrimped and covered so that snow
could not enter; outside of the canvas cover, under the lashing where they
could be gotten at readily, were a rifle and snowshoes. The same load was
used for each sled, and the only contestants considered In this exhibition were
those whose loads withstood the rough anti thorough tests of the judges, which
consisted of rolling the sled over and over, backward and forward, several times.
If the loud was then in good Vt.-audition and snow proof, the man's time was
taken. -Harry Karniun. Deering. first prize: time. '2 minutes 24 seonds. Fred
Mosquito, Igloo, second prize; time. 2 minutes 31 seconds. linrr Karniun used
only one rope, which he had fastened to the back of his sled ; all the other con-
testants used two.

While the sled-lashing contest was on. the men were' Atting their deer
ready for the 11-mile race, which seemed to he the big race of the fair, deer
being held out of °the; events and saved for this one event.

Saturday, 11 a. m. Eleven-mile race, one deep, start in three squads nt
8-minute intervals; 17 entries. Knpak, Igloo, first : time, 41 minutes 33 sec-
onds.' Morfie, Council. second prize; time. 41 minutes 31 seconds. Ailakeak,
Shishmaref, third ; time, 41 minutes 38 seconds. Amuktoolik, Nome, fourth ;
time, 41 minutes 3611 seconds.

A very generous spirit was shown in this nee by one of the delegates.
Having won several ribbons and his brother none, he turned over his pet
racing deer to him, which haknot been entered in any other event during the
fair and had run loose all the way en route and was in first-class condition.
As he was familiar with this pet deer, everyone felt that be could have driven
a winning race, whereas his brother lost by 31 "seconds.

As it was still snowing a little and the wind was increasing, it was decided
that the other eventssteeplechase, with burden consisting of two trailers,
over very rough course, and the paradecould not be held. We broke camp,
Rending the evening, ne;well as the following Sunday. and Monday, distributing
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prizes and discuttslag reindeeratal all subjects pertaining to the welfare of the
Esk linos.

John Anakartuk, Teller, was given a fountain pen by Supt. Shields for his
services as interpreter. Several of the young men assisted as interoreters, but
Anakartuk worked almost continually and did his work exceptionally well.

Sunday and Monday. Government school, Igloo. Lack of sluice and the
inability of the interpreters- to Interpret all'of the native speeches, make It
impossible to give more than an idea of what was said. Supt. Shields talked
for two hours on the reMdeer enterprise, showing by statistics what bad been
done in each herd on Seward Peninsula. As he showed the Increase, decrease,
per cent of females fawning, number of bulls, and other statistics of each
herd, the delegates and owners of that herd would show added Interest, and
Ott,: Supt. Shields had chtsed, they would state why results had not been
as good as they should, and then would mention some plan for the coming
year. These plans will be tried out and the results given at the next fair.

Speeches were RIO made by Rev. T. L. Brevig, Mr. Hunnicutt, Mr. Rep-
logle, Mr. Johnson, Mr. is mien. and all of the delegates. The natives were
very much pleased to bear from Mr. Lomen that his company would not sell
meat at the local markets, but intended to establish a demand for it in the
Statek Mr. Brevig said that In Ills opinion hulls should not be over 4 years
of age for best results. Mr. Replogle showed how cooperation and kindness
among the men of a reindeer community would show in the care that each
would take of the others' deer. They should work for the good of all and
forget their grievances. Mr. Hunnicutt4End Mr. Johnson, as did the others,
brought out ninny pertinent matters, show how the men could profit by what
they had learned at the fair, advising thereto choose their own committees,
make rules, decide on number of bulls, what to pay apprentices, etc.

The Eskimo delegates, in closing, nahttioned some of the things that they
had learned at the fair. One said. "I feel us if I had been in a big sleep and
was just waking up." Another, "We'll be in the ring next year." All ex-
pressed their appreciation for what had been done.

Delegates taking part in the Igloo fair: Council: Simon Mukpeadelook,
Morrie. Deering: Okok Thomas, WheelPt,Ddfiltlam, Frank Wells, Harry Kerman,
Leonard Pooto. Shishnutref: John &trok, Allakeak. Oquillook, Abloo-
wallok, Luke, Tuck, Issuwenock. Nome: Tautuk, Amuktoollk. Teller: Emak-
leena, Aseearenna, Anakartuk.

Natives from many villages on Seward Peninsula were present and took a
great interest in the fair. Some of the best workmanship exhibited was that
of the visiting natives. All took a hand and helped make the fair a success.
Several white people visited the fair and were agreeably surprised__ The fol-
lowing is a list of the prizes. Ate donors, and the winners:,Ment saw, Pacific
Coast Storage Co., Igloo delegates; rifle and two boxes cartridges, Independent
Meat Market, Jack Kowmok; heavy lasso, Darling & Dean Co., Simon Muk-
peadelook; butcher knife, Darling & Dean Go.. Tantuk; tool knife, Chester,
Chinik, Morfie; Ingersoll watch, Chester, Chinik, Harry Karmun; match safe,
Chester, Chinik, Fred Mosquito; Gem razor, Butler, Mauro Co., Topkok Oquil-
look; box 30-10 cartridges, G. P. Goggin, Okok Thomas; box 3040 cartridges,
Carleton Hardware Co., Okok Thomas; box 80-80 cartridges, Carleton Hard-
ware Co.. Jim Eyak; thermos bottle, Lomeli & Co., Abloowallok; fountain lien,
Lomen Bros., Wheeler Douglas; pair wool gloves, Nonpareil Store. Tante It;
pair gloves, McLain, Hot Springs. John Sinnok; pair gloves, McLain, Hot
Springs, Harry Karmen; muffler, McLain, Hut Springs, Aliakeak. Carl Lomen
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donated a compass, which was won by Fred Thomas. Supt. Shieh le donated
a compass, which was won by Okok Thomas.

On Sunday, January 17, the Igloo delegfttes left for their herds, which are
scattered within a radius of 20 miles of kiwi. Of course the leave-taking was
prolonged, for the delegates from other districts were still at Igloo awaiting the
inoderation.of the weather. Toward evening the wind di'd down, the mountains
in the distance became visible, and plans werilriade for leaving in the morn-
ing. The Igloo boys left for their herds sing ng; Igloo's in the ring, boys,"
and " Meet me at the fair." lab

On Monday, January 18, at 10 a. m., In company with Rev. T. L. Brevig and
the Teller delegates, we left Igloo for the Teller mission herd on. the Ageeapuk
River. The only accident occurring during the fair happened while on the
trail. One of the Teller boys in stopping his sled was suddenly struck near
the eye by the horn of his deer, receiving a very nasty wound, injuring the
eyeball. Fortunately, Supt. Shields had bandages with him and the wound was
dressed. A dog team which happened to be passing was hailed and the man
was sent direct to Teller mission, where be could be cared for by Miss Kenly, who
had started earlier In the morning with Miss Brevig. He aprrived at the mis-
sion the next (lay and received professional aidwhich undoubtedly saved his
sight, and when we arrived there two days litter he was recovering his sight
and the swelling in the eyeball had disappeared.

We arrived at the mission herd at 7.30 p. m. In the evening talks were had
with the reindeer men at the camp. The next (lay, Tuesday, we visited the herd
and sled deer were caught for ?mine of the boys who were to accompany us to
Teller mission. We left camp at 4.30 p. m7atal arrived at Segewana's.cabin, on
Grantiey Harbor, at 8 p. m., where we spent the night, 13 people in one small
room. Leaving this cabin at 9.30 the following morning, we reached Teller
mission at 12.30 p. m. Thursday and Friday the school and mission were vis-
ited and plans were made for the year's work for school, mission. and herd.

Saturday. January 23, Supt. Shields and Miss Ilarriet Kenly left for Wales,
accompanied by two guides, Supt. Shields en route on his northern trip and
Miss Kenly on a professional vlsitto the cape, where she remained a week, and
then returned to Nome by means of a dog team.

Shortly after the northern-bound party left, Mr. Lomen and Mr. Johnson.
accompanied by Tautuk, left for Nome via Teller, Gold Run, and Slnuk. The
weather moderated, and Sunday evening n heavy rain commenced to fall,
wtdch made it exceedingly difficult and unpleasant to travel dressed in furs.
The trail was greatly improved by the mercury dropping and the snow freez-
ing solid ; but this made it Impossible for the deer to feed, and when we
arrived at Sinuk on Sunday at 9.30 p. m. our deer were almost played out.

The Sit..uk school was visited Monday morning. after which we left for Nouw,
After traveling about 10 miles a place was found where the deer could get a .

little moss, and we left Tnutuk here with the deer for the night. Walking in,
we reached Nome at 8 p. m., and Tuutuk crime in with the deer the following
morning.

SECTION 5.--RECENT ACTS OF THE ALASKA TERRI-
TORIAL LEGISLATURE OF IMPORTANCE TO THE
NATIVES OF ALASKA.

AN ACT To define and establish the political status of certain native Indians within
the territory of Alaska.

it enacted by the legislature of flu, Territory of Alaska:
Simon 1. Every native Indian born within the limits of the Territory of

Alaska, and who has severed all tribal relationship and adopted the habits of a>
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civilized life in accordance with section 6, chapter 119. 24 Statutes at Large. 890.
may, after the passage.band approval of this act, have the fact of his citizen-
ship definitely established by complying with the terms hereafter set forth.

Sec. 2. Every native Indian of theTerritory of Alaska who shall desire a
certificate of his citizenship shall first make application to a United States
Government, Territorial. or municipal school, and shall be subjected to an
examination by a majority of the teachers of such school as to his or her
qualifications and claims for citizenship. Such examination shall broadly
cover the general qualifications of the applicant as to an intelligent exercise
of the obligations of suffrage, a total abandonment of any tribal customs or
relationship, and the facts regarding the applicant's adoption of the habits
of a civilized life.'

SEC. 3.' Any native Indian of the Territory of Alaska who shall obtain a
certificate in accordance with section 2 of this act, which certificate shall set
forth that a proper examination has been duly held and the applicant found
to have abandoned all tribal 'customs and relationship, to have adopted the.
ways and habits of ft civilized life, and to be, properly qualifiedto intelligently
exercise the obligations of an elector in the ,Territory of Alaska, shall there-
upon obtain an indorsement upon said certificate by at least five white citi-
zens of the United States who have been permanent residents of Alaska for
at least one year. who were not members of the examining board as provided
In section 2. to the effect that such citizens have been personally acquainted
with the life and habits of such Indian for a period of at least one year and
that In their best judgment such Indian has abandoned all tribal customs and
relationship, has adopted the ways and habits of a civilized life, and is duly
qualified to exercise the rights, privileges. and obligations of citizenship.

,Sec. 4. Upon- securing such certificate, as provided by sections 2.and 3 of
this act, properly signed in ink, the applicant shall forward the same, together
with an 'oath duly acknowledged to the effect that such applicant forettr
flounces all tribal customs and relationshtbs, to the United States district
court for the division in which the applicant 'resides. praying for the gtanting
of a certificate of citizenship.

Sec. 5. Upon receiving such application the judge of the district court shall
set a day of hearing on such application which shall not be less than 00 days
from the date of receipt, of such application, whereupon the clerk of the dis-
trict court shall post a notice in his office cpntaining the name of the applicant
and the facts set forth in his application, and the date set for the hearing
upon the application, and shall immediately forstrard a copy of such notice to
the .applicant, whereupon the applicant shall post such notice or a copy
thereof in a conspicuous place at the pest-office nearest to his or her residence. .

Sec. 6. Upon approval of such applicaLon by the judge of the United Slates
-*district court for the division in which the applicant redidea. the said judge
shall issue a certificate certifying that due proof has been made to him that
the said applicant is "an Indian born within the'Territorial limits of the
United States, and that he has voluntarily taken up, within said limits, his
residence separate and apart from any tribe'of Indians therein, and has adopted
the habits of civilized life." Said certificate. when presented in court or
otherwise, shall be taken and considered as prima facie eldence of the truth
of the statements therein eontained.

Approved, April SI, 1915.
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AN ACT To provide for local self-government in certain native villages In the Ter-
ritory of Alaska.

Fir it enacted by the Legislature of the, Territory of Alaska:
SEcnorr 1. That any village in the Territory of Alaska, whose inhabitants

are members, or descendants of members. of the Thlinget, Tsimpsean. er llydah
Indian Tribes, or other native tribes of Alaska, having not less than -RS perma-
nent inhabitants above.the age of 21 years. may form a self- governing village
organization for the purpose of governing certain local affairs, as hereinafter
described and in the manner hereinafter provided.

SEC. 2. A petition praying for such village organization shall first be presented
to the commissioner, ex officio probate judge, for the recording district In which
SUCII village is situated, which petition shall be signed by'at least 15 adult mem-
bers or descendants of members of said Tliltneet, Tsimpsenn. or lrydalyndian
Tribes, or other native tribes of Alaska, who are bona fide residents of such
village, and shall specify the boundaries and the number of Inhabitants of the
proposed organized village and shall specify the now by which such village is
to be known, and such other facts as may tend to silo* good grounds for stick
organization. The commissioner, ex officio probate judge, shall thereupon fix
a Mae 81141 place for considering said petition. \which thne shall' not be less
than 15 nor more than 30 days after the date of such order. At the time and
place fixed for considering said petition, the commissioner. ex officio probate
judge, shall give a reasonable hearing to those who are in favor of. and those
who are opposed to the same, and if he is satisfied that it is to the hest Inter-
ests and welfare of such village to be so organized, he shall, by an order, so
judge: and h' may. by the order, (change or modify the proposed boundaries,
which shall In no case embrace more than 1340 acres. He shall also, by said order.
desigfiate the name and the boundaries of the proposed organized village, and
the time and place, when and where, an election shall be held to determine
whether the people of the village desig? to be so organized; and he shall also,
by said order, appoint three qualified residehts of such village to act as judges'
of such election. X copy of st(id order shall 1w posted at three public places
within the limits of the organized village, at least 15 days prior to
the day of election, and sue sting 'shrill he deemed n sufficient notice of
such election. In case said commissioner, ex officio probate judge, shall refuse
to consider such petition, or after considering the same, shall refuse to make
such order, or any order hereinafter provided for, the said petitioners may
iippeal froin such action by the commissioner to the Judge of 'the district
court for the division in_which said village is situated, in the manner providliii
by law for appeals from justice's courts.

Sac. 3. That the qualifications of an elector hereunder shall be as follows:
He or sib shall be a member:or descendant of members, of the Thlinget, Tsimp-
sean, or Hydah people, or people belonging to other Alaska Indian trues, and
shall be over 21 years of age, and shall have resided within the limits of the
village proposed to be organized for a period of six months.

Sae. 4. That said election shall be by written or printed ballot In the follow-
ing form:

" For organization of -the village (name of village proposed to be or-
ganized) (

thi organization of the village of (name of village proposed to
be organized) ( )."
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At the same election by separate ballot, 12 of the said members of the vil-
lage shall be elected as councilmen and said council shall have the following
powers:

To make rules and regulations for the conduct of its own protVedings;
To elect from its membership a mayor, a secretary, a municipal magistrate

and a treasurer, all of whom shall serve without pay; and to prescribe their
duties and the rules by which they shall be governed;

To pass such ordinances for the govermitent of the village as shall not be in
conflict with Federal or Territorial laws, and shall pass ordinances to prevent
the practice of witchcraft;

To levy and collect a poll tax not exceeding $3 per annum on all able-bodied
male residents above 21 and under 50 years of age;

To levy and collect a tax on dogs, and a general tax not to exceed 1 per cent
per annum on assessed valuation of houses, boats, and canoes (but all house-
hold gopds shall he exempt from taxation) ;

To appoint constables and prescribe powers and duties as it may Seem
necessary ;

To provide for the punishment of any violation of Its ordinances by fine
or imprisonment In the village jail or both such fine and imprisonment. but no
such tine shall exceed $20, nor any such imprisonment five days;

To provide for necessary street improvements, water supply, fire protection,
lights, public health, and relief of destitution and Indigents

ITo fill vacancies n the council until the time of next election, and to pro-
vide rules and regulations governing place and conditions of the'annual elec-
tion: Provided,That public notice of said election shall be given at least 10
days prior to such election.

The commissioners, ex officio probate judges, shall for acts rendered in pur-
suance of this act receive the same fees and commissions as are prescribed for
similar services when acting as prohaate judges.

Approred, April 21, 1915.
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